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ABSTRACT 
A good roads network has an important bearing on the economic growth of the 
country . Construction of qual ity road , wh ich is considered a primary objective of any 
h ighway agenc ies and contractors, requires concerted effOlts on many fronts. Over the 
past e era l  years, agencie have been working with the construction industry to 
implement Qua l ity Assurance/Qual ity Control act iv i t ies (QAlQC) in an effort to 
impro e the qual i ty of h ighway construction. They are used as a mean to describe the 
material , workmanship, and other general requirements for the project that the 
h ighway agenc ies expect from the contractors. Good spec ificat ions should be easy to 
understand by involved part ies. Ambiguous spec ifications can mis lead the contractor 
and result in increased cost to e ither or both c l ient and contractor because of c laims 
that may occur. S ince the primary function of a QAlQC system is to describe the 
qual ity leve l of  the product desired, it fo l lows that an effective specification is one 
\J  here the contractors correct ly interpret the desired qual ity level and cons istently 
provide that level .  Therefore, once QA/QC system is developed and used in  the fie ld, 
they should be mon itored to ver i fy their effectiveness and to determ ine when 
improvement is nece sary, thereby making continuous qua l ity improvement poss ible. 
Very few h ighway agencies currently mon itor how wel l  their spec ifications work. I n  
th is research, QAlQC system of I nternal Roads and I nfrastructure Divis ion at the A l­
Ain  Munic ipal ity (AA M)  was selected as a case study for mon itoring and improving 
the e ffect iveness of QA/QC system of road construction projects. To ach ieve these 
objectives, a good understanding of current QAlQC system being pract iced by the 
AAM was fe l t  necessary for which re levant evidence, information and suffic ient data 
were col lected. It was also cons idered that it would be foreseeing to know, analyze 
and compare the QAlQC system be ing fol lowed by other authorities such as Road 
Department of Abu Dhabi Municipal ity (ADM), Roads and Transport Authority 
( RTA - prev ious ly known as Department of Roads, Dubai Munic ipal ity) and Dubai 
Central Laboratory ( DCL), which is considered as an integral part of the RTA. 
Scheduled interv iews were made with responsible persons of respective departments 
of the various organizat ions. References and data were obta ined. Comparison and 
analysis were performed fol lowed by recommendation for improvement of QAlQC 
system by developing short and long term measures. 
- v -
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
The main function of the Roads, Bridges and fnfrastructure Department of the 
I A in  Munic ipal ity (AAM) i to plan and to develop road network throughout the 
c ity 's boundary. It also maintains existing roads network to transport people and 
goods in a good, safe, and econom ic manner. This study focuses on mon itoring, 
enhancement and improvement of Qual ity Assurance and Qual ity Contro l (QAlQC) 
system of road construction projects perform by the AI Ain Mun ic ipal ity . However, 
des ign and survey ing process is out of scope of this study. This piece of work 
exc lusively deals with QAlQC of h ighway materials and how it affects the cost and 
t ime in completion of a project. The fo l lowing paragraphs describe briefly concept of 
qua l i ty assurance and qual ity contro l .  
"Qual ity" i s  a re lative term. It i s  often used in a vague, blurred way. I t  may 
mean d i fferent th ings to d ifferent people. For example, a qual i ty motor car may be 
one \ hich has no defects and works exactly as we expect. There are groups who 
consider that less expensive products, with required features at rea onable cost and no 
(or few) defects are "qual ity" products. However, people in construction and 
manufacturing industry often promote qual ity as "conformance to spec ifications". 
"Assurance' is referred to the act of giving confidence, the state of being 
certain or the act of making certain. The planned and systematic activit ies are 
implemented through a qual ity system so that qual ity requirements for a job or serv ice 
w i l l  be ful fi l ied. Qual i ty assurance is referred to those actions, procedures and 
methods employed at the management and senior technical levels to observe and 
ensure that prudent qual ity procedures are in place and are be ing carried out and that 
the des ired resu lt in a qual ity product is ach ieved. Those planned and systematic 
act ions necessitate providing confidence that a product or department/fac i l ity w i l l  
perform satisfactori ly i n  serv ice. Qual ity assurance addresses the overa l l  problem of 
obta in i ng the qual ity of a serv ice, product, or  fac i l ity in the most efficient, 
economical,  and sat isfactory manner poss ible. W ithin this broad context, quality 
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a urance in o lve continued evaluation of the act ivit ies of planning, des ign, 
de e lopment of plans and specifications, advertising and awarding of contracts, 
construction, and maintenance, and the interactions of these activ it ies. 
Therefore, when the term "qual ity assurance system" is used, i t  means a 
formal management sy tem that is used to strengthen organization. It is intended to 
rai e standards of work and to make sure everything is done cons istently. A qual ity 
a surance ystem ets out expectations that a qua l ity organization should meet. 
. Qua l i ty control" may be described as the observat ion and operational 
techniques and act iv i t ies used to keep the qua l ity of inputs or outputs to 
spec ifications; to fu l fi l l  and verify requirements of qual ity . Those qual i ty assurance 
act ions and cons iderat ions are necessary to assess production and construct ion 
processes so as to control the level of qua l ity be ing produced in the end product This 
concept of qual i ty contro l  inc ludes sampl ing and testing to monitor the process. 
Qual ity too ls and methodologies help people work to improve qua l ity at a l l  
levels. Efforts are made to create tools for multiple purposes. Many organizat ions 
develop their own bespoke qual ity systems, either from scratch or by adopti ng one of 
the establ i shed off-the-she l f  systems. Typical ly, construction industries when 
implementing a qual ity system aim for the fo l lowing tools and stages: 
• Agree on Spec ifications/Standards 
• Organization Chart of the DepartmentiProject 
• Selection of profess ional and identify ing respons ibi l it ies 
• Ensuring compl iance with statutory requirements 
• Project Management Control and Action Plan ( What needs to be done, 
who w i l l  do it, how it  w i l l  be done, and when) 
• I nspection and Test ing Plan 
• Imp lement (do the work) 
• Construction Superv is ion P lan 
• Monitoring and evaluation 
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However, ri ing demands for qua l i ty alway is lead ing to new deve lopments in  
construction techno logy,  which  in turn demands organizations with spec ial expertise 
to ensure opt imum qua l ity ba ed real izat ion of the projects. Result oriented objectives 
en ure economical cost and complet ion on time within the customized organ izational 
tructure for each indiv idual project. Proper management and controls can assure 
project implementation, in terms of  supervision and admin istration of contracts t i l l  
fina l  ization of the project. 
1 .2 H IG H WAY CONST RUCTION SPECIFICATIONS 
Specification is a legal concept adopted from Roman law. Some define 
spec ifications as an expl ic it  set of requirements to be sat isfied by a material, product, 
or service. Should a material, product or service fai l  to meet one or more of the 
appl icable specifications, it may be referred to as being out of spec ifications. I n  
const ruction industry, spec ifications are part of the contract documents consisting of  
written requirements for materials, equipment, construct ion systems, standards and 
workmanship usual ly  prepared in a standard format. Construction specificat ions 
normal ly  consist of a series of instruct ions or prohibit ions for spec ific operat ions. 
Defin ing requirements to establish spec ifications is the first step in the 
development of an embedded system. However in many situations, not enough care 
is taken in establ ishing correct requirements up front. Th is causes problems when 
ambiguities in requirements surface later in the l i fe cyc le, and more time and money 
are spent in  fix ing these ambiguities. Therefore, it is necessary that requirements are 
establ ished in a systematic way to ensure the ir  accuracy and completeness, but this is 
not a lways an easy task. Th is difficulty in establ ishing good requirements often makes 
it more of an art than a sc ience. For examp le, spec ificat ions for percent voids in mix 
for asphalt ic mixes used to be 3 - 5 both for the A I  Ain and the Dubai Munic ipal ity. 
A fter experienc i ng problems of rutting, bleeding etc. ,  the respect ive authorities 
amended the spec i fications and set the l im it to 4 -8% according to Table 5-6 
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Defect or fai lures in constructed pavement can result in very large costs. 
Even with m inor defect , re-construction may be required and pavement functions 
impaired.  I ncreased costs and de lays are the result . [n the worst case, fa i lures may 
cau e personal i njuries or fata l i t ies. 
As with co t contro l ,  the most important dec is ions regarding the qua l ity of a 
completed pavement are made during the des ign and planning stages rather than 
during construction. It is during these pre l iminary stages that component 
con figurat ions, material spec ifications and functional performance are dec ided. 
Qua l ity contro l during construction cons ists largely of insuring "conformance" to 
these original designs and plann ing dec is ions. 
In recent years, "performance spec ifications" have been developed for many 
construction operat ions. Rather than spec ify ing the required construct ion process, 
these spec ifications refer to the required performance or qua l ity of the finished 
pavement. The exact method by wh ich this performance is obtained is left to the 
construction contractor. For example, trad itional spec ifications for asphalt pavement 
spec i fied the composition of the asphalt material, the asphalt temperature during 
paving, and compacting procedures. In contrast, performance spec ifications for 
asphalt would deta i l  the des ired performance of the pavement with respect to ride­
abi l ity, strength, i rregu larities l ike b leeding, rutt ing etc. How the des ired perfonnance 
level was atta ined would be up to the pav ing contractor. In some cases, the payment 
for asphalt paving might increase with better qual ity of asphalt beyond some 
min imum level of performance. 
About 35 years ago at its infant stage, in Un ited Arab Emirates, al l  
organ izat ions dea l ing with bui ld ing roads, bridges and infrastructures had no other 
c hoice than to borrow specifications from fore ign countries to serve as "Recipe 
Specificat ions". Various Specifications sourced from foreign countries and from 
e lsewhere were be ing used for d ifferent act ivit ies. In the meantime local 
manufacturing industries for multiple products have been establ ished. For overa l l  
benefit o f  the country, use of local products was being encouraged and perfonnances 
of end products were monitored. Being sat isfied, products data of these materials have 
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been incorporated in the spec ification . In addition, "Performance Spec ifications" 
have been developed by many organ izat ions to serve as a base l ine for the work and 
treated a ' tandard Specificat ions' . The tandard spec ifications are incorporated into 
the written agreement (Contract), except where the contract ind icates that Part icular 
pec i  fications have been amended or replaced with a spec ial prov ision to resolve 
project-spec ific issues. The dec ision to amend or replace any standard specification 
w ith a spec ial provi ion is made during the design process and is based upon the 
sound engineering judgment of the project designer [Appendix 0] .  
Specifications are to  be used on ly  as  a guide l i ne during the des ign process. 
Once they have been incorporated into the contract; however, they become lega l and 
enforceable language of that contract. The standard speci fications, the amendments to 
the standards and the Project Special Spec ification along with any other attachments 
in the Contract Documents define a contract and no longer seen as guide l ines. Rather, 
they are considered as written agreement subject to rev ising only through the change 
of order process. 
These Standard Spec ifications reflect years of refinement through projects that 
the Munic ipa l ity del ivers each year. In addit ion, the standards are the result of 
countless hours of development and rev iew by both internal Department's staff as 
wel l  as industry partners. F ina l ly, these standards reflect the contracting phi losophy 
and balance of r isk-sharing that the department adopts through the year. This balance 
of risk gives the lowest final cost solution to the transportation needs. For example, 
sh i ft ing risk to the contractor can prov ide more certainty on final cost, but may result 
in h igher ini t ia l  cost. On the other hand, accepti ng more r isk by the owner can lower 
in lower in it ial  cost, but less certainty on the final cost. Therefore, the Department is 
to reach the optimum point of balance for risk and is to consider this balance on a l l  
future spec ifications rev isions. However, not enough done by the AAM to update the 
spec ifications tai lored to the c l imatic conditions, avai lable resources etc. On the other 
hand, Dubai has developed their  spec ifications to suit Dubai c l imate and to 
incorporate available resources. Through research and development the Dubai 
Munic ipa l ity has developed their own pol icy, procedures and method of testi ng of 
var ious mater ials and has successfu l ly imp lemented in their Standard Spec ifications. 
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For example, the A M for a l l  embankment fi l l  materials requires plastic ity 
index maximum of 6.  It i a lso spec ified depending on the depth of use with respect 
to F in ished Road Level, the unit weight of material shal l  be 1.8 - 1 .9 gm/cc and CBR 
ha l l  be 1 5  - 30 %. ( Refer to Table 5 -1) 
However, it i very d ifficu lt to source the materials hav ing above criteria from 
the borro" pits a a i lable in and around Al Ain region. The AAM has shifted the risk 
to the contractor. At tendering stage, the contractor is uncertain about the haul ing 
d istance and hence to min imize h is risks, the item is priced h igh which resu lts h igher 
in i t ia l  cost. 
Roads and Transportation Authority ( RT A) of Dubai Munic ipal ity amended 
their specifications to uit the avai labi l ity of materials loca l ly .  
1 .3  R E S E A RC H  O BJ ECTI V ES 
There are four main object ives of th is research 
• Monitor, study, and analyze the current Qual ity Control system in road 
construction at the AI-Ain Munic ipal i ty 
• Compare A I-A in Munic ipal ity Qual ity Contro l  system with another 
Qual ity system in UAE. 
• Ident ify shortcomings in  the Qual ity Contro l system In road 
construction at the A I-Ain Munic ipal ity through a comprehensive 
discussion and analysis. 
• Develop a framework to enhance the Qual ity Contro l system in road 
construction at the A I-Ain Munic ipal ity. 
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND TASKS 
I n  order to analyze and shed l ight on monitoring, enhancement and 
improvement, a good understanding of current QAlQC system being practiced by the 
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M i nece ary for wh ich re le ant evidence, information and suffic ient data were 
requ ired. It was al 0 considered that it wou ld be foreseeing to know, analyze and 
compare the QA/QC system being fol lowed by another authorit ies l i ke Road 
Deprutment of Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity (ADM) Roads and Transport Authority 
( RTA - previously known a Department of Roads, Dubai Municipal ity), and Dubai 
Centra l  Laboratory ( DCL), which is cons idered as an integral part of the RTA. Major 
obstac le, which h indered the research,  is "confidential ity" of data, except the AAM. 
However to 0 ercome this problem, schedu led interv iews were made with responsible 
person of respective departments of the various organizations, as ind icated above. 
Re lated physical data and evidence were obtained only from the AAM.  Specifications 
for road works from the AAM,  ADM and RTA were also made avai lable. 
Prior to proceeding w ith data col lection procedures, interviews etc , mindset 
was made that the objective of QNQC activit ies is to ensure the qual ity of 
construction of a project. The qual ity of the construct ion act iv it ies are interl inked to 
both the materials used in the construction and the way of performing the construction 
by systemat ic methods ( i .e .  qual ity procedure), schematic and efficient usage of right 
materials, manpower, p lant and equipments. Often the terms "qual i ty assurance" and 
"qual ity control" are used interchangeably to refer to ways of ensuring the qual ity of 
materials, workmansh ip and the final product(s). QNQC activit ies are conducted 
throughout the course of the project. 
The research methodology was div ided into four phases: 
Phase (1): Literature Review 
• Perform a comprehensive l iterature rev iew search to summarize the 
studies, guide l ines, qua l ity control tests ( In spect ion of Asphalt Binders, 
Aggregates and Hot-Mix Asphalt), pavement construction procedures, 
and evaluation techniques related to Qua l ity Management System in 
road construction. 
Phase (2): Data Collection 
• Speci ficat ions, guide l ines, manuals, flowcharts, qual ity contro l  tests or 
other written informat ion, which out l i ned methods or requirements of 
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QA/Q during road construction, were gathered, assessed evaluated 
and reported for the fo l lowing: 




I nternal Roads and Infrastructure Div ision 
Qual ity Control section 
Quantity Survey ing section 
o Consultant: Engineering Assoc iate Consu ltant 
o Contractor: Saif B in Darw ish 
o Project Case Study : Northern Ring Road Project (NRR) 
o Cl ient: the Dubai Municipa l ity for the purpose of comparison 
with the A I-Ain Munic ipal ity 
• 
• 
Dubai Central Laboratory 
Roads and Transport Authority 
o Cl ient: The Abu Dhabi Munic ipal i ty for the purpose of 
comparison with the A I-Ain Munic ipal i ty 
• Knowledge Acquisit ion: Number of interv iews were carried out to 
col lect information from references. 
Phase (3): Data Analysis & Identify Shortcom ing 
• Tabu late and analyze a l l  col lected data using Excel Sheets. 
• Compare using d ifferent criteria the QAlQC system of A l  A in with 
QNQC system of Dubai as wel l  as Abu Dhabi . 
• Identify a l l  shortcomings, if any, in the QNQC spec ifications in road 
construct ion at the A l  Ain Mun ic ipa l ity though a comprehensive 
d iscussion and analysis. 
Phase (4): Development of a Framework for improvement of quality 
control  system 
• Propose a short-term mit igation plan to improve QNQC Specifications 
in road construction at A I-A in  Munic ipal ity. 
• Propose a long-term plan to improve QNQC Specifications in road 
construction at A I-Ain Mun ic ipal ity. 
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1 .5 TH ESIS  O RGANIZATION 
Thi  the i s  consists of seven chapters and two Appendices. The fol lowing i s  a 
brief de cr iption of  the thesis components. 
Thi thesi con ist of seven chapters and two Append ices. The fol lowing is a 
brief de cription of  the thesis components. 
Chapter I :  I ntroduction. This chapter describes the basic components of the 
research .  It i nc ludes research motivations, objectives, and methodology . 
Chapter 2 :  L iterature Rev iew. A l l  previous studies that have been done in this 
area have been presented in  this chapter. 
Chapter 3 :  Research Methodology. It inc ludes the steps that have been 
fo l lowed to achieve the objectives of th is study. 
Chapter 4 :  Data Col lect ion: Qual ity Assurance/Control system . This chapter 
descr ibes system being fol lowed in the AI A in Munic ipal ity, the Dubai munic ipal ity. 
Roads and transport Authority ( RTA), Dubai Center laboratory (DCL) and final ly the 
Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity . 
Chapter 5 :  Comparison and Analysis. I t  presents analytical approach used to 
define the systems in  each organ izat ion showing advantages and disadvantages, 
weakness and strength; and discussions. 
Chapter 6:  Recommendations for Improvement of Qual ity Control System at 
the A A M  . 
The recommendation and conclusion of this research have been presented in this 
chapter 
Appendix A: I nspection of Asphalt Binders 
Appendix B: I nspect ion of Aggregates 
Appendix C: Inspect ion of Hot-Mix  Asphalt 
Append ix D: I nterv iew Matrix 
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CHAPTER 2 L ITERATURE REV IEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
A good road network has an important bearing on the economic growth of the 
country . Construction of qua l ity roads requires concerted efforts on many fronts. 
There fore, th is chapter di cusses creating a culture of qua l ity that is necessary for any 
h ighway organization to achieve rea l qual ity. This culture embraces the concept that 
qual ity is not ach ieved after the fact by inspections and checks but rather by the 
y tematic implementation of a qua l ity program to assure that qual i ty is bui lt- in from 
the very tart of a project, inc luding its design, procurement, construct ion operation, 
and maintenance. This Qua l ity Assurance (QA) concept should be appl ied to any type 
of h ighway construction projects [AASHTO 1 996, ASQ 2000] .  
"Whether i t  i s  required to  provide o r  purchase a serv ice, supply a part or 
component provide materials (so i l ,  aggregates, asphalt binders), or construct a fac i l ity 
(roads, bridges), the obl igation to understand and sat isfy the requirements of 
customers should be existed. The qual ity of what is del ivered must be what was 
expected. I f  that target is missed, just as a referee that made one bad cal l  in an entire 
game, product or serv ice w i l l  forever be known for that one bad cal l .  Should that 
occur, there w i l l  be a s ign ificant chal lenge to regain the confidence of customers, and 
both organizat ion and customer's  bus iness wi l l  be impacted" [Taguch i 1 986]. 
Properly designed and implemented Qual ity Assurance Programs for both the 
suppl ier and customer define the level of qual ity expected and assure that level w i l l  be 
del ivered. This chapter provides an understanding and apprec iation of Qual ity 
Assurance as appl ied to design, engineering procurement, construction, operations, 
and maintenance. I t  examines the techn ical components of a Qual ity Assurance 
Program which i nc lude a l l  of those planned and systematic act ions necessary to 
provide the level of confidence that a serv ice, structure, system or component w i l l  
perform as  intended [ASQ 2000, Taguchi  1 986] .  The d ifference between qual ity 
assurance and Qua l ity Control (QC) is also presented in this chapter. Furthermore a l l  
qua l ity contro l tests are presented in  detai ls .  
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2.2 QUA L ITY ASSU RANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL 
2 .2 . 1 What is Qual ity? 
Qual ity ha become one of  the most important consumer dec ision factors in  
the election among compet ing products and services [ Montgomery 1 997 ) .  Th is is  
true not  only for individual consumers but  also for large corporations, government 
organizat ions and the taxpay ing pub l ic as a group. Thus, qual ity is a key factor in road 
construction. However; what is "qual ity' ? ]n its broadest sense, qual ity is a degree of 
e cel lence : the extent to which someth ing is fit for its purpose. I n  the narrow sense, 
product or ser ice qual ity is defined as conformance with requirement, freedom from 
defects or contam ination, or s imply a degree of customer satisfaction. In qual ity 
management, qual ity i defined as the tota l i ty of characteristics of a product or serv ice 
that bears on its abi l ity to satisfy stated and impl ied needs [ IQA 200 1 ] . 
Qual ity may mean d i fferent things to d ifferent people. Some take it to 
represent customer sat isfaction; others interpret it as compl iance with requirements. 
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) has defined the qual ity as it is 
the degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fu lfi l l  requirements [PMBOK 
2004] .  Many thoughts have cons idered that qual ity and grade of certain product have 
the same defin it ion. General ly, qual ity and grade are not the same as grade means a 
category ass igned to products and service in terms of functions. Therefore, it is 
considered that low qual ity is always a problem; however i t  is not for low grade. For 
instance, a software product can be of high qual ity which means has no defects. 
A l ternat ively, th is software could be of low grade because of l imited number of 
features. Consequently, low qual ity can be defined as poor organized user 
documentation together with many defects. On the other hand, high grade is referred 
to numerous features [Taguch i  1 986). 
Qual ity of  engineering construct ion is d ifficult to define. This is because the 
product is usua l ly  not a repetit ive unit but a unique piece of work with specific 
c haracteristics. I n  addition, there is a need to sat isfY not only those of the c l ient but 
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al 0 the e pectation of the commun ity i nto which the completed bui ld ing w i l l  
i ntegrate . The con truction cost and t ime of de l i ve ry are a lso important characterist ics 
of qual i ty [Taguch i  1 986, Chung 1 999, PMBOK 2004 ] .  
2 .2 .2  P roj ect Qua l ity M a n agement 
Proj ect  qual ity management is involved I n  developing systems to ensure 
products or serv ices are designed and produced to meet or exceed customer 
requ i re ments.  E lements of project qual i ty management could vary depending on the 
object ives of a project.  Project qual i ty management can be formed into qual ity 
p lan n i ng, qua l ity assurance and qual i ty control [ PMBOK 2004 ] .  
A n  example  of  qual ity contro l  can be referred to the act iv it ies that are carr ied 
out on a production l i ne, such as production of ready-mixed concrete and fabrication 
of precast un it, to prevent or e l im inate causes of unsati sfactory performance. 
Therefore, t he major functions of qual i ty control are to control of i ncom i ng materials, 
mon i toring of production processes and test ing of the fin ished product. However, 
e lements of  qual ity cou ld vary depending on in which environment i s  being app l ied 
to. B M BOK has defined t he mean ing of the contro l  e lements in  terms of project 
qua l ity management as fol lowing [ P M BOK 2004 ] :  
1 .  Qual ity P la n n ing :  ident i fy ing which qual ity standards are relevant to the 
determ ine how to sat isfy them. 
2 .  Perform Qual ity Assu ra nce: applying the p lan and systemat ic qual ity 
act iv i t ies  to ensure that the project  employs all processes needed to meet 
requ i rements. 
3 .  Perform Qual i ty Control :  moni toring spec ific project resu lts to determ ine 
whether they comply w ith re levant qual i ty standards and ident i fy ing ways to 
e l i m i nate causes of  unsatisfactory performance. 
F igure 2 . 1 shows a l l  e lements of project qual i ty management, wh i le a deta i led 
description o f  each e le ment i s  presented i n  the be low sections. 
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Input Factors 
Outcomes 
Fig u re 2- 1 Elements of Project Quality Management [ M uench and Mahoney 
200 1 ]  
Those processes o f  qual ity are considered to be the core o f  the business of 
qual ity. It also requires involved efforts by one or more person/group based on project 
needs whatever it is smal l  or big project. On other hand, in  order to apply those 
e lements to any project, there is a need to understand the main objective of qual ity 
contro l .  BM BOK has summarized the importance disc ip l ines in qual ity management, 
which are shown below [Muench and Mahoney 200 1 ,  Chung 1 999, PM BOK 2004] : 
• Custome r  Satisfactions: Understanding, evaluating, defining and managing 
expectat ions so that customer requirements are met. This can be achieved by 
ach iev ing fitness of use, wh ich means the product or serv ices must satisfy real 
• 
needs. 
Prevention over i nspections: the cost of preventing mistakes IS genera l ly 
much less than the cost of correcting them. 
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• 
• 
Management respon ibil ity: The success requires part icipating of a l l  team 
member . Therefore, it is management responsib i l ity to provide resources. 
Contin uous improvement :  Apply ing a l l  new techn iques such as Total 
Qual ity Management (TQM) and Six Sigma, Plan-do-check-act Cyc le. 
2.2.3 Qual ity Assu rance versus Quality Control 
M any people and organizat ions are confused about the d ifference between 
qual ity assurance (QA), qual ity control (QC), and testing. They are c lose ly related, 
but they are d i fferent concepts. But a l l  the fo l lowing three are useful to manage risks 
of developing and managing product [ Pavement 20 I 0, ASQ 2000] :  
• Quality Assurance: A set of act iv ities des igned to ensure that the 
development and/or maintenance process is adequate to ensure a 
system w i l l  meet its objectives. I n  other words Qual ity assurance 
defined as a l l  those planned and systematic actions necessary to 
provide confidence that a product or fac i l ity w i l l  perform sat isfactori ly 
in  serv ice. Qual ity as urance addresses the overa l l  problem of 
obta in ing the qual ity of a service, product, or fac i l ity in  the most 
effic ient, economical, and satisfactory manner poss ible. Within this 
broad context, qual ity assurance involves conti nued evaluation of the 
act iv it ies of planning, design, development of plans and specifications, 
advert ising and awarding of contracts, construction, and maintenance, 
and the interactions of these activ it ies. 
• Quality Control :  A set of activ it ies designed to evaluate a developed 
work product. In other words, it is defll1ed as monitoring specific 
project resu lts to determ ine whether they comply with relevant qual ity 
standards and ident ify ing ways to e l iminate causes of unsatisfactory 
performance. Qual i ty contro l is those qual ity assurance act ions and 
considerat ions necessary to assess production and construction 
processes so as to contro l  the level of qual ity be ing produced in the end 
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product. This concept of qual ity contro l includes sampling and testing 
to monitor the process but usual ly does not include acceptance 
sampl ing and test ing. 
The d ifference i that QA is process oriented and QC is product oriented. 
Testing therefore i s  product oriented and thus is in the QC domain. Testing for qual ity 
is not assuring qua l ity ,  it is contro l l ing it. In conc lusion, Qual ity Assurance makes 
SLUe you are doing the right th ings, the right way. Qua l ity Contro l makes sure the 
re li l ts of what you have done are what you expected [Taguchi  1 986, ASQ 2000) .  
2.2 .4 Quality Planning 
As it was defined early refer to  F igure 2- 1 ,  qual ity plann ing means ident ify ing 
the re levant qual ity standards and how to satisfy them. I t  is considered one of the key 
succe sfu l  processes in qual ity system. Therefore, it should be performed on para l le l  
w ith  other e lements of qual ity system. Moreover, qual ity planning is considered a part 
of project plann ing process. For example change in product may necessitate 
adj ustments in cost or schedules to meet ident ified qual ity standards [Taguchi  1 986, 
A SQ 2000] .  
Qual ity planning can be ach ieved through three stages : considering input 
factors, applying tools  and techniques and establ ishing outcomes. [ PM BOK 2004] : 
2 .2 .4. 1 I n put  Factors of Quality Planning 
For input stage, there are some factors need to be we l l  considered. Some of 
these factors are drawn from P M BOK as shown below [PMBOK 2004, Chung 1 999] : 
l .  E n terp rise Environmental  Factors: These factors need to be met to make a 
project successful ,  such as government agency regulations, ru les and 
standards. For example, standards are cons idered as references for qual ity 
system. These references, which define the adequacy of a qual ity system, are 
ca l led qual ity system standards that are being developed by many agenc ies. 
For instance, the I nternational Organ izat ion for Standardizat ion ( [ SO) which 
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develop a tandard that would be internat ional ly accepted. Therefore, may ISO 
tandard cal led ( I SO 9000 FAM l LY OF STANDARDS) such as ISO 900 1 ,  
1 0 9002 and ISO 9003 are for contractual, assessment or certification use. 
They erve as a benc lunark for suppl ier assessment throughout the world. 
2. O rganizational process Assets : organ izat ion qual ity pol icy,  procedure, 
guide l ine , h istorical database and lessons learn. 
3 .  Project scope statement :  knowing the scope o f  the project wi l l  help to serve 
the defined requirements, which were derived from stakeholders and 
expectations. 
2.2.4.2 Tools and Techniq ues of Quality Planning 
There are three types of tools and techniques, which can be appl ied in order to 
ach ieve a better plann ing qual ity. Some of those tools  and techn iques are [ PM BOK 
2004] : 
1 .  Cost-Benefit Analysis : The primary benefit of meet ing qual ity requirements 
is by hav ing h igher productiv ity, lower costs and increased stakeholders and 
customer sat isfaction. Therefore cost-benefit tradeoffs must be considered. 
2. Benchmarki ng:  Compare between actual and planned project practices to 
generate ideas for improvement and to provide a guide l ine for performance 
measurement. 
3. Design of Experiment ( DOE): is being stated in PMBOK as a stat istical 
method that he lps ident ify which factors may influence spec ific variables of a 
product or process under development or in production l ine .  It is very 
important techniques wh ich play an important ro le in the optim izat ion of 
product and process. I t  studies a l l  the important factors. I t  a lso provides a 
stat istical framework for systemat ical ly change a l l  of important factors. 
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2.2 .5 Qual ity Assu rance 
Qual i ty assurance is the appl ication of planned systematic qual ity activities to 
ensure that the project w i l l  employ a l l  the process needed to meet requirements. I n  the 
construction industry qual ity a surance was first adopted in nuc lear instal lation and 
off: hore work main ly for safety and re l iabi l ity reasons. Spread of the concepts to 
conventional types of construction has been gradual but s low. This is because the 
product of con truction is in  a sense always unique, un l ike consumer goods which are 
repetit ive in nature [PM BOK 2004, ASQ 2000] .  
I n  practice, the  main objective of qual ity assurance is to  continue process 
improvement b apply ing the outcomes of qual ity planning. Such as qual ity metrics 
and qual ity management plan [Taguchi  1 986, ASQ 2000] .  
I n  order to  perform qual ity assurance, many tools and techn ique can be used 
such as Qual ity Aud it. PMBOK has described Qual i ty Audits as a structure, 
independent review to determine whether project act ivit ies comply with organization 
and project pol icies process and procedure.  The main objective of a qual ity audit is to 
deftne the i neffective and ineffic ient po lic ies, process and procedure in use of project 
and also confirm the implementation of approved changes requested defect repairs 
and corrective and preventive actions. Qual i ty audits can be conducted internal ly 
ins ide the organ izat ion by properly trained in-house aud itors or by th ird part or 
external to the perform ing organ ization. The qual ity audits sometime are conducted 
according to schedu led or random basis [PMBOK 2004] .  
On the other hand, too ls and techn iques used in qual ity contro l  are also appl ied 
to qual ity assurance. These too ls  wi l l  be described later in the qual ity contro l section. 
A fter audit ing and app ly i ng the qual ity assurance, the outputs of those actions could 
be any of the fo l lowing [Taguchi  1 986, ASQ 2000, TRB 1 999] :  
• 
• 
Requested change . 
Recommended corrective act ions 
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I n  order to have a qual ity improvement, some actions needed to increase the 
effect ivene s and the effic iency of pol ic ies, process and procedure of the performing 
organizat ions [Chung 1 999, PM BOK 2004] .  
Qual ity a surance of h ighway construction requires proper answers to the 
fol lowing quest ion [McMahon and Halstead 1 969] :  
W hat  i s  req u ired in  Planning an d  Design stage? 
Answers to this question encompass research, development, engineering technology, 
and experience. When the proper materials are spec i fied the design is correct, good 
construction pract ices are fol lowed, and gross defic ienc ies are e l iminated from the 
beginn ing. The qual ity level of the finished project is judged by how wel l  it serves 
oc iety--physical ly,  functional ly, emotional ly, env ironmental ly, and economical ly. 
How the specifications are interpreted and progra mmed of works planned? 
The second question relates to how the deta i ls are spe l led out in  specifications. One 
factor that affects the attained qual ity is how wel l the requirements of the plan and 
specificat ions define the needed characteristics of the finished project. 
Is the target achieved through inspection, testing, and acceptance procedures? 
In order to answer th is question, the inspection, testing, and acceptance procedures 
need to be done. The accuracy of the answer depends on both the ski l ls of the 
engineer or inspector and on the results of a system of sampl ing and testing. How the 
samples are taken and how the resul ts are interpreted depend on the type of 
spec ifications. Under the rec ipe approach, the h ighway agency's inspector observes 
the procedures and makes necessary tests as construct ion proceeds. Thus, acceptance 
depends on the abi l ity of the inspector to detect improper procedures or inferior 
materials. For the stat ist ical qual ity assurance techn ique approach, a spec ific number 
of samples need to be taken on a random bas is. The fo l lowing are a number of 
problems regard ing sampl ing and test ing that affects the efficacy of qual ity assuranc
e 
system:  
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I .  The total of materia ls use in  con truction cannot be tested. The sample 
test re ult are on ly the characteristic estimation. 
2 .  There is orne test ing variabi l ity. Different answers may be obtained 
even when the materials are the same. 
3 .  L t  may take a long period o f  time to get the test results. 
4 .  Often acceptance i based on ind irect or empirical measurements to 
e t imate the characteristic desired. 
2.2.6 Qual ity Control 
A train ing manuaL for Komatsu Ltd. in Japan defines qual ity contro l as  fo l low 
[Walton 1 986] : "The first step in qual ity contro l  is to judge and act on the basis of 
facts. Facts are data such as length, t ime, fract ion defective and sales amount. V iews 
not backed by data are more l i ke ly to include personal opin ions, exaggerat ion and 
m istaken impressions. Data volume has nothing to do with accuracy of judgment. 
Data without context or incorrect data are not only invalid but sometimes harmfu l as 
wel l .  It is  necessary to know the nature of that data and that proper data to be picked 
as wel l " .  
Perform ing qual ity contro l  invo lves monitoring spec ific project results to 
determ ine whether they comply with re levant qual ity standards and identify ing ways 
to e l im i nate causes of unsatisfactory perfomlance. Genera l ly, qual ity contro l requires 
testing, which is a process of executing a system with the intent of finding defects. 
QC can i nc lude actions to e l im inate causes of unsatisfactory project performance. The 
project management team should have a working knowledge of stat istical qual ity 
contro l  espec ial ly sampl ing and probabi l ity. In order to understand the process of 
qual i ty contro l ,  there are fundamental e lements need to be addressed such as the 
feedback loop, the process, qual ity control plan and statistical qual i ty control .  [Chung 
1 999] . 
F igure 2-2 shows process techn iques in qual ity contro l  using PDCA cycle
 
[ HC I 2009] 
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Fig u re 2-2 P rocess Techn ique  in Qual ity Control using PDCA Cycle I HCI  2009 ] 
• Plan to improve your operat ions first by finding out what th ings are going 
wrong ( that is to ident i fy the problems faced), and come up with ideas for 
solving these problems. 
• Do changes designed to so lve the problems on a sma l l  or experimental scale 
fi rst This min im izes d isruption to routine act iv ity whi le test ing whether the 
c hanges w i l l  work or not. 
• Check whether the sma l l  scale or experimental changes are achieving the 
des ired resul t  or not A lso, continuously check nominated key act iv it ies, 
regard less of any experimentat ion going on to ensure that you know what the 
qual ity of the output is at a l l  t imes to identify any new problems when they 
crop up. 
• Act to imp lement changes on a large scale if the experiment is successful .  This 
means making the changes a routine part of your activity. 
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2.2 .6. 1 Planning fo r Quality Control 
Planning for control is the act iv ity , which provides system, concepts, 
me thodologie , and tools through wh ich company personnel can keep the operat ing 
table and thereby produce the product features required to meet customer 
need . Therefore ,  customers ' need are the main target for any company seeking 
qua l ity contro l  [Juran 1 999] .  
P lanning for qual ity control he lps t o  bridge that gap by supplying a translation 
of what are customers' needs a long with defining respons ibi l ity for meeting those 
needs. In th is way, p lann ing for qual ity contro l  inc ludes providing operat ing 
per o nne I w ith informat ion on customer needs whether direct or translated, and 
defin it ion of the related contro l  respons ibi l it ies of the operat ing personnel .  On the 
other hand, planning for qual ity control can be conducted by [Juran 1 999] : 
• Staff planners who also plan the operat ing processes 
• Staff qual ity spec ial ists 
• M u lt i functional teams of planners and operating personne l 
• Departmental managers and superv isors 
Furthermore, there is a need to define the fol lowing e lements in order to bui ld 
qual ity control plan [Juran 1 999] : 
Qual ity Control Concept: methodologies of qual ity control that are bui lt 
around various concepts such as the feedback loop, process capabi l ity, se l f-contro l, 
The Flow Diagra m :  the first step in  planning for qual ity control is to map out 
the flow of the operat ing process. 
The Control Subject: design control station, which is an area in  which qual ity 
control takes p lace. 
A l l  these act iv ities are main ly covered in qual ity p lanning as an ideal case, 
however some organizations work out as a one concep
t which add ing of qual ity 
contro l .  
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2.2 .6.2 Qual ity Control Tools aDd Techniques 
Role of tat i tic is very important step in the qual ity contro l .  It is an essential 
act iv i ty with in  the feedback in terms of col lection and analysis of data. The methods 
and too l  used are often cal led stat istical methods . Many organ izat ions use statistical 
methods to establ ish a mean of stat istical process control to bring the organ izat ion to 
ixSigma levels of qual ity [PM BOK 2004, PI RUN 2009] .  
Stat istical process control is an  analytical dec ision making tool ,  which al lows 
checking whether a process is working correctly or not. Therefore, most compan ies 
are using uch tools  as frequency d istributions Pareto principle, I shikawa (fish bone) 
d iagram, Shewhart contro l chart. Through the concept of the control charts, the useful 
i nformation to the companies can be produced for instance, monitoring processes to 
show how the process is performing and how the process and capab i l it ies are affected 
by changes to the process. This information is then used to make qual ity 
improvements. Control charts are also used to determine the capabi l ity of the process. 
They can he lp identify special or assignable causes for factors that impede peak 
performance. The preparatory phases of Statistical Process Contro l (SPC) involve 
several steps using a number of d ifferent tools. [PMBOK 2004, Anglade 1 998] : 
2 .2 .7  S u m m a ry  
Qual ity, i n  general terms, i s  fitness for purpose but i n  bui lding construction i t  
is more appropriate ly interpreted as compl iance with contractual requirements. A 
system of  qual ity management complements the operat ional techniques of qual ity 
control in assuring qual ity [ASQ 2000] .  Moreover, it is a framework for qual ity 
management. I ts funct ions are to c larify responsibi l ity and authority of staff and their 
interre lation, to rat ional ize the admin istrative and production processes, and to 
generate pennanent records of verificat ion of qual ity . Developing a qual ity system is 
the key success of the future organizat ions. A qual ity system standard constitutes a 
reference base against wh ich the adequacy of a qual ity system can be judged. The 
most w idely adopted qual ity system standards are the [ SO 9000 fam ily.  [n order to 
ach ieve a sustain qual ity system; i t  has to be bui lt on the strong foundat ions of qual ity 
p lann ing and qual ity contro ls. It is suggested that planners are the key success of the 
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qual ity sy tem. It is be l ieved that the greater the stabi l ity and uniformity of the 
proces , the Ie the need for frequent measurement and maintenance. Those who 
e tabl ish for qual ity planning hould have a thorough understanding of the concept of 
proces capabi l ity and i ts appl icat ion to both areas of planning the operating processes 
a e l l  a plann ing the controls .  On the other hand, the qual ity contro l  is a universal 
managerial process for conduct ing operations wh ich is very important stage in qual ity 
y tern.  It prov ides stabi l ity to prevent adverse change and to maintain the system. I t  
a lso takes p lace by use of the feedback loop. Each feature of the product or  process 
becomes a contro l  subject a center around which the feedback loop is bui lt [Anglade 
1 998,  ASQ 2000] .  General ly, the cost of implementing and maintaining a quality 
ystem is h igh . However, significant investment in terms of money and staff time is 
needed route to qual ity system, especial ly for staff train ing mon itoring, establ ishing 
qual ity plann ing and document preparat ion and final ly applying either qual ity contro l  
or qual ity assurance. ome people see this a s  another item of overhead for the 
organ izat ions. However they should not lose sight of the sav ings that w i l l  accrue later 
with much reduced inc idents of rework or reject. In add it ion, the overa l l  qual ity 
re lated costs decrease rapidly as qual ity awareness among the organizations increases. 
2.3 H IG H WA Y  CONSTR UCT ION SPEC I FI CAT IONS 
Specifications are one of the most important tools to be concerned with i n  
produc ing a good qual ity pavement. Spec ificat ions are used to  describe the materials, 
workmanship, and other general requirements for the project that the highway 
agenc ies expect from the contractors. Good spec ifications should be easy to 
understand for both the contractors and the h ighway agencies in describing what 
qual ity is expected from the contractors. Unclear specifications often result in  
increased cost to the contractor, result ing in c laims that have to be evaluated by the 
owner and that, in many cases, end up in court [Roberts et a I . ,  1 996] . According to a 
survey conducted by the American Society of Civi l Engineers, the contractors 
est imated that owners could save about 7 .8% on construction costs if specificat ion 
qual i ty were upgraded. Assuming the annual cost of new construction (exc luding 
homebui ld ing) to be $ 1 00 b i l l ion, $7. 8  b i l l ion could be saved [ASCE 2000]. 
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2.3. 1 H isto ry 
Before the 1 970s, rec ipe or method spec ifications were used in most h ighway 
project to defi ne the qual ity that the h ighway agencies expected from contractors. 
When u ing rec ipe pec ifications, the h ighway agency spel ls out in deta i l  what is to 
be bui l t  and how it is to be done. As was mentioned in the AASHO Road Test the use , 
of rec i pe specifications does not insure that the pavement wou ld perform and last as 
expected [TRB 1 996; Ri lett 1 998 ] .  Moreover, the acceptance procedure is based on 
engineering judgment. Engineering judgment is strongly based on past experience, 
and if variables unknown to the spec ification writer change under new conditions, the 
end resul t  may not be sat isfactory [ Dobrowolski and Bressette 1 998; Ri lett \ 998] .  It is 
d ifficul t  to define qual ity in legal or contractual terms when engineering judgment is 
used. The degree of acceptable variation w i l l  d iffer from engineer to engineer and 
from job to job. 
In more recent years, qual ity assurance speci fications have been emphas ized. 
The advantage of qual ity assurance spec ifications to state agenc ies is the actual 
p lac ing of responsibi l ity for materials and construction qual ity on the contractor or 
producer. The specificat ions place few restrict ions on the materials and methods to be 
used in order to obta in a completed product. The contractors and producers can 
genera l ly  choose their own materials and equ ipment and design the most economical 
mixtures meet ing the spec ified requirements. Qual i ty assurance specificat ions re ly on 
stat ist ical acceptance plans based on random sampling both to define the product 
wanted and to determ ine its acceptabi l ity [ McMahon and Halstead 1 969; M i l ler­
Warden Associates, 1 965 ;  TRB, 1 996; Ri lett, \ 998] .  
S ince the late 1 980's, the evolution of transportation construction specifications has 
focused on the development of Performance-Related Specifications. At a May 2000 
workshop conducted by the F lorida DOT FHW A, and the NQI, the fol lowing 
techn ical definit ion of Performance-Related Specifications emerged: Performance­
Related Speci fications = "Spec ifications that use quantified Qual ity Characteristics 
and L i fe Cyc le Cost ( LCC) re lationsh ips that are correlated to product performance."  
Performance- Re lated Spec ifications contain two types of models :  Performance­
prediction Models and Maintenance-cost Models. These models provide the basis for 
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rational acceptance and/or pay adjustment dec isions. Pay adjustments are determ ined 
by determ in ing two d ifferent LCCs: The "As-Designed LCC" and The "As_ 
Constructed LCC [R i lett, 1 998, ASCE 2000] .  
2 .3.2 Pu rposes of H ighway Specifications 
H ighway specifications are used as fo l lows: 
I .  To prov ide contractor a defin ite basis for preparing bid. 
2 .  To inform all buyer representatives as to what the contractor IS 
obl igated to do. 
3 .  To describe procedures that are required by the highway agenc ies. 
4.  To state the basis for sampling and testing methods, including 
acceptance or rejection of the completed work [ M i l ler-Warden 
Assoc iates, 1 965 ] .  
2.3.3 Function o f  the Specifications 
Practical and rea l istic specificat ions are an important cons ideration in any 
qual ity system. A practical spec ification is des igned to ensure the h ighest overa l l  
a lue of  the resu lt ing construction. A real ist ic spec ification acknowledges the cost 
assoc iated w ith specification l im its and the presence of variabil ity in a l l  products, 
processes, and construct ion. The qual ity level of any product should be associated 
with the degree of variab i l ity. Stat istical ly developed spec ifications are both practical 
and real istic because they prov ide a rat ional means for ach ieving the h ighest overa l l  
qual ity of  the material or construction, whi le recognizing and providing for the 
variab i l ity of the process and product [W i  l ien brock, 1 976] .  
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2.4 ROAD CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES & QC TESTS 
2.4. 1 Genera l  
The mater ials used for roadway construction have progressed with time. Such 
materials have been accompanied with corresponding advancements in methods with 
which the e materials are characterized and appl ied to pavement structura l design. 
Currently, there are two primary types of pavement surfaces : Portland cement 
concrete ( PCC), wh ich is composed of mix between aggregates and cement, and Hot­
M ix Asphalt concrete ( HMA), which is composed of mix between aggregates and 
asphalt binder. Below this bound surface, there are unbound material layers that 
pro ide structural support for the pavement system. There are various methods by 
wh ich the mix  can be designed. For example, HMA can be designed using Marshal l , 
H veem, or Superpave mix des ign systems. PCC can be designed using the American 
Concrete I nstitute (ACI)  or the Portland Cement Assoc iation (PCA) method. On the 
other hand, thickness of each layer can be calcu lated using empirical design or 
mechanistic-empirical design methods, which depend on traffic loading, material 
characteristics and env ironmental factors [ Pavement 20 1 0] .  
H M A  consists o f  two basic ingredients : aggregate and asphalt binder. HMA 
mix  design is the process of determin ing what aggregate to use, what asphalt binder to 
use and what the optimum combination of these two ingredients ought to be 
[ Pavement 20 1 0] .  The good performance of HMA measures to a mean of which 
resistance to the three primary HMA d istresses: permanent deformat ion, fat igue 
cracking, and low-temperature cracking. 
Permanent deformation refers to the plastic deformat ion of HMA under 
repeated loads. Th is permanent deformation can be in the form of rutting ( lateral 
p last ic flow in the wheel-paths) or consol idation (further compaction of the HMA 
after construct ion) [ FWA 2006] .  HMA mix design has evolved as a laboratory 
procedure that uses several crit ical tests to make key characterizations of each trial 
H M A  b lend. A lthough these characterizations are not comprehens ive, they can give 
the m ix designer a good understanding of how a part icular mix wi l l  perform in the 
field during con truction and under subsequent traffic loading [ Pavement 2.0 1 0] .  
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This ection prov ide a general descript ion for al l road construct ion 
procedures and the accompan ied qual ity contro l  tests. However, a detai led descript ion 
of al l qual ity control tests related to a phalt binders, aggregates, and H MA is 




A ppendix : [ nspection of Asphalt Binders 
Appendix B :  Inspect ion of Aggregates 
A ppend ix C :  Inspection of Hot- M ix Asphalt 
2.4.2 Qual ity Control Tests on M aterials before Incorporation in the 
Wo rks 
A l l  mater ials before incorporat ion in the work sha l l  be tested by the Contractor 
for the tests ind icated under ' Tests to be carried out Prior to Construction' .  The tests 
sha l l  be carried out from each source identified by the Contractor. The test samples 
sha l l  be representat ive of the material avai lable from the source. Any change/variation 
in  the qual ity of material with depth of strata shal l  be reported. Important tests l ike the 
Moisture-Density re lationship ( Proctor Compaction), Aggregate [mpact Value, 
P lasti c ity I ndex, CBR and any other tests spec ified by the Engineer sha l l  invariably be 
carried out in the presence of a representative of the Engineer, who w i l l  not be be low 
the rank of Jun ior Engineer. The test results sha l l  form the bas is for approval of the 
source and the material  for incorporation in  the work and sha l l  be approved by the 
Engineer. 
2.4.3 Qual ity Contro l  Tests during Construction 
During execution of the work qual ity control for workmanship and ensuring 
conformance to specificat ions sha l l  be exerc ised on the bas is of the tests ind icated 
under 'Field Quality Control Tests During Construction' .  The tests sha l l  be carried 
out by the Contractor independently or in the presence of Employer's representat ive, 
normal ly a Jun ior Engineer, when avai lable at s ite or where assoc iation of the 
Employer's representat ive in  test is prescribed. The Junior Engineer sha l l  record the 
resul ts in h is own handwrit ing. The Contractor shal l  be ful ly responsible for a l l  the 
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test carried out for the work. The Assistant EngineerlExecut ive Engineer during their 
ite i it shal l have a few tests carried out in their presence and sign the Quality 
ontro l  Register. 
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CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3. 1 RESEA RC H  O BJECTIVES 





Monitor, study, and analyze the current QAJQC system of road 
construction at the Al-Ain Munic ipal ity (AAM) 
Compare the AAM QAJQC System with that of other authorit ies of 
construct ions regulating industry in UAE. 
Identify shortcomings in the QAJQC system in road construction at the 
A A M  through a comprehensive d iscussion and analysis. 
Deve lop a framework to improve and enhance the QAJQC system of 
road construction at the AAM.  
3.2 RESEARCH M ETH ODOLOGY AND TASKS 
I n  order to analyze and shed l ight on mon itoring, enhancement and 
improvement, a good understanding of current QAJQC system being pract iced by the 
A A M  is necessary for which re levant evidence, information and sufficient data were 
requ i red. It was also considered that it would be foreseeing to know, analyze and 
compare the QAJQC system being fol lowed by another authorit ies l ike Road 
Department of Abu Dhabi Mun ic ipal ity (ADM), Roads and Transport Authority 
( RTA - previously known as Department of Roads, Dubai Municipal ity) and Dubai 
Central  Laboratory ( DCL), which is cons idered as an integral part of the RT A. Major 
obstac le, which h indered the research, is "confidential ity" of data, except the AAM. 
However to overcome this problem, scheduled interv iews were made with responsible 
persons of  respective departments of the various organ izat ions, as ind icated above. 
Related physical data and evidence were obtained only from the AAM. Specifications 
for road works from the AAM, ADM and RTA were also made avai lable. 
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Prior to proceeding with data col lection procedures, interviews etc, mindset 
was made that the objective of QAJQC activit ies is to ensure the qual ity of 
construction of a project. The qual i ty of the construction act ivit ies are interl inked to 
both the materials u ed in the construction and the way of perform ing the construction 
b stemat ic methods ( i .e. qual ity procedure), schematic and effic ient usage of right 
material manpower, plant and equ ipments. Often the terms "qual ity assurance" and 
"qual ity control' are used interchangeably to refer to ways of ensuring the qual ity of 
materials, workmansh ip and the final product(s). QAJQC activit ies are conducted 
throughout the course of the project. 
The research methodology was d iv ided into four phases as shown in Figure 
3 - l and as i l lustrated below: 
Phase (1): Literature Review 
• Perform a comprehensive l i terature rev iew search to summarize the 
studies, guide l ines, qual i ty control tests ( Inspection of Asphalt Binders, 
Aggregates and Hot-M ix Asphalt), pavement construction procedures, 
and evaluation techniques related to Qual ity Management System III 
road construction. 
Phase (2): Data Collection 
• Speci fications, guide l ines, manuals, flowcharts, qual ity control tests or 
other written information, which outl ined methods or requirements of 
QCIQA during road construction, were gathered, assessed, evaluated 
and reported for the fo l lowing: 
o Cl ient: the AI-Ain Municipal ity : 
• Internal Roads and Infrastructure Div ision 
• Qual ity Contro l section 
• Quantity Survey ing section 
o Consu l tant: Engineering Associate Consu ltant 
o Contractor: Saif Bin Darw ish 
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o Project Case tudy : orthern Ring Road Project (NRR) 
o Cl ient: the Dubai Municipal ity for the purpo e of comparison 
with the A I-Ain Munic ipal ity 
• Dubai Central Laboratory 
• Roads and Transport Authority 
o Cl ient: The Abu Dhabi Mun ic ipal ity for the purpose of 
comparison with the A I-Ain Munic ipal ity 
• Knowledge Acquisit ion: One to one interviews were carried out to 
col lect informat ion from professional engineers who are expert in 
respective fields. These spec ial ists represent d ifferent organ izations 
such as AI Ain Mun icipal ity, Abu Dhabi Munic ipa l ity, Roads and 
Transport Authority (RT A, Dubai), Central Laboratory of Dubai 
Mun ic ipal ity ( DCL), Road Consultants and Contractors. 
Phase (3): Data Analysis & I dentify Shortcom ing 
• Tabu late and analyze a l l  col lected data using Excel Sheets. 
• Compare Lls ing d ifferent criteria the specifications of AI Ain 
Munic ipal ity with spec ificat ions of Dubai munic ipal ity & RTA as wel l  
as Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity, A lso construction manuals and QNQC 
system of those agents were reviewed and studied. 
• I dent ify  a l l  shortcomings, if there is any, in the QNQC spec ifications 
in  road construct ion at the Al Ain Munic ipal ity though a 
comprehensive d iscussion and analysis. 
Phase (4): Development of a Framework for improvement of quality 
con trol system 
• Propose a short-term mitigation plan to improve QNQC system 111 
road construct ion at the A I-Ain Municipal ity. 
• Propose a long-term plan to improve QNQC system in road 
construction at the AJ-Ain Mun ic ipal ity .  
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Phase (21: Data Collection 
Phase (41: DtytIoamentof' Framework fM Imllf'MOW." 
quality control mtem 
- Perform a comprehensive l iterature review search to summanze 
the studies, gUidelines, qual i ty control tests ( I n spection of Asphalt 
Binders, Aggregates and Hot-MIX Asphalt), pavement construction 
procedures, and eval uation techniques related to Quality 
Management System I n  road construction. 
-Specifications, gUideli nes, m anuals, flowcharts, quality con t rol 
tests or other wntten I n formation, Cl ient:  the AI-Al n Munic ipa l ity,  
Con sultant:  Englneenng ASSOCiate Consu l tant.  Contractor: Sa if 8JJ1 
Darwish, Project Case Study: Northern Ring Road Project ( N RR), 
Cl ient:  the Dubal M u n lClpal lty The Abu Dhabi m uniCipal ity 
- Knowledge AcqUIS it ion:  One to one I n terviews 
-Tabulate and analyze all collected data using Excel Sheets. 
-Compare uSing d ifferent cn tena the specifications of AI Aln 
M u n ic ipa l ity with specifications of Dubal muni c i pa l i ty & RTA as 
well a s  Abu Dhabi MUniCipality, Also construction manuals and 
QA/QC system of those agen ts were reviewed and studied. 
- Identi fy a l l  shortcomings I n  the QA/QC speCificat ions I n  road 
construction at AI Ain M u n i cipal ity though a comprehensive 
d i SCUSSion and analYSIS. 
- Propose a short-term and long term mit igation plan to I m prove 
QA/QC SpeCifICations In road construction at AI-Aln MuniC ipa l ity. 
Figu re 3- 1 Layout for Research Methodology and Tasks 
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CHAPTER 4 DATA COLLECTION FOR 
QUALITY ASSURANCE/CONTROL SYSTEM 
4. 1 G E N ERAL 
T h i  c hapter focuse o n  data col lect ion related to Qual ity Assurance and Qual i ty 
Contro l  system fol lowed by the AI-Ain Munic ipal ity and other related h ighway 
organ izat ion uch as Roads and Transport Authority in Dubai and the Abu Dhabi 
Munic ipal ity. Data of other highway organ izations were gathered to have comparison 
.. ith that of the AAM.  Specifications, guide l ines, manuals, flowcharts, qual ity contro l  
tests or other written related information, which out l ined methods or requirements of 
Q QC dur ing road construction, were gathered, assessed, evaluated and reported for 
the A A M  and the related h ighway organ izat ions. Moreover, due to the restriction of 
confi dential ity, some information could not be avai lable. However, responsible 
personnel of  these organ izations as wel l  as some of the experienced consultants and 
contractors were k ind enough to partic ipate in face-to-face interv iew from where 
much of the re levant data were col lected. 
4.2 QAlQC SYST E M  O F  T H E  AL-AI N M U N IC I PALITY 
4.2. 1 I ntroduction 
The C ity of AI A in is an anc ient crossroads. For at least 5,000 years, it has 
offered a p leasant, cool respite from the heat of the surrounding desert. AI Ain is 
located in the Eastern region of Abu Dhabi Emirate just south of Dubai and east of 
Abu Dhabi. The Eastern region covers an area of approximate ly 1 3  1 00 km2 
[ W ik ipedia 20 1 0] .  The development and urbanization process has gone through a wel l  
thought-out master plan. Physical characteristics o f  the c ity are dominated by major 
road and street network with roundabouts; horizontal expansion (bui lding heights 
restricted to max. 4 stories); extensive vegetat ion and landscape; public gardens and 
d istinctive existence of oasis within the urban fabrics [AI  Ain t imes 20 1 0] .  
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The AI A in  Munic ipal ity const itutes one of several departments within the 
Munic ipal A ffairs Authority . It i a government institution basical ly directed to serve 
AI A in  Area, v hich covers A l  Ain C ity and the ne ighbouring outskirts. The A I  Ain 
Mun ic ipal ity wa e tabl ished in  1 967. An Emir i  Decree was issued in 1 974 A D  to 
contro l  and regulate the c ity's affairs .  It was after that date that A l  Ain Mun ic ipal ity 
tarted to function a a government department, which is, directed to provide wide 
range erv ice to AI A in  City .  The Al Ain Munic ipal ity stands as a leading institution 
of development in  the area. This is due to the role it p lays and the systems and 
erv ices it renders for improving the qual ity of l i fe to the h ighest possible standards. 
The A I  A in  Mun ic ipal ity has also projected a c lear strategy based on a vis ion entit led 
"A D istingu ished Mun ic ipal ity and an Enduring Development for the Ci ty of Oases". 
This strategy is expected to be imp lemented through "Providing such d istinguished 
munic ipa l  services and advanced infrastructure to Al A in  C ity and the surrounding 
areas, by qual ified staff and advanced systems, wh i le tak ing into account the 
pecu l i arity and genuineness of the C ity" abiding in the same time by the values 
stemmin g  from heritage leadersh ip, cred ibi l ity, qual ity, innovation, part ic ipation and 
commun ity serv ice with in the aims of this strategy [CMR 20 1 0, Wikiped ia 20 1 0] .  
As  a service authority, the A l  A i n  Mun ic ipal ity has been able t o  absorb the 
latest and most advanced scientific and professional standards of qual ity and 
excel lence through development and upgrading work systems, taking benefit, in this 
respect, from the extens ive development of the means of commun ications and 
informat ion techno logy, as wel l  as from the continuous development of its human 
resources with a v iew to render faster and more d istinguished services for the 
population of AI A in  C ity. Such vis ion and practices fo l lowed in prov iding services 
by the M un ic ipal ity have been met with satisfaction and apprec iat ion by both cit izens 
and res idents of the Area [CM R 20 1 0] .  
4.2.2 Strategic Objectives of the AI-Ain Municipality 
The objectives of the AI A in  Munic ipal ity, as del ineated in  Law No ( 1 1 )  for 
the year 2007 AD, wh ich governs and regulates the Mun ic ipal i ty and the Munic ipal 






Coord ination with the concerned authoritie in matters re lating to the 
tructural  Deve lopment plans of the area, 
Enforcement of laws, systems, regu lations and spec ifications re lating 
to construction works, wh ich are issued by the concerned authorities 
and are current ly appl ied and implemented in  the Emirate of Abu 
Dhabi for all the projects executed therein, as we l l  as to issue bui lding 
perm its and control procedures for execution of projects as per the 
afore aid laws and regu lations, 
Dev i ing regulat ions and layouts to control and upgrade the features of 
the area, as we l l  as to keep it c lean and elegant, 
P lann ing, designing, constructing, shaping and operat ing the 
infrastructure fac i l it ies, such as roads, gardens and green spaces within 
the jurisdiction of the Munic ipal ity as wel l  as to coordinate with the 
concerned authorities in this respect, 
• Keeping the area c lean and hygienic, 
• Rendering real estate registration serv ices as per the requirements of 
the Department of M un ic ipal Affairs and in  coord inat ion with the other 
competent authorities, 
• Planning, designing, constructing, maintain ing and operat ing the public 
ut i l i t ies in  the Area [CMR 20 1 0] .  
4.2.3 O rgan izationa l  Structu re 
The A I  A in  Mun ic ipal ity cons ists of several sectors, which are subsequently 
suppo rt by respect ive Div isions. F igure 4- 1 shows the proposed organ ization structure 
for the AAM;  wh i le Figure 4-2 presents a l l  d iv isions ins ide Mun ic ipal I nfrastructure 
and Assets Sector. The I nternal Roads and [nfrastructure div ision is responsible for 
des igning, execution, contro l l ing and maintaining roads and infrastructure; therefore 
the requ i red data were col lected from this d iv ision. 
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Fig u re 4- 1 The AI-Ain Municipal ity Proposed Organization Structu re [CMR 
20 1 0 ]  
Division 
Municipal Roads & 
Infrastructure 
M un icipa l 
Infrastructure & 





P ubllc Sanitatlon 
Fig u re 4-2 Divisions of Mu n icipal I n frastructure and Assets Sector [CMR 20 1 0 ]  
4.2.4 I nterna l  Roads and I n frastructu re Division 
F igure 4-3 shows al l  sections that located i ns ide the internal roads and 
infrastructure d iv ision. The main responsib i l ity of internal roads and infrastructure 
department, wh ich is considered the main ro le of this agency, is to 
• Manage, Plan, Des ign, Construct, and Control of Roads systems, 
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• Maintain Road Network and related fac i l i ties In an optimum 
operat ional state, 
• 
• 
Manage the P lann ing, Serv icing Contro l l ing of Traffic systems to 
bui ld traffic cu l ture and awareness, 
Prov ide vehic les, drivers and commercial l icensing serv ices . 
I n  add ition the department reviews the fo l lowing: [AI  Dhaher 2006] 
• Design drawings of roads, structures and other miscel laneous 
d iscipl i nes of project submitted by project's Consultant. 
• Tender documents of roads and other projects submitted by project 's  
consu ltant. 
• Preparing contractors contract agreement for signing, upon approval by 
the Executive Counc i l .  
Fig u re 4-3 Sections inside In ternal Roads a n d  Infrastructure [CMR 20 1 0 ]  
4.2.5 M aterial Cha racterization Tests before incorporation in the 
works 
The current system out l i nes that a l l  materials before i ncorporat ion in the work sha l l  be 
tested by the Contractor for the tests as ind icated in  its spec ificat ions under ' Tests to 
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be carried out Prior to Can (ruction' or 'Material Characterization Tests". The tests 
sha l l  be carried out from each source identified and proposed by the Contractor. The 
te t amp les hal l be representat ive of the material avai lable from the source. Any 
change/variation in the qual ity of  material with depth of strata sha l l  be reported. Tests 
l i ke the ieve analysi , p lastic ity index, Moisture-Density re lationsh ip (M DD), 
a l i fornia Beari ng Rat ion (CBR), Los Angeles Abras ion ( LAA), Aggregate Crush ing 
Value and any other related tests to comply with project spec ifications sha l l  be 
\ itnessed by the Employer's representative. The test results shal l  form the bas is for 
approval of the source and the material for incorporat ion in the work and sha l l  be 
approved by the AAM.  Prior to the execution of the works, the contractor is obl iged 
to submit method statement for each act iv i ty which shal l  be reviewed and approved 
by the superv is ing consu ltant. 
4.2 .6 Quality Contro l  Tests during Construction 
During execution of the work, qual ity control for workmanship and ensuring 
conformance to specifications sha l l  be exercised on the bas is of the tests ind icated 
under 'Field Quality Control Tests During Construction' .  The tests are carried out by 
the Contractor or i ndependent laboratory in presence of the Employer s 
representative. These tests resu lts cert ify that the end-product of each layer of the 
pavement is in  conform ity with the project spec ifications. 
4.2.7 Qual ity Assurance Flow Chart 
A typical flow chart for qual ity assurance checks during the construction of 
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4.3 CASE STUDY:  ONOC SYSTEM FOR RUNNING PROJ ECT 
AT T H E  AAM 
4.3. 1 General 
A running project t it led "Upgrading Northern Ring Road in  A I  Ain Ci ty" was 
selected a a case study to understand the QAJQC system of the AAM whi le 
e ecut ing the project works. The contract value of the job is AED 6 1 0  mi l l ion. Two 
internat ional organ izat ions namely H i l l  I nternational and Engineering Associates are 
engaged by the AAM for project management and supervising the execution of the 
job respectively.  MIs Sa if Bin Darw ish (SB D), the winning bidder, is working as the 
contractor. Relevant data of the case study is presented in Table 4- 1 
Table 4- 1 Project Case Study Data [ Ring Road 2008j 
I Project Title Upgrading & I ntersections I mprovement of Northern R ing Road of 






Contract Amount  
Sta rt Date 
A I  A in  Munic ipa l ity (AAM) 
H i l l  I n ternational 
Engineering Associates 
Saif B in  Darwish 
AED 6 1 0,034,205.70 
2 November 2008 
Completion Date 1 November 20 1 0  





4.3.2 P roject Scope of works 







Construct ion of new dual carriageway (6.5 km approximately) having 
three-lane in each direction and upgrad ing of existing northern ring 
road ( 1 2 . 8  km approximate ly). 
Construct ion of a three-lane flyover bridge ( Interchange- I )  at the 
location of A l  A in  - Dubai Road. 
Construction of a four- lane dual carriageway underpass ( I nterchange-
2) at the location of the B ide B int Saud Roundabout. 
Construction of a four- lane dual carriageway underpass ( l nterchange-
3) at the locat ion of the AI-Towayya Roundabout. 
Construction of A l  Foah Underpass. 
Construction of two Wadi Bridges. One near r nterchange- l and 
another near I nterchange-2. 
• Construction of T -junction, landscaping, storm water drainage, street 
l ighting and necessary road furniture. 
The fol lowing sections describe in  deta i l s  the construction and quality contro l  
procedures for Earthwork, Granular SubbaseslBases, Asphalt works and Concrete 
Work. The A l  A in  Mun ic ipal ity has deeply covered the required specifications for 
each construction step through tender documents. The contractor is required to 
construct a s i te laboratory for testing of materials under supervision of the consu ltant. 
4.3.3 Earthworks 
Earthworks stage contains construct ion of embankment and subgrade layers. To carry 
out the earthworks of the project, the contractor sha l l  obtain approval from the AAM 
for the location of borrow area. A fter getti ng approval for the borrow area, which is  
located next to A I-Foah Underpass KM 07 of the project under study, the contractor 
prepared stockpi les of the borrow materials by excavating, watering and mixing with 
help of earth moving machines as shown in F igure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. Sampl ing and 
test ing procedures were started for each stock p i le by the consultants and contractor. 
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The e lected amples were te ted in a s ite laboratory, which is located near to ah i l  
road, and/or in  a n  approved independent laboratory. [R ing Road 2008] 
Fig u re 4-5 Mixing of borrow material in progress 
Fig u re 4-6 Haul ing and transporting of borrow material in progress 
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4.3.3. 1 Material Characterization Tests Prior to Construction 
To evaluate the qual ity of the material and to ascerta in compl iance with the 
spec i fication , the fo l lowing tests are carried out prior to seeking approval for the 
ource to be u ed in  the permanent works. 
I .  Modified Proctor Compaction Test ( F igure 4-7) 
2. Cal i fornia Bearing Ratio-CBR Test (Figure 4-8) 
3 .  S ieve analysis (F igure 4-9) 
4. Plast ic i ty Index (F igure 4- 1 0) 
The s ite laboratory is equ ipped to carry out the above tests. The flowing tests 
are perfomled in one of the approved (by the AAM) independent laboratory : 
I .  Water so luble salt (%) 
2. L inear shrinkage 
3 .  Organic matter 
Specification criteria for d i fferent type of materials to be used in earthworks 
(embankment and subgrade) are tabulated in Table 4-2. Material type A and material 
type B are used for embankment, whi le  material type C is be ing used for Sub-grade 
construction and are tested for spec ified properties every 1 500 Cubic M.  
Ta ble 4-2 Test Req uirements for Earthworks ( E m ban kment and Subgrade) 
Properties Material Type A Material Type B Material Type C 
M D D  mglcc - 1 .8 mglcc min 1 .9 mglcc min 
CBR % 1 5  min  20 min 30 min 
L iqu id L im it % 40 max 35 max 35 max 
P last ic i ty I ndex % 1 1  max 06 max 06 max 
* MDD: Ma'Clmum Dry Densay 
The contractor compi les a l l  the test results, draw the compl iance check l ist, fi l l  up the 
de ignated form and seek for the approval of the materia l .  The supervis ing consultant 
rev iews the submittal and being satisfied on approval pass the same to the AAM for 
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endorsement. It i tated that the entire process takes about a month. Contractor is 
perm itted to \' ork on ly when the material is approved. 
Fig u re 4-7 Site Lab:  Modified Proctor Test in progress 
Fig u re 4-8 Site Lab: CBR moulds in 96 h rs soaking phase 
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Fig u re 4-9 Site Lab:  Sieve Analyses of soil in  progress 
Figu re 4- 1 0  Site Lab:  Liq u id Limit and Plastic Limit  Test in progress 
4.3 .3.2 Qual ity Control Tests d u ring Construction 
Adherence to the approved method statement (actual method/steps to be 
fo l lowed in execut ing the job) and test ing of in-situ material to verify the conform ity 
of the approval are the integral part of qual ity contro l during construction. 
Material is excavated from the approved borrow area hau led to the si te, 
dumped on the road bed, spread in layers to attain each layer 1 50mm thick after 
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compact ion, atered, mixed thorough ly (maintain ±2% of moisture determined by 
M OD) and compact to the required dens i ty (min .  95% of M DO). Motor grader, 
v ibratory steel ro l ler, pneumatic t ire ro l ler, water tanker, whee l loader and t ipper 
truck are the common equipment used in the process. 
I n-situ density measurements should then be carried out to check degree of 
compaction us ing and cone method as shown in Figu re 4- 1 1 . One test is to be 
carried out to check the thickness of sub grade layer per 750m2 of fi l l .  
Figu re 4- 1 1  Site Lab: Field density test in  progress 
4.3.4 G ra n u la r  Sub-base and Aggregate Road Base Cou rses 
4.3.4. 1 Material Cha racterization Tests prior to Construction 
Based on project spec ifications and designed cross section, the subbase course should 
be placed over the approved subgrade layer with th ickness of 1 50mm and compacted 
to 98% of the M D O  fol lowed by 1 50mm layer of compacted Aggregate Road Base. 
To meet the physical requirements of the material  as out l ined in the specificat ions, the 
contractor ident ified S ij i Query in A l  Fujaira as the source of supply. Samples of both 
the above type of materials were obta ined jointly by the consultant and the contractor 
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a shown in Figure 4- 1 2 . Fol lowing test were performed on the materials as per 
de ignated standard as per pec ification : 
I .  Gradation 
2. Dry Dens ity-Mo isture Content Relat ionship 
3.  P last ic ity I ndex 
4. Cal i fornia Bearing Rat io ( F igure 4- 1 3 ) 
5 .  Los Angeles Abras ion ( LAA) 
6. Soundness 
7 .  Sand Equivalent 
8 .  Sulphate and ch loride content 
9. Flakiness l ndex ( F igure 4- 1 4) 
A l l  the above tests were carried out at the s ite laboratory except LAA soundness, 
su lphate and ch loride content, which were performed at the independent laboratory. 
Spec ification l im its and frequency of d ifferent tests are out l i ned in Table 5-2 and 
Table 5-3 in Chapter 5 for subbase and aggregate road base, respectively. 
Approval process of subbase and aggregate road base is more or less identical to that 
of earthworks material .  
4.3.4.2 Quality Control Tests d u ring Construction 
Princ iple of qual ity control during construct ion of Aggregate Road Base and Subbase 
is somehow s imi lar to that of earthworks except water mix ing is performed outs ide 
the road bed and is paved by the fin isher. However, sub base material may be mixed 
on the road bed and is perm itted to spread by the motor grader. Layer thickness is 
1 50mm maximum. Water mixed material (maintain ±2% of moisture determ ined by 
M OD) and compact to the required densi ty (min. 98% of M DO). Other equipments 
i nvolved are vibratory steel ro l ler, pneumatic t i re ro l ler, water tanker, wheel loader 
and t ipper trucks etc. F igure 4- 1 5  shows fie ld density test in progress. 
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Fig u re 4- 1 2  Sampling of Subbase and Aggregate Road Base Material in progress 
at Sij i  Sou rce 
Fig u re 4- 1 3  C B R  Test for G ranular Materia ls 
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Figu re 4- 1 4  Flaki ness & Elongation test in  progress 
Figu re 4- 1 5  Field Density Test in progress 
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4.3.5 Bitu mi nous Paving Cou rses 
The project is designed to have total 1 70mm thick of asphaltic concrete in  
three layers having three d ifferent bituminous mixes namely, 
- B ituminous Base Course 60mm thick. 
- B itum inous Binder COllI e 60mm th ick. 
- B ituminous Wearing Course 50mm thick. 
4.3.5. 1 Material Cha racterization Tests prior to Construction 
There are three steps that are involved in  approval process of Hot Mix Asphalt 
( H MA) as fol low: 
L .  Approval of the aggregate - source (crusher) 
2 .  ApprovaL of bitumen - source - refinery 
3 .  Approval of mix des ign (Marshal l  M ix Design) 
Based on petro-graphic analysis and some mechanicaVchemical test results 
in it ia l  approval of the crusher is given. Consu ltant and contractor jointly sampled the 
aggregates from the crusher, run the required tests (refer to Table 5-4, the AAM) and 
on conform ity with the spec ifications consultant recommend for final approval which 
A A M  endorsed. S U i  crusher located in  Fujairah has a lso been approved for aggregates 
being used for asphaltic concrete. 
S imi larly when the contractor proposes the source of bitumen, joint sampl i ng 
is carried out by the consultant and the contractor. The 60-70 penetration grade of 
bitumen from Bahrain Petro leum has been endorsed for this project after hav ing 
sat isfactory resu lts for the fol lowing cr iteria (Test procedures of which are briefed in 
appendix A) 
L - Penetrat ion: Determ ined by test method ASTM D 5 .  
2-F lash Po int: Determ ined by test method ASTM D 92. 
3 - Duct i l ity : Determ ined by test method ASTM D 1 1 3 . 
4-Solubi l ity in Trich loroethy lene: Determ ined by test method ASTM . 
5-Th in F i lm Oven Test : Determ ined by test method ASTM D2872. 
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6-Penetration of residue :  Detennined by test method ASTM D 5 .  
5 .  Duct i l i ty of the res idue: Determ ined by te t method ASTM D 1 1 3 . 
7-Kinematic V i  cosity : Detennined by test method ASTM D 2 1 70. 
8-Soften ing Point: Determined by test method ASTM D 36. 
Job ml. formula for each type of asphaltic mixes was established by the 
contractor fo l lowing Asphalt I nstitutes Manual MS-2. Marshal l  Criteria v ere cross 
checked by the consu ltant and based on project spec ifications, refer to Table 5-6-
AAM in Chapter 5, which has been endorsed by the AAM. 
Korean made asphalt plant, SPECO having 250 ton/hr capacity, has been in  
operation s ince August 2009 for produc ing bituminous mixes as  shown in F igure 
4- 1 6. 
Fig u re 4- 1 6  Project Asphalt Batching Plant  
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4.3.5.2 Qual ity Control Tests d u ring Construction 
During a phalt pav ing, H M A  samples are obtained jointly (consultant & 
contractor) from the road bed as shown in Figure 4- 1 7. B itumen extraction is 
performed to check gradation and the per cent of binder content in the HMA.  
Theoretical MCLximum Density ( Rice Method) is also carried out on  daily bas is. 
Mar ha l l  Spec imens are made and on the fol lowing day reading for specific gravity 
(Marshal l  Spec imen), stabi l ity and flow are recorded. Voids calculat ion is performed 
through volumetric calcu lations of HMA, which is considered the foundation of any 
good mix design.  A l l  these test results are compared with the approved Job M ix 
Formu la. As soon as the pavement is cured, cores are dri l led to check in-situ 
compaction. On conform ity with the spec ifications l im its (refer Table 5-6, AAM in 
Chapter 5), the pavement layer is then approved for payment. 
Fig u re 4- 1 7  Sampling of H MA 
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4.4 QAlQC SYSTEM O F  TH E D U BA I  M U N I C I PALITY 
4.4. 1 O rganizational  Structu re 
One of the most important tools of an organizational structure is to construct 
out an organizational chart .  An organ izational chart shows how departments, div isions 
and ariou Ie els of an organizat ion interact with one another. This chart provides a 
picture of  various departments, who make decis ions, and shows the sequences of 
work flow. Organ izat ional structure is design based on department's/project's goals 
and needs. It reflects how the work gets done start ing with the beginning step all the 
way to the end resu lt . 
Qual ity Management System (QMS) enables an organ ization to achieve goals 
and object ives set out in its pol icy and strategy. I t  provides consistency and 
satisfaction in terms of methods, materia ls, equipments, etc . ,  and interacts with a l l  
act iv i t ies of  the  organ izat ion. Qual ity management can be cons idered to  have three 
main components: qual ity contro l ,  qual ity assurance and qual ity improvement. 
E lements assoc iated with these are respons ib i l i t ies Uob description), procedures 
( method), resources etc. F igure 4- 1 8  shows the organization structure of the Dubai  
Munic ipal ity, whi le  F igure 4- 1 9  presents the sub-structure of the above representing 
deta i l s  of  Techn ical Service Directorate. Dubai  Accreditation Centre ( DAC) and 
Dubai Central Laboratory ( DCL) both operate under the umbre l la of the Dubai 
Munic ipa l ity and Road and Transport Authority ( RTA), wh ich its organ izat ional chart 
is shown in F igure 4-20. 
DAC formu late, develop and implement pol ic ies and procedures related to 
accreditation. I t  also mon itors implementat ion of DAC qual ity management system 
develop internal audit p lan and schedu le the management rev iew in coordination with 
related involved parties. 
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4.4.2 Role of Roads and Transport Authority 
ince Dubai is one of the fastest growing c ities in today's world, making the 
provi  ion of h igh qual ity infrastructure fac i l i t ies absolutely imperat ive, and s ince 
providing an advanced transport network for the people of Dubai has been high on the 
go ernment 's  agenda, which is ev ident from its in it iatives to enhance the public 
transport fac i l it ie and improve roads across the emirate to make travel safer and 
moother, the Roads and Transport Authority was formed by the decree number 1 7  
for the year 2005 .  RTA is respons ible for planning and prov iding the requirements of 
tran port, roads & traffic in  the Emirate of Dubai, and between Dubai and other 
Emirates of the UAE, neighboring countries in order to provide an effective & an 
integrated transport system capable of achiev ing Dubai's v ision & serv ing the v ital 
interests of the Em irate. RTA respons ib i l i t ies also inc l ude Buses, Taxis Ln ter-City , 
Transport Roads, Engineering Registration & L icensing, Marine Transport, 
Commercia l  Ads on the R ight of Way, Public Buses, Roads Beauti fication, Roads & 
Parking Rai l Project, Traffic Safety [ RTA 20 1 0) .  Roads and Transport Authority 
cons ists of many agenc ies. Dubai Traffic & Roads Agency is one of them. The main 
ro le of th is agency is managing the P lann ing, Des igning, Construction, and 
Contro l l i ng of Roads systems, Maintain ing Road Networks and related fac i l it ies in an 
opt imum operational state, Managing the Planning, Servic ing, Contro l l ing of Traffic 
systems to bui ld traffic culture and awareness, Providing vehicles, drivers and 
commerc ia l  l icensing serv ices [ RTA 20 1 0] .  
As  i t  was stated early that managing the Plann ing, Design ing Construction, 
and Contro l l i ng of Roads systems is part of Dubai Traffic & Roads Agency, therefore 
a l l  roads and infrastructure projects in Dubai c i ty are be ing the responsib i l ity of such 
agency. There are many projects have been constructed in  Dubai to meet the demand 
of c ity expansion as wel l as dramatic increase of popu lation in the city and also to 
meet the v ision o f  the department wh ich is smooth roads. 
The qual ity assurance and qual ity contro l  carried out in investigat ing the 
qual ity of road construction materials in Dubai is based on British Standards or the 
Brit ish Standards adopted by the European Un ion ( i.e. BS EN) are the mostly used for 
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the pec i fications of  o i l  and aggregate testing. ASTM standards come in the second 
order and mainly preferred for the asphalt material and asphalt concrete m ixes. Other 
standard such a AASHTO come as the last option. Therefore, spec ification which 
controls the qual ity range is the arne. 
In term of methods statement, which represents how the contractor w i l l  carry 
out any activ ity in the s ite such as constructing of subgrade layers, subbase or 
a phaltaic layers, fo l low the normal practice which is world ly known 
4.4.3 Role of Dubai  Centra l  Laboratory 
Dubai Central Laboratory or DCL was establ ished in 1 997 with a Im 
centra l iz ing a l l  the labs within the Dubai Municipa l i ty under one department. The 
DCL comply with [ SO/l EC L 7025 :2005, the internat ional standard against which the 
competence of testing and cal ibration laboratories is assessed. The accreditation of the 
DCL testi ng and cal ibration serv ices are through the Dubai Accreditation Department 
DAD, even though at the start of accreditation was through the United Kingdom 
Accreditation Serv ices U KAS for three years (2006-2009). The DCL is also cert ified 
to I nternat ional Standard I SO 900 1 :2008 "Qual ity Management System 
Requi rements" s ince 2000; and cert ified to OHSAS 1 800 1 :200, s ince 2008. Currently 
the DeL is armored with 1 25 people. A l l  managers, engineers, inspectors and 
techn ic ians are wel l  equipped with their wealth of experience, ski l l  and abi l i ty .  The 
defmite tasks for each one of them are outl ined in respective job descriptions [ DCL 
20 1 0] .  
From F igure 4 - L 9 ,  i t  i s  understood that in  add it ion to other services, the DCL 
provides factory assessment, inspection, cert ification, materials testing, cal ibration 
and equipment test ing serv ices. Cert ification serv ices are accredited to ISO/I EC 
Guide 65 : 1 996. 
In Emirate of Dubai, many products cannot be sold or used without 
independent confirmation that they meet certain regulatory requirements. The Dubai 
Mun ic ipal i ty issues local regu lations in  order to protect consumers from substandard 
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and unsafe product . The e regu lations spec ify that the identified products must be 
cert i fied before the can be u ed or sold in Dubai .  The DCL is the recognized body 
that can prov ide the required certification serv ices for these products. 
The DCL Mark is an instant indication to buyers and users that the product 
meet recogn ized performance requirements as given in local ,  nat ional and 
internat ional standard specificat ions. Compl iance with recogn ized national and 
international standard specifications means wider acceptance of the product in the 
local and internat ional market. 
The DCL Mark factory assessment scheme is an I SO 900 1 qual ity-based 
program that involves cont inuous monitoring of the product performance and the 
consistency and effect iveness of the production processes involved; leading to 
improved production efficiency and overa l l  performance improvement. [ DCL 20 1 0] 
Upon payment of set fees, a supplier may apply for certification of h is product 
against recognized international, nat ional, or local spec ifications. The DCL carries out 
various tests of the product against the re levant standard as per spec ification 
requirements by selecting random samples. Cert i ficat ion auditors carry out assessment 
of the factory, qual ity management system against the requirements of ISO 900 1 
standard. On satisfactory test results and factory assessment, the supplier is granted a 
l icense to affix the DCL-MARK on h is product for spec ific .  The Mark is an ind ication 
that the product has been cert ified as having compl ied with the re levant standard 
speci fications. Cert ification is fo l lowed by surve i l lance test ing of the product in the 
market as wel l  as from factory . [ DCL 20 1 0] 
App l icants for cert ification through factory assessment may submit 
their appl ication using spec ific form as shown in Table 4-3 . The general testing rules, 
procedures and requirements for this scheme are shown in F igure 4-2 1 :  the DCL 
receiv ing system for test ing process. Whi le F igure 4-22 shows the entire flow chart 
for the DCL system. 
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Table 4-3 Test Req uest Form and Sampling for the DCL [ DCL20 1 0 )  
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The pec ific requ irements for each part icu lar product are given in the 
, pec ific rule ' for that particu lar product. A l l  block factories; ready mix concrete 
plant re inforced teel cement and cementitious product factories pipe and pipe 
product manufactur ing units are assessed cert ified and regulated by the DCL.  Every 
uppl ier/manufacturer ensure that this product, for which DCL-MARK has been 
i ued, conforms at a l l  t imes to the requirements of the Genera l Ru le and Speci fic 
Ru les and shal l  mainta in to the satisfact ion of the DCL, a system of qual ity control 
inc luding inspection and test ing. The DCL cert ification body carries out surve i l lance 
at lea t once in  every three months to the factories, yards, construction sites and 
ensures cont inu ing compl iance with the requirements of cert ification scheme. During 
thi v isit ,  the cert ification body sha l l  confirm that the factory QMS continues to be 
implemented effectively. Cert ificat ion body examines the resu l ts of the internal 
product qual ity assurance plan to verify cons istence compl iance of the product with 
the Standard spec ifications. The inspectors (cert ificat ion personnel)  may obtain 
amples for test ing in the DCL and/or by an accredited laboratory. Results of 
independent test ing are evaluated to confirm that the product continues to comply 
with the Standard Spec i fications. Any non-compl iance is addressed by General ru les 
(RD- IC-02-0 1 ), which cal ls  for penalty/warning fol lowed by withdrawal of 
cert ification total restriction on using the product unt i l  the t ime corrective and 
preventive actions are in  p lace and new certi ficate is issued [ DCL 20 1 0],  Dubai 
Central Laboratory Department Sections consist of Food & Environment Laboratory 
Sect ion establ ished in 1 975 ,  Engineering Materials Laboratory Section establ ished in  
1 979 as shown in  F igure 4-23 , I nspection & Cert ification Sect ion establ ished in  1 99 1 ,  
Research and Standardizat ion Management Office 1 997, Consumer Product 
Laboratory Section establ ished in 1 998 and Metrology Section establ ished in 2002. 
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Figu re 4-23 Engineering Materials Laboratory Section inside the DeL 
4.4.3. 1 Soi l  Tests 
In current practices, the DCL plays the main ro le in  conducting the tests for 
the so i l  materia l .  [ n  some roads projects, the geotechn ical tests for the subgrade soi l  
are undertaken by independent laboratory accredited by  the DCL. The Dubai 
Accreditation Centre fo l lows an accred itation process before grant ing a l icense to an 
i ndependent laboratory . The accred itation requirements of construction material 
test ing laborator ies-DAC-REQ-4 inc ludes more than 1 20 tests for so i l ,  aggregates, 
asphalt, concrete, stee l ,  and road marking materials. Accord ing to the DCL 
requ i rements, a l l  accredited laboratories sha l l  part ic ipate in paral le l  and re-check 
programs accord ing to the DAC annual p lan. There are more than 20 tests for the so i ls  
undertaken for the purpose of roads construction [ R90 I -Phase 2] .  
Accord ing to the spec i fication, there are some ru les that should be appl ied in 
terms of  testing materials into an independent laboratory . For example, any testing, 
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\ hich i required under the contract and as deta i led in DM Administrat ive Dec ision 
o ( 1 60) for year 2000, needs to be carried out on the independent laboratory uch as 
earthworks. A I  0 independent laboratories that operate in Dubai Emirate shal l  meet a l l  
the requ i rements of Dubai Mun ic ipal i ty ru les and regulations inc lud ing Dubai Center 
Laboratory accreditation requirements. For independent laboratories operate outside 
the c i ty of  Dubai, they sha l l  have accredited to one of the National Accreditation 
terns for laboratories such as U KAS, NATA, etc . The Contractor shall forward a 
cop of the accred itation certificate to DCL for approval prior to approach ing such 
laboratorie for test ing serv ices [ R90 I -Phase 2 ] .  
4.4.3.2 Aggregate tests, Aspbalt Tests and Cement Concrete Tests 
Dubai  Central Laboratory p lays the main ro le in conduct ing the required tests 
for the aggregate material used in roads subbase, base and H M A  as wel l  as other 
construction works. The aggregate are usual ly used in both asphalt m ixtures and 
concrete mixes. There are more than 32 tests related to aggregates and used for the 
purpose of roads and bridges constructions [ R90 I -Phase 2] 
For asphalt binder and H M A  used in roads construction throughout a l l  stages 
of roads projects, a l l  tests for the asphalt mixtures are undertaken by the DCL 
laboratory . There are more than 34 tests related to asphalt, used for the purpose of 
roads and bridges constructions. 
In add ition, the DCL p lays very crucial ro le in conducting tests for the 
concrete and cement material .  These materials can be used in  bui lding, bridges and 
other roadwork. There are more than 70 tests related to concrete and cement material 
used for the purpose of roads and bridges constructions [ R90 l -Phase 2] 
4.4.4 Qual ity Contro l  Procedu res in the RTA 
Accord ing to the spec ification, contractors working with the RTA need to put 
into considerat ion that every single test should be approve by the DCL and 
i ndependent laboratory. Such test, as it was stated early, depends on the nature and 
type of project. For instance, embankment work should be tested at independent 
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laboratory where a l l  the pavement structure layers hould go to the DCL.  Therefore 
contractor hould always tudy the t ime and the co t required to carry out any test. 
pec ification have c learly tated that "the contractor sha l l  give the Engineer deta i l s  
of the source of material to be incorporated into the works; reasonable notice must be 
gi en to the contractor to al low the engineer to carry out such tests and enquir ies as 
many as appropriate before giv ing approval" .  Moreover, the contractor should comply 
with rules made by the RTA; some of these rules are l isted below [ DCL 20 1 0] :  
1 . 1  A l l  t ransp0l1at ion of personnel and materials o n  s ite and to/from the DCL shal l  be 
borne by the contractor. Su itable approved transport with driver shal l  be 
mainta ined for th is spec ific use by the Contractor. 
l .2 The contractor sha l l  pay for a l l  the tests carried out by the DCL .  
1 .3 Any test ing which is required under the contract wh ich cannot be  carried out by 
the DCL shal l be carried out at Contractor's expense at an I ndependent Laboratory 
in accordance with Appendix "A2". Copy of such sampl ing and test ing reports 
shal l be forwarded to the DCL and to the DM Department concerned for 
information not later than a week from the date of the issuance of the reports. 
1 .4 The test ing of the works by the DCL shal l  in no way absolves the contractor from 
h is respons ib i l it ies to carry out h is own job control testing of the qual ity of h is 
work and the materials used. 
1 . 5 Representat ives of the Consultant and the Contractor shal l  be perm itted to witness 
the testing carried out by DCL. 
1 .6 DCL w i l l  not be held l iable for interpret ing test data, s ince this w i l l  be the 
respons ib i l ity of  the Consu ltant 
l .7 A l l  sampl ing for such tests shal l  be earned out by the Consu ltant's  Representative 
and labe led as per relevant standard sampl ing requirements and submitted by the 
Consu ltant to DCL along with the sampl ing reports. 
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1 . 8 The Contractor hal l ubmit to DCL Month ly Laboratory Testing Programmes. 
The programme hal l deta i l  the specific test requirements for the coming month 
which  inc ludes the type, number and approximate date that test ing w i l l  be 
required . 
1 .9 M inimum twenty-four (24) hours' notice sha l l  be given to DCL before any tests 
are schedu led to be carried out. 
1 . 1 0  The Con u l tant shal l  inform DCL and DM Department concerned of all fai led 
test resu lts along with h is course of action in addit ion to subm ission of compl iance 
materials testing reports. [ RT A Specification 2009] 
TESTING A T  AN INDEPENDENT LA BORA TOR Y [RTA Spec ificat ion 2009] 
1 Any testing wh ich is required under the contract and as detai led in DM 
Adm in istrative Dec ision No. ( 1 60) for year 2000 may be carried out at the 
Contractor's expense at an approved Independent Laboratory, provided th is 
laboratory meets the fo l lowing requirements. 
1 . 1  I ndependent laboratories that operate in Dubai Emirate shall meet a l l  the 
requi rements of DM rules and regu lations including DCL accreditation 
requirements. 
1 .2 I ndependent laboratories that operate outs ide Dubai Emirate sha l l  be accredited to 
one of the National Accred itation Systems for laboratories such as UKAS, NATA, 
etc. The Contractor sha l l  forward a copy of the accreditation cert ificate to DCL for 
approval prior to approaching such laboratories for testing services. 
2 A U  sampl ing for such tests shal l  be carried out by the Consul tant 's Representative 
and labe led as per re levant standard sampl ing requirements and submitted by the 
Consu ltant to the independent laboratory a long with sampl ing reports. 
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3 Repre entative of the Consu ltant and the Contractor sha l l  be perm itted to witness 
the te t ing carried out by the independent laboratory. 
4 The te t ing of the works by the independent laboratory sha l l  in no way absolves 
the Contractor from his respons ibi l it ies to carry out his own job control test ing of 
the qual ity of his  work and the materials used according to the contract 
specifications. 
5 The Consu ltant sha l l  inform D.C. L and DM Department concerned of a l l  fai led 
test resu l ts along with h is course of act ion in addition to submission of compl iance 
materials test ing reports [ RTA Specification 2009) .  
4.4.5 A Request for M ateria l  Testing P rocess 
4"".5. 1 Stage ( 1 )  
The Contractor sha l l  submit to the DCL a Monthly Laboratory Test ing 
Program. The program sha l l  deta i l  the spec ific test requirements for the coming 
month, which i nc ludes the type number and approximate date that testing w i l l  be 
required. Samples were col lected from proposed source, which should be approved by 
the engineer, of the material for confirmation of its Physical, mechanical & Chemical 
Propert ies. Some contractors avoid tak ing risk as wel l  as in order to save t ime and 
cost, they tend to carry out the required tests using their own lab to verify the 
compl iance with spec ifications before submiss ion samples to the DeL.  Consu ltant 
should witness every single test. 
4.4.5.2 Stage (2)  
Once the contractor is satisfied with regards to the compl iance of h is test 
resu l ts, as mentioned above, 24 hours' not ice is served to the DCL through the 
consul tant in order to subm it a l l  the samples (materials), which are required be tested 
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4.4.5.3 Stage (3) 
If the results were pos itive, the DCL wil l  give approval to proceed with s i te 
tria l then production phase. Consequent to approval of material source, the Contractor 
hould subm it a method statement for execution of required layer of the project. After 
approval of method statement, a trial section was prepared at s i te to demonstrate 
execution of an act iv ity with the proposed resources. 
4.4.5.4 Stage (4) 
Fol lowing successful  s ite tr ia l ,  the contractor should carry out the construction 
of appro ed material .  For example, if the approved material is Road Base the 
contractor sha l l  construct stock pi les of materia l, hav ing a vo lume of about 1 000 
Cum, which  is al 0 sampled and tested joint ly by supervis ion consu ltant and 
contractor staff for Gradation, Moisture Dens ity relationship, CBR, Sand Equivalent, 
and P last ic ity I ndex before it is be ing sent to the DCL for test ing. After approval, 
stockpi les can be used. The Aggregate Road Base material is laid by paver and be 
compacted using PTR and Stee l Drum V ibratory ro l lers etc . as described in the 
method statement. The compacted layer is checked for compaction every 50 L M  by 
sand cone method and making correct ion for coarser partic les in accordance with 
AASHTO T 224. The tests again need to be sent regular ly to the DCL for approval .  
4.5 QAJQC SYST E M  O F  A B U  D H A B I  M U N I C I PALITY 
4.5. 1 I ntroduction 
The Mun ic ipal ity of Abu Dhabi Ci ty was establ ished in 1 962 as the 
" Department of Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity and Town Planning". Tn 1 969, a royal decree 
was issued to appoint the first municipal board for the c ity of Abu Dhabi, with the 
task of prov iding comprehensive serv ices to the pub l ic and ensure proper planning of 
the developing c ity, wi th regu larized road networks, maintenance serv ices, sewerage, 
l ight ing works, launch ing the Agricu lture Development Plan in the Emirate and 
establ ishing publ ic markets in various areas [AD 20 1 0] .  
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With the ongoing growth of the Emirate, it was dec ided in 2005, to merge the 
Munic ipal ity of Abu Dhabi C ity, Al Ain Munic ipa l ity, Works Department, 
Agricul ture and An imal Production Department of AI Ain into the Department of 
Munic ipal it ies and Agricu lture, to create a stream l ined admin istrat ion and to provide a 
h igher standard of serv ice to the customer [AD 20 1 0] .  
I n  May 2007, H is H igh ness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed A I  Nahyan, President 
of the UAE and the Ruler of Abu Dhabi, issued a law establ ishing the Department of 
Munic ipa l  A ffairs as an umbre l la body overseeing the three adm in istratively 
independent munic ipal i t ies the M un ic ipal ity of Abu Dhabi C ity, AI Ain Mun icipal ity 
and Western Region Munic ipal ity [AD 20 1 0] .  
The Munic ipal i ty of Abu Dhabi C ity, has s ince its inception, deve loped a 
number of  key object ives, notably the implementation of projects aimed at 
establ ish ing modem infrastructure for the c ity including bridges, dra inage systems, 
road networks, modem means of transportat ion, conso l idation of comprehensive 
development projects. I t  has also simu ltaneously been moving towards attain ing the 
goals set out by the development p lans [AD 20 1 0] .  
I n  l ine with the pol ic ies of  the government which aim at making Abu Dhabi a 
modem capital c ity, it is Mun ic ipal ity of Abu Dhabi City's priority to create an ideal 
l i v ing  env ironment for c i ty residents, with unmatched qual ity of l i fe and modern 
amen it ies. The Munic ipal ity of Abu Dhabi City is a founding member of the General 
Secretariat of U A E  Munic ipal i t ies, a member of the Arab Towns Organ ization, and 
the Organization of Is lamic C it ies [AD 20 I 0 ] .  
4.5.2 O rgan izationa l  Structu re 
The Department of Mun ic ipal Affairs ( DMA) was establ ished in May 2007, 
and rep laced the Department of M unic ipal it ies and Agriculture to act as the main 
focal point of a l l  mun ic ipal plann ing and to oversee publ ic  works projects in the 
Emirate of Abu Dhabi .  The DMA aims to produce efficiencies and higher customer 
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ati faction in accordance with the national Pol icy Agenda which wi l l  represent a new 
era in  munic ipal ervice to the general publ ic [ADM 20 1 0) .  
A a regulatory body, the DMA supervises the three regional municipal 
counc i l  and munic ipal admin istrat ions; Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity, A I  Ain 
Munic ipal ity and Western Region Munic ipal ity. Therefore the organ izat ion chart for 
I A in  Munic ipal ity and Abu Dhabi Municipal ity is more or less the same however 
there are ome l ightly changes. F igure 4-24 shows Munic ipal I nfrastructure and 
A et Sector at Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity . 
.. Infrastrurtlft Division 
Fig u re 4-24 Mu n icipal I nfrastructure and Asset Sector at Abu Dhabi 
Mu n icipal ity (ADM) [ADM 20 1 0] 
The fo l lowing points are to ensure preparation of plans to contribute towards 
the development of the City of Abu Dhabi into one of the top five capitals in the 
world by prov iding qual ity services of the h ighest standard: 
• Maintain serv ice levels and operation of road networks and maintain safety 
levels to make sure that at least 85% of the road network of the emirate meets 
the internat ional standards set for scale serv ice roads. 
• Strike a ba lance between greenery and infrastructure so as to cope with an 
increasing population density by enhanc ing the rate of green area per capita. 
• Preparation of programs and controls to ident i fy and deve lop operations and 
maintenance management projects. 
• Development and tra in ing of national staff 111 the field of design, 
implementation, operation and maintenance. 
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• 
• 
Using late t c ient iftc techn iques in agriculture and irrigation to reduce 
operat i ng and maintenance co ts, as wel l  as optim ize water use so as to 
impose less pressure on the env ironment. 
E tab l i  h a road asset management databa e in order to predict the need for 
n.lture serv ice and requirements of maintenance, lead ing to reduced publ ic 
expenditure 
4.5.3 Q AlQC Procedu res in the ADM 
As it wa mentioned early, the Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity and the A l  Ain 
Munic ipal ity are establ ished under one umbrel la which indel icate that regu lation and 
pol ic ies are more or less the same; however, in terms of h ighway construct ion every 
organ ization has the ir own spec ifications and process. 
General ly, both parties have the same process on carry ing the qual ity contro l 
on h ighway construction materia l .  Nevertheless the Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity over the 
past years has stated on their contracts that every contractor should estab l ish a s i te 
laboratory and prov ide fu l ly equipments and mach ines. At the completion of the 
project a l l  the equipments should be transferred to the Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity store 
and become Asset to the organ ization. W ith many projects executed, the Abu Dhabi 
M unic ipal ity has owned a large number of mach ines and equipments that can be used 
for material test ing. Thus, independent laboratory was establ ished based on these 
assets where a group of more than 20 material engineers and material i nspectors have 
been h i red. Abu Dhabi Laboratory was only establ ished to carry out a regu lar check 
on the construction materials. It is not l inked to any program of work. rn addition, 
there are no fees to be paid by the contractor and no obl igat ions stated on the contract 
regarding this process. Contractor awarding a project sti l l  needs to establ ish h is  own 
s ite laboratory. The Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity laboratory only visits construction site 
and take samples para l le l  to the dai ly sampl i ng act iv it ies which are done by the 
consu ltant. A resu lts report by the Abu Dhabi Munic ipal ity laboratory w i l l  be then 
forwarded to execution section whi le a comparison is made to the consu l tant 's report 
to verify if there is any discrepancy. 
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
5. 1 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS 
Specifications are to be used as a guide l ine during the des ign and construct ion 
process . Once they have been incorporated into the contract; however, they become 
legal and enforceable language of that contract. The standard spec ifications the 
amendment to the standards and the Project Spec ial Spec ification along with any 
other attachments in  the Contract Documents define a contract and no longer seen as 
guide l ine . Rather, they are considered as written agreement subject to revis ing only 
through the change of order process. 
These Standard Spec ificat ions reflect years of refinement through del ivered 
projects by munic ipal i t ie each year. In add it ion, the standards are the result of 
count less hours of development and rev iew by both internal Department 's  staff as 
wel l  as industry partners. F ina l ly ,  these standards reflect the contracting phi losophy 
and balance of risk-sharing that the department adopts through the year. Th is balance 
of risk gives the lowest final cost so lut ion to the transportation needs. For example, 
sh i ft ing risk to the contractor can prov ide more certainty on final cost, but may resu lt  
in  h igher in i t ia l  cost. On the other hand, accepting more r isk by the owner can lower 
in lower in it ial  cost, but less certainty on the final cost. Therefore, the Department is 
to reach the opt imum point of ba lance for risk and is to consider this balance on a l l  
future spec i fications rev isions. However, not enough done by the AAM to  update the 
specifications tai lored to the c l imatic conditions, avai lab le resources etc. On the other 
hand, Dubai has deve loped their spec ifications to suit Dubai c l imate and to 
incorporate available resources. Through research and development the Dubai 
Munic ipal ity has deve loped their own pol icy, procedures and method of test ing of 
various materials and has successful ly implemented in  their Standard Spec ifications. 
The comparat ive specifications data deal ing with different materials by the 
A A M  the ADM and the RTA/DCL is summarized in the fo l lowing tab les : , 
• Table 5 - 1 :  Comparative data showing test method, frequency of tests 





Table 5-2:  Comparative data showing te t method, frequency of tests 
and specification l imi ts of subbase materials 
Table 5 -3 :  Comparat ive data showing test method, frequency of tests 
and specificat ions l im its of aggregate road base, and wet mix macadam 
Table 5-4: Comparat ive data showing test method, frequency of tests 
and spec ifications l imi ts of aggregate for asphalt ic base, binder and 
wearing course inc luding compaction of bitum inous courses 
• Table 5 - 5 :  Comparative data of combined aggregates of asphaltic base, 
binder and wearing course 
• Table 5-6: Comparative data of properties (Marshal l) of asphaltic base, 
binder and wearing course 
Table 5- \ c learly ind icates that there is w ide margin of thought between the 
spec ial ist wh i le spec ify ing the acceptable l imits to measure the qual ity of earthworks 
materials for their respective organizat ions. Granu lar materials hav ing Liquid Limit  
( L L) and P lastic ity I ndex (P I )  maximum of 40 and 1 0  respectively are rated as 
'"exce l lent to good" in soi l  c lass ification of American Assoc iation of State H ighway 
and Transportat ion Officials (AASHTO M- ) 45) wh ich is universa l ly accepted. I n  the 
same c lass ification a mixture of si lty or c layey gravel and sand hav ing LL and P I  
value as  m in imum of 4 1  and 1 1  is also rated as  "excel lent to  good" materia ls. 
Essential ly the ADM and the RTA spec ified these criteria accordingly. However the 
A A M  c lass ified the earthworks materials into three d i fferent categories, namely as 
type A B and C based on value of P I ,  CBR and unit weight of mixtures, which are to 
be u ed at d i fferent depth of embankment and/or ubgrade. The AAM stipu lated 
l im its for earthworks materials as shown in Table 5-7 .  
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Table 5- 1 Compa rative data showing Test Method, Freq uency of Tests and Specifications l imi ts of Earthworks Materials 
Test Method Frequency of Test Specifications Limits 
Description AAM ADM DCl AAM ADM RTA AAM ADM RTA Remarks 
AASHTO 
T 89 AASHTO 
BS 1 377 
40% Max for Type A 
liquid limit ASTM T 89 P2 
35% max for Type B & 40% Max 
D 4 3 1 8  C 
BS 1 377 As per 
AASHTO 
BS1 377 AASHTO Soil Where PI 
T 90 AASHTO 
P2 AMD Classification exceed 6 
Plasticity ASTM T 90 
902796 1 1  Max for Type A M 1 45 
1 2  Max Pi x Index 
D 43 1 8  
PI x %  6 max for Type B & C %passing 
BS 1 377 
passing LL 40 Max 0.425� = 
0.425� Max 400 
Linear 
BS 1 377 Part 2 
Not a BS 1 377 
2% max for Type B & C 
PI 1 0 Max 
3 % Max Shnnkaae cnteria Part 2 
Organic 
BS 1 377 Part 3 
Not a BS 1 377 
Min one Min one 
0.25% max for Type B 
<2% Matter criteria Part 3 test per test per & C  
AASHTO T 1 80 AASHTO BS1 377 1 500 M' 5000 M' Min No l imit 
MOD ASTM 1 557 T 1 80 P4 fill fill 1 .8 gm/cc for Type B specified No limit specified BS 1 377 Part 4 As per 1 .9 gm/cc for Tvpe C 
Engineer's Min 
discretion 1 5% for 
AASHTO 
BS 1 377 Type A within 1 500mm 
CBR 
ASTM 
T 1 93 
P4 20% for Type B within 
1 0% Min 
1 0% Min 0.5 M 
0 1 883 AMO 300 mm to 1 500mm & below FRL 
8259-95 30% for Type C within 
300 mm of top elevation 
of subgrade 
Sample boil for 
Water Soluble 
1 5  minutes, 
Not a BS 1 377 
5% Max 
Salts 
cool, filter and 
criteria Part 3 By weight of dry No limit 5% mAX 
determine salt material specified 
content 
95% up to 1 .5M 
AASHTO T 1 9 1  AASHTO 
Min one Min one 95% up to 1 .8M depth depth from top 
In-situ 
ASTM 1 556 T 1 9 1  
B S  1 377 test per test per from top elevation of elevation of 
compaction 
BS 1 377 
Part 4 750 M2 500 M2 Subgrade 
95% 
Subgrade 
fill fill Below 1 .8 M depth 90% Below 1 . 5 M 
- depth 93% 
[AAM Specification Civil Works, Standard Specifications, A bu Dhabi M u nicipality, Standard Specifications For Construction of Roads and Bridges in Dubai Em irate D ES-091 
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Table 5-2 Com parative data showing Test Method, Freq uency of Tests and Specifications l imits of Su bbase Materials 
Test Method Frequency of Test Specifications Limits 
Remarks Description AAM ADM DCl AAM ADM RTA AAM ADM RTA 
AASHTO AASHTO ASTM 075 Sampling T 2  T 2  
AASHTO AASHTO BS 1 377 
liquid Limit T 89 T 89 Part 2 35% Max 35% Max 35% Max 
AASHTO AASHTO BS 1 377 Plasticity T 90 T 90 Part 2 6% Max 6% Max 6% Max I ndex 
linear 




S h ri nkage 
Part 2 
criteria Part 2 specified 
Method 6.5 
MOD AASHTO 
With T1 80 AASHTO BS 1 377 Min Min No Limit 
correction for Method D T1 80 Part 4 2.0 gm/cc 2 . 1 0  gm/cc specified 
oversized 1 000 M' 
material  
Min 25% 
Sand AASHTO AASHTO ASTM Min one for type 1 & 25% Min 25% Min 
Equivalent T 1 76 T 1 76 D24 1 9  test per As per 35% for 
1 000 M' E ngineer's Type II  
AASHTO AASHTO ASTM discretion 40% Max 40% Max 30% Max LA Abrasion T 96 T96 C 1 3 1 
1 5% Max 
Soundness ASTM AASHTO ASTM for type 1 & 1 5% Max 1 2% Max Magnesium 
C 88 T 1 04 C 88 1 2% Max 
Sulphate 20,000 M' for Type I I  
Acid Soluble BS 8 1 2  Part BS 8 1 2  Part BSE N 1 744 0.5% Max 0.5% Max 0.5% Max 
Sulphate 1 1 8  1 1 8  
Acid Soluble BS 8 1 2  Part BS 8 1 2  Part BS 8 1 2  1 %  Max 1 %  Max 1 %  Max 
Chloride 1 1 7 1 1 7  Part 1 1 7 
Min 60% 
under 
CBR @ 98% ASTM AASHTO BS 1 377 roads and 65 % Min 30% Min 
of MDD D 1 883 T1 93 Part 4 1 0,000 M3 shoulder & 
45% under 
footpath 
AASHTO AASHTO Min one Min one Min Min 98% of Min 95% of BS 1 377 I n-situ T 1 9 1  T1 9 1  test per test per 98% of 
MDD MDD compaction Part 4 500 M2 1aid 375 M' laid MDO 
[AAM Specification Civil Works, Standard Specifications, Abu Dhabi MUnicipality. Standard SpeclficalionsFor Construction or Ronds and Bndges In Dubal Emirate DES-09) 
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Table 5-3 Com parative data showing Test Method, Freq uency of Tests and Speci fications l im its of Aggregate Road 
Base (ARB) and Wet Mix  Macadam (WM) 
DescriptIon Test Method Frequenc:L of Test Specification Limit 
AAM ADM DeL AAM ADM RTA AAM ADM RTA 
Sampling AASHTO AASHTO ASTM 075 
T 2  T 2  
linear BS 1 377 Not a croterla BS 1 377 3% Max Not specIfied 3% Max 
Shronkage Part 2 Part 2 1 000 M' ARB, WM ARB, WM 
Method 6.5 
FlakIness Index BS 81 2 Part Not BSEN 1 907 Max Not specIfied Max 
1 05. 1 applicable 30% (WM) 30% (WM) 
1 0 , 000 M' 35% ARB 35% ARB 
ElongatIon BS 8 1 2  Part Not BS 8 1 2  Part Max Not specIfied Max 
Index 1 05.2 applIcable 1 05.2 30% (WM) 30% (WM) 
35% ARB 35% ARB 
liquId LImIt AASHTO AASHTO BS 1 377 
T 89 T 89 Part 2 25% Max 25% Max 25% Max 
MIn one test M,n one test 
PlastIcity Index AASHTO AASHTO BS 1 377 per 1 000 M' per 1 000 M' 1 000 M' 
T 90 T 90 Part 2 6% Max 4 Max 6% Max 
Aggregate BS 8 1 2  Part BSEN 1 907 
Crushln>:! Value 1 1 0 25% Max Not specIfied 25% Max 
MOD AASHTO AASHTO BS 1 377 
WIth correction T 1 80 Method T 1 80 Part 4 2.0 gm/cc 2.0 gm/cc MIn Not specIfied 
for oversIzed 0 MIn 
material 
Sand AASHTO AASHTO ASTM MIn MIn 
EqUIvalent T 1 76 T 1 76 024 1 9  40% ARB 25% MIn 40% 
1 000 M' 45% WM 
LA AbrasIon AASHTO AASHTO ASTM Max Max 
T 96 T 96 C 1 3 1  30% (WM) Max 40% 30% (WM) 
35% ARB 35% ARB 
Soundness ASTM AASHTO ASTM Max 1 2% 
MagneSIum C 88 T 1 04 C 88 20.000 M' ARB, WM Max. 1 0% Max 1 2% 
Sulphate Apply for Apply for both 
both fine & coarse only 
coarse 
OrganIc BS 8 1 2  Part Not a criteria BS 1 377 Max Max 
ImpUritIes 1 1 7  Part 3 1 0 . 000 M' 0. 1 5% ARB 0.25% Max 0.2% ARB 
0. 1 0 % WM 0. 1 0% WM 
ACId Soluble BSEN 1 744-1 BS8 1 2  P1 1 7  B S  8 1 2  Part 20,000 M' 1 %  Max 1% Max 
Chlorode 1 1 7  
CBR @ 98% of ASTM AASHTO BS 1 377 1 0 , 000 M' M,n 80% 
MOD 0 1 883 1 93 Part 4 ARB, WM MIn 80% MIn 80% 
I n-SItu AASHTO AASHTO BS 1 377 Min one test MIn one test Min Min 
compactIon T 1 9 1  T 1 9 1 Part 4 per 300 M' MIn one test per 300 M' 98% of 1 00% 98% of 
laId for ARB per 300 M' laId for ARB MOD MOD 
& & ARB, WM ARB. WM 
250M' for 250M' for 
WM WM 
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Table 5-4 Com parative data showing Test Method, Freq uency of Tests and Specifications l imits of Aggregates for 
Asphaltic conc rete Base, Binder  ( BC) and Wearing Cou rse (WC) 
Description 
Test Method Free uency of Test Specifications Limits Remarks 
AAM ADM OCl AAM ADM RTA AAM ADM RTA 
Sampling 
AASHTO AASHTO ASTM 
T2 T2 07S 
BS 8 1 2  B S  8 1 2  
Max Max 
Flakiness 30% BC 30% BC 
Index Part 1 0S . 1  P a rt  1 0S. 1 25% WC 
Max 30% 
2S% WC 
BS 8 1 2  
Max Max 
Elongation BS 8 1 2  Not 30% BC 30% BC 




I ndex T 90 
Not BS 1 377 NP Not specified NP 
Combined applicable Part 2 
Aqqreqate 
Aggregate BS 8 1 2  
Max Max 
Crushing 
BS 8 1 2  Not 2S% BC Not specified 2S% BC 
Value 
Part 1 1 0 applicable Part 1 1 0  20% WC 20% WC 
Min 4S% for 
Sand Min one test 
Natural 
Equivalent AASHTO AASHTO ASTM per 1 000 M' As per Min Sand Min 
Combined T 1 76 T 1 76 024 1 9  Min one 65% Min 30% for 6S% 
Aggregate 
E ngineer's 
test per crushed 
discretion 
2000 M' sand 
AASHTO AASHTO ASTM 
Max Max 
LA Abrasion 30% BC 30% BC 
T 96 T 96 C 1 31 2S% WC 
40% Max 
2S% WC 
1 0% Max 
Max 1 0% 1 0% Max 
Soundness 
ASTM AASHTO ASTM Sodium both for 
Magnesium 
C 88 T 1 04 C 88 
both for 
Sulphate Coarse & 
Sulphate Coarse & 
Fine Aqqr 
soundness Fine Aggr 
Organic BS 8 1 2  Not a BS 1 377 
Impurities Part 1 1 7  criteria Part 3 
Acid Soluble BSEN Not BS 1 377 Max Not specified 
Max 
Chloride 1 744-1 applicable Part 1 1 7 0. 1 %  0. 1 %  
Acid Soluble Not BSEN Max Not specified 
Max 




BS 8 1 2  
Not 
BS 8 1 2  Not specified 2% for F. 
Absorption applicable 2% Aqqr 2.3% 
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Table 5-5 Comparative data of Combined Minera l  Aggregates of Asphaltic concrete Base, Binder and Wearing Course 
Specifications Limits 
Sieve Size (mm) Bit. Base Course Bit Binder Course Bit Wearing course 
Remarks 
AAM ADM RTA AAM ADM DCl AAM ADM RTA 
37.5 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 
25 80 - 1 00 72 - 1 00 80 - 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 
1 9  62 - 92 60 - 89 62 - 92 
80 -
80 - 1 00 86 - 1 00 1 00 
86 -
1 00 1 00 
1 2.5 - 46 - 76 - 63 - 85 No 63 - 85 69 - 87 66 - 95 69 - 87 
9.5 45 -75 40 - 60 45 -75 57 - 77 Binder 57 - 77 58 - 78 54 - 88 58 - 78 
4.75 30 - 55 30 - 54 30 - 55 40 - 60 Course 40 - 60 40 - 60 37 - 70 40 - 60 
2.36 20 - 40 22 - 43 20 - 40 25 - 45 specified 25 - 45 25 - 45 26 - 52 25 - 45 
0.85 1 5 - 30 ·1 5 - 36 1 5 - 30 1 5 - 30 1 5  - 30 1 5  - 30 1 5  - 30 • Nearest sieve 
0.425 1 0  - 22 * 1 0  - 28 10 - 22 1 0  - 22 1 0  - 22 1 0  - 22 1 0  - 22 sizes i .e. no. 
0. 1 8  6 - 1 5 *4 - 1 4  6 - 1 5 6 - 1 5 6 - 1 5 6 - 1 5  6 - 1 5 20, 40 & 80 
0.075 2 - 8  2 - 8  2 - 8  2 - 8  2 - 8  2 - 8  4 - 1 0 2 - 8  
COM PACTION O F  Specifications L i m i t  
BIT U M I N O U S  C O U R S E S  AAM ADM RTA Rema rks 
Test Method for Specific Gravity 9 8% M i n  98% M in 9 8% M i n  
o f  compacted asphalt ASTM 1 0 1 . 8 %  M ax Max. Not 1 0 1 .8% Max 
02726 I AASHTO T 230 specified 
Density of compacted mix · I ndividual result of daily density · I ndividual result of daily 
related to Daily M arshall Density shall not vary from the mean of density shall not vary 
s i x  standard specimens by more from the mean of four 
than 0 . 0 1 5 gm/cc standard specimens by 
· Daily M arshall Density shall  not Daily M arshall more than 0 .0 1 5 gm/cc 
vary by more than ±O.7S% of Job Density is used to 
M ix Density check degree of · Daily Marshall Density 
· If does, higher density (Marshall compaction shall not vary by more 
Density or Job M ix Density) shall than ± 1 %  of Job M ix 
be applied Density 
· In-situ V I M  shall  be M in 4 . 5% · Daily Marshall Density 
M ax 8 . 5 %  is used t o  check degree 
of compaction 
Temperature of Mix °C · 1 35 - 1 6 3  to be introduced in the 1 20 - 1 60 shall · 1 35 - 1 63 to be 
paver be del ivered to introduced in the paver 
the paver - -- _ .. _-
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Table 5-6 Comparative data of Properties of Asphaltic concrete Base, Binder and Wearing Course Mixes 
Specifications Limits 
Marshall 
B it. Base Course Bit. Binder Course Bit Wearing course Properties 
AAM ADM RTA AAM ADM RTA AAM ADM 
Number of blows 
each side 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 
Stability (Kg) Min 1 200 1 200 980 1 400 980 1 500 1 500 
Flow (mm) 2 - 4 2 - 4  2 - 4  2 - 4  2 - 4 2 - 4  2 - 4  
Stiffness Min 500 490 500 490 550 
VIM % 4 - 8  3 - 5  4 - 8  4 - 8  4 - 8  4 - 8  3 - 5  
VMA % 1 3  1 0  - 1 3  1 3  1 4  1 4  1 5  1 2  - 1 5  
VFB % 
50 -
65 - 75 50 - 65 50 - 70 50 - 70 50 - 75 65 - 75 
65 
Loss of Stability 
25% 30% 25% 25% 25% 25% 30% 
Max 
0.6 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 
F iller Bitumen Ratio To To To To To To To 
1 .5 1 .2 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .2 
Range of Bitumen 
3.4 3.4 No 3.2 3.4 
Content 
to 3.0 - 4.0 to Binder to to 4.0 - 5.0 
4.4 4.4 Course 4.4 4.4 
shal l  Specified shal l  
not be not be 
Refusal (400, 500 
shall  less 
shal l  
less 
shall  
not than than & 600 blows) 














2% or 3% or 3% 
for for 
DBM DBM 
Note : AAM follow Asphalt I nstitute - MS-2 with the exception of i n-situ compaction determ ination 
DCl determine VIM, VMA & VFB i n  accordance with OMS 9:2001 (DCl Standards) 
DCl also determine crushed face of agg regates as per their test method OMS 7: 200 1 
RTA 
1 1 76 
2 - 4  
490 
4 - 8  
1 5  

















DCl permits 20% recycled agg regates in the mix . alternative method of Gyratory compaction with AASHTO T3 1 2  is followed 
ADM determine in-situ compaction as per AASHTO T-230 
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Table 5-7 Lim its for Earthworks Materials 
Type PI (Max) CBR % (Min) Unit Weight (gm/cc Min) 
A 1 1  1 5  -
B 6 20 1 .8 
C 6 30 1 .9 
It i noteworthy that unit weight is not considered as a qual ify ing factor for 
evaluation of embankment and/or subgrade materials for road construction. When 
d i fferent materials are compacted with the same force, higher unit weight represents 
heav ier partic les of part icu lar material .  However, this does not ind icate that the same 
material w i l l  have h igher bearing capac ity. 
It w i l l  not be out of place to mention that AI Ain had been blessed with h igh 
qual ity granu lar materials and i t  used to be in abundance. Years ago when the AAM 
compi led i t s  spec ificat ions, the above l im its were rightfu l ly out l i ned. However, those 
exceptional ly h igh qual ity materials are a lmost exhausted. Qual i ty material is now in 
short supply and/or unavai lable. I t  is learnt that most of the on-going projects of the 
A A M  is fac ing the scarc ity of su itable materials, which may comply with the current 
spec ifications. The A A M  c learly shifted its risk to the contractor. I n  addition to other 
factors i t  is evident from the record that the scarcity of specified materials is aiding in 
h igher in it ia l  cost and longer period in completion of works. 
It is learnt that few years ago the RTA had the same requirement for PI (6 
max imum). Demand and supply in conjunction with non avai labil ity of spec ified 
materia l s  forced the RTA engineers to relax spec ifications l im its wi thout scarify ing 
qual ity . They have introduced a new method of measurement for P I  va lue, cal led 
We ighted Plastic ity I ndex (WP I )  to control the influence of P I on material 
performance as fo l low: 
WPI = PI x % passing 0. 425mm sieve and the l im its spec ified as Maximum of 
400 [AAM Spec ification C ivi l Works, Standard Specifications, Abu Dhabi 
M unic ipal ity, Standard Specifications For Construction of Roads and Bridges in 
Dubai Emirate DES-09] .  
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Through th is method of measurement, the RTA very much satisfY the l im its of 
" exce l lent to good" rat i ng stipu lated in  AASHTO soi l  c lassification for so i l  and soi l ­
aggregate m ixture [AASHTO Designation : M 1 45 ] .  
The A DM pec ificat ions are s i lent about measuring the amount o f  organic 
matter present in so i l .  The RTA spec ifications al low maximum of 2 .0% of organic 
matter; wherea the AAM restricted this value to be 0.25%. It may be ment ioned here 
that both Abu Dhabi and Dubai is rich in natural "Subkha" materials. These two 
emirates ha e got plenty of dredged materials as wel l .  
Another important criterion i s  the CBR va lue.  Both the ADM and the RTA 
pec ified min imum CBR value of l O% at 0 .5m below Fin ished Road Level (FRL). 
The AAM requires minimum CBR value of 1 5% at 1 500mm be low top e levation of 
subgrade, 20% within 300mm to l 500mm below top e levation of subgrade and 30% 
with in 300mm below top e levat ion of subgrade. 
As shown in Table 5-2, the RT A specified on ly CBR value of 30% for 
subbase materials. The AAM requires min imum CBR value of 60% under roads and 
shoulder; whi le  CBR value of 45% under the footpath. It should be kept in mind that 
C B R  value is d irectly related to the structure number of the pavement layers that 
influences the th ickness design of the pavement. 
Based on earl ier d iscussion and analysis, Dubai as wel l  as Abu Dhabi, to some 
extent chalked out their specifications focusing on sustainable construction through 
conservat ion of readi ly  available natural resources, re-use and m in imizing waste that 
del iver qual ity and durable end products without compromis ing the qual ity . 
However, th is may affect the th ickness design of the pavement. 
Table 5- 1 ,  Table 5-2, Table 5-3, and Table 5-4 ind icate that the RTAlDCL 
fol lows Brit ish standards for a l l  type of testi ng for soi l  and aggregates except tests for 
Sand Equivalent, Los Angeles Abras ion and Soundness, which refer to American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). The ADM, in  general,  for a l l  types of 
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testing refer to AA HTO standards. It is interest ing to note that the AAM fol lows a l l  
of  the  internat ional tandards in  test ing to  su i t  their requirements. 
From a l l  prev ious tables, it is evident that there is w ide range in frequency of 
test ing among the AAM, the ADM and the RTAIDCL. The number of tests to be 
carried out for each property is left to the Engineer 's (supervising consu ltant at the 
s ite) disc retion by the ADM.  The AAM for each type of physical propert ies spec i fied 
min imum one number of test for each 1 000 m3 of d i fferent types of material except 
1 500 m3 for earthworks ( fi l l) materials. On the contrary, the RTAlDCL specified 
min imum a test per [AAM Spec ificat ion Civ i l  Works, Standard Spec ifications, Abu 
Dhabi Mun ic i pa l i ty ,  Standard Spec ifications For Construction of Roads and Bridges 
in Dubai Emirate DES-09] : 
• 5 ,000 m3 fi l l  (al l tests for earthworks, except CBR) 
• 1 0,000 m3 materials for CBR (earthworks subbase, aggregate road 
base and wet mix  macadam) 
• 20,000 m3 for abras ion, soundness and sand equivalent. 
Each  type of test requires spec ific amount of t ime to conduct and to report, as 
d ictated by the re levant standards. Time, equ ipment type and number of people 
involved are d i rectly re lated to the cost of each type of tests. For example, min imum 
I I -day is requ i red to report the resu lts of soundness test of aggregates. For each 
20,000 m3 of material, the DCLfRTA requires only one test and the ADM has left it 
based on the d iscret ion of the supervising engineer. On the other hand, AAM 's 
specificat ions requ i re total of 20 tests for the same 20,000 m3 of materials. Cost of 
testing and the t ime required to conduct has got d irect effect on "qua l ity contro l  cost" 
of any typ ical road project. 
Table 5-5 and Table 5-6 ind icate that requirements of combined m inera l 
aggregates for asphaltic base, binder (except for the A DM) and wearing course are 
almost ident ical for the AAM, the A DM and the RTA. However, they differ i n  
method of test ing. For Job Mix Formula (J M F) and Marsha l l  Properties, the AAM 
fol lows Asphalt I nstitute ' s  manual MS-2 with the exception of in-situ compaction 
determ ination. The OCLIRTA specified OMS (DUBAI  Munic ipal ity Standards 
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9:200 1 )  to measure Voids in M ix  (V f M), Voids in Mineral  Aggregate (VMA) and 
Void F i l led with B i tumen (VFB).  They also spec ified Gyratory Method of tests when 
recyc led aggregates and polymer bitumen is used. The ADM spec ified AASHTO for 
method of  test ing. Specified l imits for Marsha l l  Properties are identical both for the 
AAM and the DCLfRTA e, cept for stabi l ity . For base binder and wearing course, the 
AAM require minimum stabi l ity 1 200, 1 400 and 1 500 kg, respect ively, whi le 
requirement for that of  the RTA are 980, 980 and 1 1 76 kg. 
Requ i rement of m in imum stabi l ity (kg) is calcu lated by pavement designer, 
which is based on equivalent s ingle axle load (ESA L). There is no physical stat istical 
data in  hand to compare ESA L, for example, of a typical secondary road of Abu 
Dhabi Dubai and AI Ain .  However, i t  is  understood that this ESAL value for Al Ain 
area w i l l  no way be h igher than that of  Abu Dhabi and Dubai, i f not less. 
In Table 5-5 ,  stu n n ing variat ions is observed in measuring the density of the 
compacted asphalt. The ADM fol lows ASHTO T 230 test method and apply dai ly 
Marshal l  Dens ity to check degree of compaction. Both the AAM and the RTA 
spec ified that indiv idual resu lt of dai ly density sha l l  not vary ( from the mean of six 
and four Marshal l  Spec imen, respectively) of dai ly  Marsha l l  Specimens by more than 
0.0 1 5  gm/cc. the RTA a lso mentioned that daily Marshal l  density sha l l  not vary by 
more than± 1 % of Job M ix Density and dai ly Marshal l  Density is appl ied to check 
degree of compaction [ RTA General Specification C lause 3/27 . 1 2 ] .  In contrast, the 
A A M  requires that dai ly Marshal l  Dens ity shall not vary by more than ±0.75% of Job 
M ix Den ity and if it does, h igher density ( Marsha l l  density or Job Mix Density) sha l l  
be  appl ied [AAM Spec ification c iv i l  Works Clause 4 . 1 4. 1 2 ] .  
The consequences of the above may be  explained for a part icu lar bitum inous 
mix, assume the fol lowing: 
- Job M ix Density 
- Density of compacted m ix (core) 
- Dai ly Marshal l  Dens ity 
- As per RTA dai ly density sha l l  be within 
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2.50 gm/cc 
2 .4 1 9  gm/cc 
2.475 gm/cc 
2 .525 gm/cc max 
- A per the AAM dai ly density sha l l  be within 
2 .475 gm/cc min .  
2 . 5 1 9  gm/cc max 
2.48 1 gm/cc min 
The � . h 2.4 1 9  . re lore, compactIOn as per t e RTA = -- x  1 00 = 97.7% (98% required) 
2.475 
A per the AAM, dai ly density is out of l imit and hence higher density, i .e .  Job 
Mix Den ity, 2 . 50 gm/cc sha l l  be appl ied in  measuring the compaction of the 
pavement. 
Th J:' • h M 2.4 1 9  . ere lore, compactIOn as per t e AA = -- x l  00 = 96.8% (98% required) 
2 .50 
The RTA spec ification a lso states, i f  the achieved density is 0.5% below the 
specified density, the asphalt ic material would be accepted in the works subject to a 
20% reduction to the b i l led rates [ RTA General Spec ification C lause 3/3 8 . 1 ] . 
Accord ing to the AAM specification i f  the ach ieved density is 0 .5% below the 
spec ified dens ity, the asphaltic mater ial would be accepted in the works subject to a 
20% reduction to the b i l led rates. [ f  the dens ity is between 0.5% and 1 %  below the 
spec ified density ,  the asphaltic material sha l l  be accepted with a 30% deduction from 
b i l led rate. Any section of the pavement compacted to less than 1 % of the spec ified 
dens i ty ,  shal l be removed and replaced with new approved material at contractor's 
cost. 
Based on the above discussion and analys is, it appears that when a sect ion of 
road, in  a given day, is carpeted with a mix having job mix Dens ity 2 .50 gm/cc and 
compacted to y ie ld in-situ density of 2 .4 1 9  gm/cc, the pavement would be accepted 
by the RTA having 20% reduction. 
On the other hand, due its own rigorous pol icy of in-situ density calcu lation, 
the pavement is not acceptable to the AAM and the contractor sha l l  have to remove 
and to rep lace the pavement at h is  own cost and consequent ly there w i l l  be delay in  
completion of the job. 
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Conformance i the measure of qual ity during the construction process. 
Therefore, pec i fication of qual ity requirements in the design and contract 
documentation becomes extremely important. Qual ity requirements should be c lear 
and verifiable, 0 that a l l  parties in the project can understand the requirements for 
conformance. 
Spec i fication l imits for qual ity characteristic measurements are establ ished to 
d ifferent iate between adequate material and inadequate (or defect ive) materia l .  For 
in  tance a lower spec ification l imi t  for 28-day compressive strength of concrete 
might be 20.7 M Pa (3 ,000 ps i) .  Therefore, a measurement of 20.7 M Pa (3 ,000 ps i) or 
h igher represents adequate strength whi le  a measurement below 20.7 M Pa (3 ,000 psi) 
represents i nadequate strength. 
Speci ficat ion l im its must be based on sound engineeri ng judgment and sound 
stat ist ical analysis. Spec ifica l ly ,  engineering judgment is used to establ ish a target 
value for each qual ity characteristic and stat ist ical analysis is used to establ ish an 
acceptable range around the target value. This range is used to account for the various 
sources of variab i l ity inherent in  produc ing and test ing asphaltic concrete mixes as an 
examp le .  It w i l l  not be out of place to mention that there are several types of 
variabi l ity to cons ider: 
1 .  The material ' s  inherent variabi l ity is the true random variation of the 
material and is a function of material characteristics a lone. A 
contractor's manufacturing and construct ion process cannot contro l  
this variabi l ity. 
2 .  Sampl ing variabi l ity is the variation 111 sample characteristics from 
sample-to-sample that is attributable to variations in sampl ing 
techn ique. A contractor's manufacturing and construction process 
cannot control this variabi l ity . 
3 .  Testi ng variabi l ity i s  the lack of repeatabi l ity of test resu lts. Operators, 
equipment condit ion, cal ibration, and test procedure a l l  contribute to 
testing variab i l ity. A contractor's manufacturing and construction 
process cannot control this variabi l ity. 
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Manufacturing and con truction variab i l ity is the variation in material caused by the 
manufacturing and construction process. These variations can be extremely local ized 
i th in a lot and therefore d ifficult to detect by random sampl ing ( l ike density 
d i fferential and pavement thickness variations) or they can be more global (e.g. ,  
between lots or day ) and therefore more eas i ly detected by random sampl i ng ( l ike 
change in water-cement rat io, asphalt content or aggregate gradation between lots). 
Contractor qual ity control can min im ize these types of variabi l ity. The total variab i l ity 
i then the urn of  the materia l ,  sampl ing, test ing and manufacturing/construct ion 
variabi l i ty. 
5.2 QUA L ITY M ANAG E M E NT SYSTEM 
5.2 . 1 I nspection and Testing Plan 
5.2 . 1 . 1  D u bai :  RTA and DeL 
The RTA and the DCL are two independent entit ies. However, both are 
interconnected in terms of their authority . The RTA is responsible for the des ign and 
execution of the projects. I n  real ity, the DCL has got the upper hand in terms of 
QAlQC of RTA's construction projects. Spec ifications are written, reviewed, edited 
and confi rmed by the DCL, wh i le the RT A is required to fo l low these spec ifications. 
U n le s the material is certified and/or tested by the DCL no material is used in RTA 
projects. 
The DCL usua l ly  update their l ist of cert ified materials, suppl iers, 
manufacturers on regu lar and recurrent bas is. Accord ingly, contractors propose those 
materials for approval through the consultants and then RTA engineers approve the 
same material w ithout any hesitations. As a result, it is understood that the qual ity of 
al l l i sted materials to be llsed in  RT A projects are essential ly pre-assured by the DCL.  
This s ignificantly reduces the t ime of "Material Approval Process" . 
For RTA projects, materials l ike so i l ,  aggregates and asphaltic mixes are 
proposed by the contractor through the superv is ing consu l tants, which are cross 
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checked by the DeL.  At this stage, the DeL serves as an independent laboratory and 
provide the te t resu lts only.  The RTA bas ical ly re l ie on DeL test resu lts and on 
conform i ty ( pec ification) it approves the submittals. Table 5-8 shows, for a l l  RTA 
runn ing projects, tests for a l l  materials above subgrade inc lud ing in-situ compaction 
tests that are carried out by the DeL at contractors cost. Embankment materials and 
that of compaction test at the s ite are performed by other accredited laboratory. 
The DeL is we l l  equipped with h igh c lass modem equ ipment and sk i l led 
te hn ic ians who are wel l versed with modem technology. Equ ipments are regularly 
cal ibrated, whi le  in-serv ice staff trainings are conducted when required. These 
processe as ure the re l iabi l ity of test results. 
However, for in-situ density test the DeL requires significant ly longer period 
of t ime (more than 48 hours) to prov ide official test resu lts. Years ago, in i t ia l ly th is 
h indered the progress of works at the s ite. The DeL d id not change the system. 
Contractor had to adjust h is schedule of works. Soon after the test, bulk density and 
the volume are measured in the DeL laboratory in presence of contractor and 
consu ltan t ' s  representat ive. Dry density is calcu lated on ly after measuring the 
moisture.  Compact ion test resu lt is furnished after 48 hours. This does not stop the 
contractor to proceed for the next layer due to the fact that experienced contractor is 
smart enough to ascertain the degree of compaction from the wet dens i ty ,  which is 
genera l ly in their hand within few hours. Therefore, it is evident that overa l l  Qual ity 
Management System, I nspection and Testing Plan of the RTA and the DeL, results in  
qual ity job. 
5.2. 1 .2 Abu Dhabi M u nicipality 
For al l  A D M  projects there is s i te laboratory as wel l .  These laboratories are 
maintained by the respective contractors and supervised by the consultants. I n  
addi tion, the A DM has a central laboratory o f  its own. A D M  Materials I nspectors 
col lect samples and cross check in their own laboratory on regular recurrent bas is. 
Table 5-8 shows inspection and test ing p lan for all materials. 
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Ta ble 5-8 I nspection and Testing Plan of AAM, ADM and RT A 
Description AAM ADM RTA 
Soli (Embankment, Subgrade, S ubbase, Carry out at the site laboratory and Carry out at the site laboratory and Matenals above subgrade carry out by 
Aggregate Road Base and Wt MIx supervised by the consultant. supervised by the consultant DCl at contractor's cost 
matenals) Including in-Situ compaction 
Specific tests for which the site In addition to the above ADM Matenals Materials below subgrade carry out by 
laboratory IS not equipped are performed I nspectors collect samples and cross preapproved (by RT A) laboratory at 
by pre-approved (by AAM) laboratory check at their own laboratory on reg ular contractor's cost. 
recurrent basis 
AAM Matenals I nspectors are on regular 
tour and randomly witness the tests 
Aggregate Testing ditto ditto Carry out by DCl at contractor's cost 
Cubes are made at the site. 
Concrete and concrete related materials ditto ditto All tests related to concrete, bitumen and 
bituminous mixes Including In-situ 
compaction are carned by DCl who acts 
as I ndependent laboratory for RTA. Cost 
charged to the contractor. 
Bitumen, Asphalt aggregates and 
Bituminous Mixes ditto ditto Carry out by DCl at contractor's cost 
Materials related to Ancillary Works (e.g. Carry out by accredited laboratory at Carry out by accredited laboratory at Carry out by DCl at contractor's cost 
Thermoplastic paint, pipes, manhole contractor's cost contractor's cost 
covers etc) 
Dubal MuniCipality has got speCific structural 
Paving blocks, tiles etc I nspection committee members visit the Carry out by Independent laboratory at unit for accreditation of vanous local 
local manufacturing units/yard. Evaluate, contractor's cost manufactunng units. After sabsfactory 
make assessment and certify for evaluation and assessment, certificates are 
accreditation. Issued . 
However, AAM neither do specify validity 
Matenals obtained from these sources are 
accepted at the project site Without further 
period nor do follow up check testing unless Irregulantles are spotted 
Delivered (site) materials are rechecked However, even after accreditation all the 
at the site laboratory. Some specific tests facilities remain under constant surveillance. 
are rechecked by the consultant at the On detection of error/s penalty IS Im posed and 
in-house laboratory of the manufacturer warning IS Issued for the first time. On second 
time occurrence accreditation IS Withdrawn. 
For accreditation process Del charge speCific 
fees for speCific types of manufactunng units. 
N ,te: Samples are delivered to DCl by respective project's contractor and consultant's representative. Contractor/consultant may elect to choose the testing. DCl has got 
posted and definite rate for each and every test. Frequency of test is specified in the relevant sections of the specifications. Contractors are well aware of the system of RTA 
and incorporate the cost of inspection and testing In the un it rates of related items while bidding. For providing equipped laboratory and maintenance of the same with man 
power, transportation and consumables at the site, there is BOQ item both AAM and ADM. Research (documents and interviews) ind icates that average cost for inspection 
and testing IS 2.74% of final contract value for AAM and that of RTA is 5%. Cost for ADM is unknown. 
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5.2 . 1 .3 A l  Ain  Mun icipality 
Organ izat ion structure of the AI A in Munic ipa l i ty can be seen in F igure 4- 1 
and Figure 4-2. Under I nternal Roads and l nfrastructure Div ision (to some extend 
relate to the RTA) there are four d ifferent ections namely projects design, projects 
e. ecution, qual ity ,  road traffic and road maintenance. Only activit ies of "qual ity" and 
part ial act iv it ie of ' projects execution" are related to this study. Qual ity sect ion is 
comprised of three d i fferent un its : QAJQC, QMS, and HSE ( Health, Safety and 
Env i ronment). 
The A A M  does not have an operat ional laboratory on its own. For each 
runn ing project, there is a s i te laboratory maintained by the contractor and supervised 
by the consultant. Table 5-8 shows that a l l  materials to be used in project works are 
carried out at the s ite laboratory for the AAM.  Specific tests for which the site 
laboratory is not equipped are performed by pre-approved laboratory at contractor's 
cost. However, A A M  Materia ls  I nspectors are on regular tour to witness a l l  tests. 
5.2.2 Cost Ana lysis of QAfQC 
5.2.2. 1 I ns pection, Testing and Construction Cost 
The DCL has got defin ite posted rate for each performed test. Frequency of 
tests is st ipulated in the specificat ions. Accordingly, cost of inspection and testing is 
bui lt up in  the related pay i tems by the contractor. I nterv iews with respons ible 
personnel of  the DCL, the RTA and with few contractors' representatives ind icated 
that inspection and test ing cost for RT A projects are in the range of 5% of total 
project value. Cost for supervision shal l  be added to this 5% to calculate the total cost 
of QCIQA for RTA projects. On confidential ground figures for cost of superv is ion 
could not be obtained. However, experience ind icates that it might be in  the range of 
0 .5% of total project value. Therefore, total cost of QAJQC for RTA projects is  
calcu lated as 5 . 5%. 
Table 5-9 Table 5 - 1 0  and show cost of pavement materials ( inc luding 
construction) for the AAM, the ADM, and the RT A.  ADM projects are s ign ificantly 
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h igher than that of A M projects. Assuming ident ical width and depth of pavement 
lay r , as per 2008 - 2009 market prices (tendered during 2007 - 2008), cost of 1 .0 
km road for the RTA i 2 .50 m i l l ion, for the ADM is 2 .36 m i l l ion and for the AAM is 
2 .04 m i l l ion. In other word , compared to the AAM the cost of the pavement for the 
A D M  i h igher b 1 6% and that of the RTA as h igh as 22%. This does not mean that 
there is no competition in Dubai or in Abu Dhabi Market. I n  fact, in emirate of Dubai, 
there are qu ite good numbers of international and prestigious local contractors. Strict 
measure (QNQC and QMS) of the DCL and the RT A have not stopped the reputed 
contractors and consultants for bidding and executing the new jobs day-in and day­
out. They are espec ial ly attracted to the established pol icy of mode of payment. 
U ual \y on the first week of the month, for works done in  the previous month, b i l l  is 
prepared and subm itted by the contractor. Superv ising consultant checks and cert ifies 
the pay ment and the RT A approves the same. Payment is made by the appropriate 
authority immediate ly .  The entire process does not take more than two weeks and this 
i a big boost for the contractor's cash flow. General ly speaking, no contractor is to 
knock the door of the lender (bank) to ease the progress of work on financ ial aspect. 
Another attraction for Dubai and Abu Dhabi projects is the Contracts amount w ith 
respect to time of completion . The contracts amount for these projects is s ign ificantly 
h igher than that of the AAM and the completion period is less than that of the AAM.  
Any or  a l l  of the fo l lowing factors could be the reasons for h igh unit rates: 
1 .  Increased cost due to systematic and wel l  organized QMS and QNQC 
procedures - risk factor is considered by the contractors 
2. Scarc ity of material and its haulage cost which is influenced by 
d istance 
3. Traffic restrictions III the c ity both In terms of time and locat ions 
espec ia l ly for RT A projects 
4 .  Strict implementation of pena lty c lause in case of de lay 
5 .  Factor of "demand and supply" during pre-recession period 
6. Status and c lass of contractors 
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Table 5-9 Compa rison of Un it Rates oC Pavement Materials ( including construction) 
Item 2008 - 2009 U n it Rate AED) Remarks AAM ADM RTA 
Fil l  Material (Borrow) M3 38 42 42 AAM - > 20% CBR 
ADM & RTA - < 1 0% CBR 
Subgrade Material M3 50 45 45 AAM - > 30% CBR 
ADM & RTA - > 1 0% CBR 
Subbase M3 1 00 1 50 1 9 1 C B R  for AAM 60%, ADM 65%, RTA 30% 
Aggregate Road Base M3 1 50 1 97 1 97 
Asphaltic Concrete Base Course 55 57 58 
80 mm th ick M2 
Asphaltic Concrete Wearing Course 42 48 53 
50 mm th ick M2 
Tack Coat M2 5 8 7 
Prime Coat M2 5 7 7 
Note: Unit rates reflect average tendered figures (year 2008 - 2009) 
Table 5- 1 0  Cost of 1 Krn Road (assuming identical width and depth of pavement layers) 
Item Quantity 
AAM 
Fi l l  Material (300 mm) M3 4500 1 7 1 ,000 
Subgrade (300 mm) M3 4200 2 1 0,000 
Subbase (1 50 mm) M3 1 950 1 95,000 
Aggregate Road Base (1 50 mm) M3 1 800 270,000 
Sub total (except asphalt) - A - 846,000 
Asphaltic Concrete Base Course 1 1 300 M2 62 1 , 500 80 mm thick M2 
Asphaltic Concrete Wearing Course 1 0950 M2 459,900 50 mm th ick M2 
Tack Coat M2 1 0950 M2 54,750 
Prime Coat M2 1 1 300 M2 56,500 
Sub total (Asphaltic Layers only) - B 1 , 1 92,650 
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Compared to AAM 
ADM 2 1 %  high 
RTA 31 % high 
RT A is higher than 
ADM by 7.8% 
Asphalt Works only 
ADM 1 2% high 
RTA 1 6.7% high 
RT A is higher than 
ADM by 4. 1 %  
R T  A & ADM higher by 
22% & 1 6% 
respectively -
The unit rate in Table 5-9 are extracted from B i l l  of Quantit ies (BOQ) of 
ariou project of respective establ ishments. These are the tendered figures during 
the 'con truction boom period" in the country and hence these prices appears to be 
l i tt le on the h igher ide when compared to the current market price (tendered during 
and or po t-recess ion period). 
Most of the contractors operat ing 111 Dubai and Abu Dhabi are wel l 
e tab l ished, wel l -re ourced and wel l experienced. It appears that they are ski l l fu l ly 
able to ident ify the cope of work, poss ible obstac les and risk, if any. Rightfu l ly 
a l locate requ i red number of  manpower, plant and machinery, come up with sound 
"Programme of Works" and fo l low them in strict manner and genera l ly complete the 
job on t ime.  ound operat ing system has got h igh establ ishment cost and it reflects in 
unit  price wh i le bidding for the job. 
5.2.2.2 Detailed Cost Analysis for AAM Projects 
Table 5 - 1 1 dea ls w ith the QAJQC cost of indiv idual projects of the AAM.  Ten 
d ifferent projects were selected randomly for study. Duration of these projects run 
through the year 2007 to 20 1 1 .  Some are completed, where few are on-going. QA/QC 
cost of the A A M  is estimated under two heads as fo l low: 
t .  Cost o f  the laboratory 
a. Setup: 1 .23 M i l l ion 
b. Operat ion cost: 3 .73 M i l l ion 
c. Subtota l ( lab) : 4.96 M i l l ion 
2. Superv ision fee :  
(0 .34% of final contract va lue) 
( 1 .05% of final contract va lue) 
( 1 .39% of final contract value) 
a. Consultants QAJQC: 1 .04 M i l l ion (0.29% of final contract value) 
b.  Total  QAJQC Cost: 6.0 M i l l ion ( 1 .68% of final contract value) 
Cost of QAlQC for AAM projects is one th ird when compared with the 











1 0  
Table 5- 1 1  QAJQC Cost of  the AAM 
Contract Value 
Contractor's Lab cost (Million) Consultant's 
Duration (Months) 
(Million) 
A SupeJ'\islon Fee Total Cost Total Cost 
(Mill ion) (Million) to % 
Onglnal Elden-slon Total Onglnal Final Set up Operation Total % of Supen.1slon % of P roject of Project 
Projects centrad Fee Contrad A + B  Value 
Value Value 
Ramlat AI Raie (2007 - 201 0) 23 1 4  37 78.9 1 1 2  0.34 2.07 2.41 2. 1 5  1 .57 1 40 3.98 3.55 
Rawda Palace (2007-201 0) 23 1 2  35 1 67.9 396.04 0.76 1 .5 2.26 0.57 0.67 0. 1 7  2.93 0 74 
AI-Ain Dubal Road (2008 - 201 1) 28 1 2  40 779.00 794 0.65 1 .41 2.06 0.26 1 .38 0. 1 7  3.44 0.43 
S hiab AI As hkar (2009 - 201 1) 24 0 24 500.00 500 4.24 1 1 .46 1 5 . 7  3. 1 4  1 .2 0.24 1 6.9 3.38 
Northern Ring Road (2009 -
24 8 32 61 0.00 664 1 .23 
201 1) 
5.56 6.79 1 . 02 1 .4 0.21 8. 1 9  1 23 
Nahel Road (2009 - 201 1) 1 8  6 24 31 4.00 314 2.5 1 0.62 1 3 . 1 2  4. 1 8  1 .46 0.46 1 4.58 4.64 
Stage 1 5  (2007 - 201 0) 24 7 31 96.80 1 1 9.8 0 . 18  1 . 1 8  1 . 36 1 . 1 4 0.99 0.83 2.35 1 96 
AI Shuaiba (2007 - 2009) 24 4 28 34.00 34 0.27 2.64 2.91 8 . 56 0.57 1 .68 3.48 1 0.24 
University Stage 2 (2007 - 201 0) 1 7  1 2  29 326.30 326.30 0. 1 5  0.26 0.41  0. 1 3  0.41 0. 1 3  0.82 0 25 
Town Centre (2008 - 201 0) 1 6  14 30 3 1 2 . 00 31 2.00 2.00 0.56 2 56 0.82 0.74 0.24 3.30 1 06 
AVERAGE 22 9 31 321 .89 357.21 1 . 23 3.73 4.96 [ 1:39---1 1 .04 r 0.29 6.00 1 .68 
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5.2.2.3 Central  Materials Test ing Laboratory at the AAM 
Central Material Test ing Laboratory (CMTL) hOllsed with latest modern 
h igh c lass equipment along with trained, wel l  experienced engineers and technicians 
i be l ieved to be a big boo t in enhancement and improvement of QNQC system for 
Road on truction Projects of A I  Ain Munic ipa l ity. CMTL sha l l  have the fac i l ity for 
phy ieal and mechan ical te t ing of soi l ,  aggregates, bitumen, bitu m inous m ixes, 
cement, concrete, masonry components and other general materials of construction. 
Table 5 - 1 2  pre ent the estimated yearly running cost of proposed CMTL. 
Table 5- 1 2  Estimated Yea rly Running Cost of Proposed CMTL 
Item Capital Cost Yearly cost (AED) Remarks 
(AE D) 
A. Land & Building 1 0,000,000 400,000.00 Amortized over 25 yrs 
Mainten ance 50,000.00 
Su b·total A 450,000.00 
B. Equipment 
Equipment & furniture 5,000,000.00 1 ,250,000.00 Amortized over 4 yrs. 
Consumable items . 
(chemicals solvent filter 
50,000.00 paper etc.) 
Equipment Maintenance . 3% of capital cost 
(Replacement! 
Cal ibratlonl spares) 1 50,000,00 
Transportation 4WD 720,000.00 Amortized over 4 yrs. 
double cabin pickup 6 
1 80,000.00 numbers 
Transport Maintenance & @ 1 500.00 per month 
(fuel, Oil ,  tyre etc) per vehicle 
1 08,000.00 
Utility cost (electricity, @ 1 0,OOO.00 per month 
water + clea ninQ etc) 1 20,000.00 
S u b ·tota l B (equipment, 
transport 7 utility) 1 ,858,000.00 
C. M a nagement & Staff 
cost 
Head of Laboratory 900,000.00 @75.000.00/month 
4 Sections (soli & 1 ,680,000.00 @35,OOO.00/month 
aggregate, concrete, 
aspha lt, chemicals) 
1 2  1 ,728,000.00 @ 1 2,OOO.00/month 
Technlclans/lnspectors 
8 ASSist Technicians 768,000.00 @8,OOO.00/month 
26 ASSistants + Drivers 1 ,092,000.00 ..@3500.00/month 
5 0thers(watchman,  1 80,000.00 @3000.00/month 
cleaners office boy etc) 
Sub·total C (Manpower) 6,348,000.00 
G R A N  D T O  TA L 8 656 000.00 
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5.2.3 Factory Assessment and M aterial  Approval Process 
nder QM un it, there is a committee in the AAM for assessing 
manufa turing fac i l i t ies. The e fac i l it ies produce different materials to be used in  road 
project iz . ,  pav ing blocks, footpath t i les, ready mix concrete etc. Through the 
supervi ing consu ltant of the respective project, request is in it iated by the contractor 
'> ho intends to u e the products of a spec ific manufacturer/suppl ier. The committee 
member in pect and assess the fac i l i ty .  On conform ity to AAM spec ifications 
requirements and to [ SO:  9000, a general approval is given for that part icu lar project 
'> here there i no pec ific t ime l imit for th is approval .  There is no surve i l lance, i .e. no 
fo l low up of the above assessment/approval. Even if the project extends to another 1 2  
month the approval remains val id.  Upon del ivery at the s ite and prior to use in the 
permanent works, materials are sampled and tested to assess the conformity once 
again.  During day-to-day job, for some spec ific items v iz., ready mix concrete dai ly 
samples are taken and tested. 
However the above approval does not mean that the same approved products 
can be used in another project of the AAM even if the project is running concurrently. 
For each project fresh assessments/approvals are required by the AAM. It appears that 
this po l icy results in s ignificant time loss of QAlQC personnel i nc luding the delay in 
material approval process of the project in question. 
The A A M  has got two standard forms for i n itiating the request for material 
approval .  Form " p" is used for previously approved materials by the AAM and form 
"N" is appl icable to materials, which were never approved earl ier by the AAM 
[C lause 1 . 1 2. 2  of sub-section C27 of General spec ification] . However, essential ly 
material approval process is the same in both the two cases. Contractor in i t iates the 
request along w ith required documents as stipu lated in the spec ifications and sha l l  
inc lude among others recent test resu l ts ( independent lab), compl iance check l ist, 
letter of guarantee, copy of [ SO cert ificat ion and product certificat ion. Supervising 
consultant rev iew the submitta ls, sometimes obtain samples and run few tests to 
verify the subm itted test results and on conform ity recommend the same to QAlQC 
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ection of the AAM for endor ement. The AAM scrut in izes the entire subm ittals i f  
nece sary, se ldom re-check/verifY the test re u lts at the s i te laboratory and/or at the 
independent laboratory. Typical ly, the entire process takes about a month, which may 
be con idered long t ime, refer to Table 5- L 3. There are certain materials (even if there 
are produced with in the country) which no contractor is able to make them avai lable 
at the ite immed iate ly.  Only after securing the approval of the AAM, the contractor 
can I ue Letter of Purchase (LPO) to the suppl ier/manufacturer. Manufacturer may 
not keep a l l  types of materials in stock a l l  the t imes. They produce on ly when the 
LPO i in hand. 
Materia l approval process at the ADM is quite simple. Contractor proposes 
a long w ith requis ite documents with the ev idence of conformity to the spec ifications. 
uperv is ing consu ltant rev iews, if  required, cross check some of the test results .  I f  
atisfied, approve the submittal and the respective A D M  engineer attached to the 
project endorse the same. 
For RTA projects, materials l i ke so i l ,  aggregates and asphalt ic mixes are 
proposed by the contractor through the superv ising consu ltants which are cross 
checked by the DCL and the entire approval process does not take more than one 
week. 
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Table 5- 1 3  Material Approval Process in the AAM [ N N R- l ]  
M S .  Mlterbll ._ ..... ., ... EA HIli  to D..Iration ( Month ) Submittal. f o rwarded A A M  "' A M  App Remarks R.y 0 R.v t Rev 2: Rev. 1 Rev .- ReY 5 (0 Hili A-oposed Actual 
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certificate aD AI aiD 
Duba.  road 
'.pbllhlc 09111109 29/8109 
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0311 1109 
05112109 
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5.2.4 Delay in Completion of Job for AAM projects 
Table 5- 1 1 a lso ind icates the fo l lowing: 
I .  Average duration of the project: 
a. Original 22 Months 
b. Extension given 9 Months (4 1 % extra) 
c .  Total duration 3 1  months 
2. Average Contract value :  
a. Original 322 M i l l ion 
b. Final 3 57Mi l l ion ( I I % variation) 
The above figures are worrisome. For 322 m i l l ion projects, completion t ime 
was e t imated to be 22 months. Variation Order (VO) was issued worth of 1 1 % of the 
original contract value. Completion period always cannot be estimated in terms of 
money (contract value) due to the nature/scope of works involved. However, i f  
v iewed in proportionate way, maximum of 3 months may be  awarded to the 
contractor as extension of t ime instead of 9 months, i .e .  6 months extra time have had 
been taken by the contractor in completion of the job. Even if it is not proportionate, 
extra 6 months appears to be out of l ine. C learly there have had been "delay" and it is 
true for a l l  the projects l isted in  Table 5- 1 1 except Sh iab Al Ashkar, which wi l l  be 
runn ing through the year 20 1 1 .  
Accord ing to the RTA, most of projects invariably complete in t ime (source 
of information - interv iew with RT A, DCL, contractor and consu ltant of Dubai) .  On 
the other hand, it appears that the "delay" in completion of job is a common feature 
for A A M  projects. However, when extension of t ime is awarded, the word "de lay" is 
not appropr iate. There could be legit imate reason(s) on the part of the contractor to 
c la im for extension of  t ime but may not be always. Records ind icate that AAM 
projects rl ln behind main ly because of the fo l lowing factors: 
1 .  Conservat ive estimation of time during tender stage 
2. F loating the tender wh i le the design is incomplete 
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3 .  hange of de ign during execution and the amount of t ime to get the 
rev i  ed draw ing approved. 
4. Des ign and approval of traffic d iversion fo l lowed by traffic control and 
traffic management during execution period 
5 .  Define and approval o f  land for s i te office 
6. Define and approval of borrow pit 
7 .  S low process in obtaining N .O.C. ' s  from re levant service authorit ies 
for uti l ity works 
8 .  Lengthy process of material approval 
9 .  ignificant amount of time to get supervision staff approved 
1 0. Ab ence of Construction Manual, QC/QA Manual (both for consu ltant 
and contractor) 
I I . I ncompetent contractors 
I t  appears that se ldom AAM invite tender for projects to be executed in 
hurried manner. Occasional ly without ascerta in ing the total scope of works tender 
documents are prepared. During the execution period, original design is reviewed and 
revised which affects the program of works severe ly. Genera l ly speaking, the job is 
awarded to the lowest bidder even if the contractor is not wel l  equipped with required 
re ources and expert ise.  Often several number of projects are awarded to one 
contractor (contractor is rightfu l ly lowest bidder) without scrutin izing available 
resources to be dedicated for each indiv idual job. Most of the t ime, the contractor 
lacks in p lant, mach inery and man power and tends to flip-flop with h is resources 
with in the awarded projects and the contractor fai ls to comply with the original 
schedule.  
As  per contract documents, each contractor is to obta in No Objection 
Cert i ficate (NOC) from re levant serv ice authorities. Ev idence ind icates that AAM 
contractors have real d i fficu lty in coord inating with the re levant statutory authorit ies 
in  organ izing, planning and executing the job espec ial ly related to uti l ity works. 
The department of Town Planning, Munic ipal Affairs AI Ain Munic ipal ity is 
the legal authority to approve the land for s ite office (project to be executed). It is not 
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uncommon that the job is awarded to the contractor who is ready to move at the s i te 
but unfortunate ly unable to mobi l ize because permission to set up the ite office is not 
granted. Obviou Iy, mobi l ization is de layed which may qual i ty the contractor for 
e, tension of t ime and this is before starting the actual job at the s ite. Often s imi lar 
th ing happens in gett ing the borrow pit approved. 
For traffic control and traffic management the contractor is obl iged to obtain 
a l l  necessary approvals from the appropriate local agenc ies which involve design and 
approval of po l ice traffic d ivers ion.  Seldom s ign ificant amount of t ime is k i l led to 
cope with the process of securing the approval and to cope with the increas ing traffic 
tlow and the original Program of Works. 
Process of material approval is d iscussed earl ier. Construct ion Manual 
represents a cur rent compi lation of col lective experiences and good practices that 
have accumulated during the years of managing the construction. The manual 
provides department construction engineering personnel instruction for fu lfi l l ing the 
objectives, procedures, and methods for construction admin istration of projects. The 
Construction Manual is intended as a reference book. The manual prov ides guidance 
in several key areas . Guidance is provided on effective means of managing field 
construction operations. Equal ly important, the Manual addresses record keeping and 
field adm in istrat ive procedures that are essential in achieving cost effective projects 
wi th c lear audit trials . A l l  involved in executing the construction program, inc lud ing 
planners, des igners, construction managers and inspectors, safety, qual ity assurance, 
qual ity contro l ,  must perform jobs as out l ined in respective job descript ions with 
profess ional ism, integrity and excel lence. 
S im i larly supervis ing consu ltant and contractor, the executors of the project 
sha l l  have respective QAiQC Manual wh ich must contain job descriptions of 
designated key people .  This manual is to ensure that construction act iv it ies comply 
with the des ign criteria, engineering p lans and spec ifications, and good engineering 
practice. QA/QC manual provides system and procedures for inspect ions, sampl ing, 
test ing, survey controls, and records required to demonstrate that the contractor has 
met the requirements as stipu lated in contract documents. 
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Di l igent appl ication of Manua l 's guidance ensures atta inment of the h igh 
qual ity ,  cost effective and t imely construction. The ADM is equipped with 
Con truction Manua l .  However, neither the AAM nor the RTA has developed any 
con truction Manual of their own. 
A general comment can be made that except a few, the roads and 
infrastructure contractors operat ing in  AI Ain are be l ieved to be i l l  managed and i l l  
re ourced and are not able to  meet the target as per programme of works . Se ldom 
one quarter of a dozen of road projects are awarded to only one contractor as because 
he become the lowest bidder although he is poorly organized and the total resources 
are not adequate at a l l  compared to the magnitude of works are awarded to h im.  The 
same contractor formed s ister companies in di fferent names and sub-contract 
sign ificant portion of the original jobs even though the total resource for the main 
contractor and the sub-contracts remain the same. Both the main contractor and sub­
contractors fl ip-flop the p lant, equ ipment and manpower within the projects in hand 
which affects the program of works negatively for a l l  the running jobs. There are 
other less known contractors who are not up to the mark. 
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CHAPTER 6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
IMPROVEMENT OF QUALITY CONTROL 
SYSTEM AT THE AAM 
The website of the AAM states that i ts vision and mission is to create an 
attract ive, I i  able and sustainable managed urban environment where a l l  necessary 
erv ices and infrastructure are provided in a t imely manner by competent workforce 
con idering i t  values without compromising the ustainabi l ity and effic iency. This is 
to be achieved through the fo l lowing: 
• Comply with al l contractual and legal requirement (statutory and 
regulatory) 
• Confirm h ighest technical  international standards and qual ity 
management 
• Ensure cont inual improvement in qual ity management system 
• Provide qual ity and excel lence 
• Adopt best practices and proven approaches. 
The above strategy is expected to be implemented by talented and qua l ified 
taff by adopting the latest and most advanced scientific and professional standards of 
qual ity and exce l lence through development and upgrading work systems but at 
opt imum cost. 
Obstac les, which h inder the progress of on-going projects are identified and 
described above. Keeping in  mind these negative factors and the vis ion and mission of 
the AAM,  recommendations for "Enhancement and Improvement of Qual ity Contro l 
and Qua l ity Assurance System of Road Construct ion Projects at AI Ain Munic ipa l ity" 
may be grouped under two categories namely "Short Term Measures" and "Long 
Term Measures' . 
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6. 1 S H O RT T E R M  M EASU RES 
A. Prior and during tender tage 
1 .  A new c lause for QNQC Manual both for design and construction 
uperv ision may be introduced in  TOR of "Engagement of 
Consu ltant '. 
2. Con u ltant is to gather necessary old plans, ut i l ity information and 
other u efu l  background informat ion related the project, rev iew a l l  
scoping documents, rev iew a l l  cost estimates, rev iew t ime of 
completion 
3 .  I ncorporate QNQC thinking into the design process 
4. Provide a correct, accurate and workable design and establ ish standard 
process 
5 .  Perform qual ity check and insure that the des ign is complete and 
bui ldable. Never float the tender when the design is incomplete. 
6. Design consultant is to coordinate with the respect ive statutory 
authority to obtain the pennit for the land to be used for s ite office. 
Same is appl icable for borrow (earthworks material) area. Consultant is 
to investigate and ind icate in  the tender documents about the qual ity 
and approximate quantit ies of material to be expected from the said 
borrow area. 
7. Consultant is to analyze and to comment on a l l  qual ifYing tenders, 
espec ial ly for least three renderers. Contractors' abi l ity in tenllS of 
p lant, equipment, manpower, experience, expertise with respect to the 
tendered job sha l l  be scrut in ized and accordingly recommendations 
sha l l  be made. 
8 .  I t  is  cons idered to  be prudent that the design consu ltant l iaise with the 
Department of Traffic Pol ice for traffic d iversion. They sha l l  study, 
propose and get approved sufficient d iversions keeping in mind the 
sequence of construct ion act iv it ies. 
B. During Execution Stage 
1 .  Both superv is ing consultant sha l l  submit QAJQC Manual to the AAM 
for approval .  This manual shal l  expl icably indicate the responsib i l i t ies 
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of each indiv idual to be engaged for the superv is ion of works. 
on u l tant w i l l  adhere to the approved QAJQC procedures for 
i nspection , sampl ing, testing, survey contro ls, and records required to 
demonstrate that the contractor has met the requirements as stipu lated 
in contract documents .  
2 .  imi larly, the contractor wi l l  a lso get i ts QAJQC Manual approved by 
the uperv is ing consu ltantJAAM.  This manual sha l l  confirm that the 
contractor through qual ity management pract ice produc ing qual ity job. 
Contractor's manual sha l l  ensure that construction activit ies comply 
with the appl icable standards, approved design criteria, spec ifications, 
and good engineering pract ice. 
3. The A A M  (pre-execution stage) supervising consultant and the 
contractor - all sha l l  engage Planning Engineer having wealth of 
practical experience that w i l l  be responsible for sound construction 
planning ( Program of Works). Construct ion planning is a fundamental 
and chal lenging act iv i ty 1 11 the management and execution of 
construction projects. It involves the choice of technology, the 
defin ition of work tasks, the estimation of the required resources and 
durat ions for indiv idual tasks, and the identification of any interactions 
among the d ifferent work tasks. A good construct ion plan is the bas is 
for developing the budget and the schedule for work. Developing the 
construction plan is a critical task in the management of construction, 
even if  the plan is not written or otherwise formal ly recorded. In 
add ition to these techn ical aspects of construction planning, it may also 
be necessary to make organ izational dec isions about the re lationsh ips 
between project partic ipants and even which organ izat ions to include 
in  a project. For examp le, the extent to which sub-contractors w i l l  be 
used on a project is often determined during construction planning. 
[ f  there is any priority for any spec ific task to be carried out early, 
Program of Works sha l l  be drawn accordingly. 
In developing a construct ion plan, it is common to adopt a primary 
emphasis on e ither cost contro l or on schedu le contro l .  Some projects 
are primari ly divided into expense categories with associated costs. I n  
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these ca es, con truction planning is cost or expense oriented. Within 
the categories of expenditure, a d istinct ion is made between costs 
incurred d irectly in the performance of an activ ity and ind irect ly for 
the accompl ishment of the project. For example, borrowing expenses 
for project financ ing and overhead items are commonly treated as 
indirect costs. For other projects, schedul ing of work activit ies over 
t ime is crit ical and is emphas ized in the planning process. In this case 
the p lanner i nsures that the proper precedence among act ivit ies is 
maintained and that efficient schedul ing of the avai lable resources 
prevai ls .  Tradit ional schedul i ng procedures emphasize the maintenance 
of task precedence (result ing in critical path schedul ing procedures) or 
effic ient use of resources over t ime (result ing in job shop schedul ing 
procedures). F ina l ly ,  most complex projects require cons ideration of 
cost and schedul ing over t ime, so that planning, mon itoring and record 
keeping must consider both dimensions. 
4. Shop drawings, d iagrams, schedules and other data special ly prepared 
for the work by the contractor or sub-contractor to i l l ustrate some 
portion of the works sha l l  be checked and evaluated by the superv ising 
consu ltant promptly. Shop draw ing is to show the detai ls  to make sure 
that the item to be bui l t  meets the intent and function of the des ign. 
5. Cho ice of materials having aesthetic value e.g., decorative t i les, 
decorat ive lanterns, poles sha l l  be conc luded at the in it ial stage 
(preferably with in  two months) of the project. 
6. A l ist of a l l  materia ls (Materials Log) to be used in the project sha l l  be 
prepared by the contractor within the first month of commencement. 
Consultant shall review and confirm the same. 
7. The contractor priority wise and hav ing l ink with Program of Works 
sha l l  in it iate the approval process of material immediate ly . Material 
submittal s  must not be pending. A l l  materials approval sha l l  be 
accomp l ished with in  the first quarter of the scheduled completion 
period . 
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8 .  I t  is uggested that the current procedures of material approval process 
i reviewed and an alternat ive pol icy and procedure is establ ished to 
have speedy approval without compromising quality. 
Contractor shal l submit the "Material Approval Request" (MAR) along 
v ith a l l  the required documents as stipu lated in the spec ificat ions. 
Consultant shall review and if required cross-check ( test results) the 
subm ittal and on conform ity may recommend to AAM for 
endorsement .  
I f  on the other hand, the submittal is found not in  l ine shal l be returned 
back to the contractor by the consultant with defin ite and precise 
comments. Contractor w i l l  re-submit the MAR which sha l l  strictly 
adhere to consu ltant's comments. 
In the event of fai l ing more than twice for the same MAR, a system to 
penal ize the contractor may be introduced and may be i ncorporated in 
the QNQC sect ion of the specifications. 
The above process shal l  not take more than 48 hours. 
On conformity consultant sha l l  forward the MAR with his 
recommendation to AAM.  Concerned engineer of AAM may not hold 
the submittal more than another 48 hours. 
I f  due his ignorance and or otherwise, the consultant forward (to 
AAM) the M A R  that is not in l i ne with the spec ifications requirement, 
the respective consultant's personnel sha l l  be warned and shal l  be 
penal ized on repetition . 
9. The A A M  sha l l  have the l ist of products which are produced by the 
AAM assessed and approved manufacturers/suppl iers. 
1 0. Pract ice of assess ing the same manufacturer for the same product 
number of t imes for d ifferent projects may be stopped. 
Once it is approved there sha l l  be val id expiry date and sha l l  be l i sted 
in the vendor l ist. Any project that may need the product shal l  be 
perm itted to use the same without going through rigorous and time 
k i l l ing process once again. 
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1 1 . uper is ion taff (consultant) sha l l  be at the s i te in appropriate t ime to 
en ure smooth progress of "V orks. Right people sha l l  be engaged at the 
right t ime and at the right place. 
Detai led responsibi l it ies Gob description) for al l of the supervisory 
taff shal l be out l ined in Consu ltant 's manual .  Accordingly consu ltant 
sha l l  fi lter the appl icants and after being sat isfied on ly he sha l l  propose 
to the AAM.  
Current sy tern of two steps interview (written and oral) by  the AAM 
i s  cons idered to be fine. However, the existing procedure appears to  be 
too long. Electronic software may be used for this purpose. Different 
sets of questions for each posit ion may be loaded. Software w i l l  be 
equipped with the correct answers which w i l l  be unknown to the 
appl icant. However, as soon as the candidate finishes h is task computer 
w i l l  be prompt to display the score. The AAM may set m in imum 
number to score to qua l ifY for ora l test. There sha l l  be at least three 
A A M  engineers in the selection committee who w i l l  conduct the oral 
test. This committee may be formed having d ifferent engineers who 
have the re levant expertise of the position for which the interv iew is 
conducted. It is a lso suggested that the respective Project Engineer 
(AAM) to be a member of the committee. The entire process sha l l  be 
over within 48 hours.  
I n  the event of  fai l ing to prov ide the right candidate there is a penalty 
c lause in consu ltant's TOR and appears to be donnant. It is 
recommended to implement this c lause strictly as and when the 
situat ion arises. 
6.2 LONG T E RM M EAS U RES 
6.2. 1 . 1  Standardization of Specification 
There shal l be one and only one Standard General Specifications for a l l  roads, 
bridges and infrastructure projects of A I  Ain Munic ipality. Keeping in m ind the 
v ision and m ission of AAM, Spec ifications may focus on sustainable and 
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performance based con truction maintaining safe environment, health and safety . 
Thi may be accompl ished fo l lowing below ment ioned stages: 




Roads Consultants of AAM and init ial ly may be treated as draft spec ifications. 
Designate the engineers for d ifferent sections/items (of spec ifications) to 
re iew/mod ify/comment within spec ified time. 
Engage a responsible person to d istribute d ifferent sections/parts of the draft 
spec ifications to the respective designated engineers for their review and 
comments. 
A l l  designated engineers are to return the ir  respective sections/parts to this 
per on within stipulated time. Al l  sections/parts shal l  be compi led in  one 
binder. 
• The above responsible person is to ensure that all sections/items required for 
Road Section have been covered/entered in the proposed specifications. This 
compi led copy w i l l  be treated as Pre l iminary Spec ifications (General) 
• Pre l im inary copy may be distributed to a l l  the ongo ing appointed consultants 
for their comments and recommendations within specified timetable. 
• There shal l be a rev iew committee. If des ired by the committee consultant's 
comments/recommendat ions w i l l  be incorporated 
• Once approved by the committee this spec ificat ion sha l l  be regarded as 
standard one for a l l  roads, bridges and infrastructure projects of AAM and sha l l  
be  password protected. 
• There may be Particu lar Specifications tai lored to each project depending on 
specific requirements, which w i l l  be drafted by the respect ive consultants and 
require to be approved by AAM prior to tender. Project Particu lar Specificat ion 
may focus on sustainable and env ironment friendly construction through 
conservation of energy water and natural resources by re-use, recycl ing and 
m in im izing waste, pol l ution, noise and traffic that de l iver qual ity and durable 
end products without compromising the needs of fuhlre generations. Emphasis 
sha l l  be on creat ing infrastructure and adopting construction methods that are 
environmenta l ly friendly, conserve v irgin materials and do not rely heavi ly on 
rapidly d im in ishing resources. Specificat ions may be tai lored to min imize 
waste, pol lution, traffic movement and to provide safer working er.vironment 
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• 
for a l l  involved in con truction, maintenance and use. The focus for material 
e lection is to identify  products with a re latively h igh sustainab i l ity at no 
ignificant i ncrease in capital cost over a trad itional material option. 
I n  future, i f  there i need of ed iting and or add ing new c lauses, proposal sha l l  
be in i t iated. Spec ificat ion Committee w i l l  scrut in ize the same and i f  
recommended shal l  be incorporated in Standard Specification. 
6.2.2 Set up AAM Central Laborato ry 
A Central  Materials Testing Laboratory (CMTL) housed with latest modern 
high c lass equipment a long with trained, we l l  experienced engineers and technic ians 
is be l ieved to be a big boost in  enhancement and improvement of QAlQC system for 
Road Construction Projects of A I  A in  Munic ipal ity . CMTL shal l  have the fac i l ity for 
physical and mechanical test ing of soi l, aggregates, bitu men, bituminous m ixes, 
cement, concrete, masonry components and other general materials of construction. 
CMTL sha l l  function as : 
• Qual ity Contro l  test ing laboratory wh ich w i l l  perform independent assurance 
or verification tests of field-tested materials in coord ination with the QC 
testing laboratories (project s ite laboratories). 
• Random representative samples may be col lected to addit iona l ly evaluate 
qual ity of field produced products. 
• Perform tests not within the capabi l it ies of s ite laboratory 
• Serve as an independent laboratory 
• Prov ide an independent rel iabi l ity of acceptance (verification) data obtained at 
the s i te laboratory 
• M ay act as "referee" laboratory for reso lution of disputes between consultant 
and contractor's QC test resu l ts un less a potential for confl ict of interest exists. 
The sampl ing and test ing results determ ined by the "referee" laboratory sha l l  
be  fina l  and binding on both parties and subject to  dispute. 
• Pre l im inari ly qual it ies of asphalt m ixtures, concrete mixture sha l l  be reviewed 
examined. 
• M A R  for a l l  m ix  designs for concrete, bitum inous mixes shal l  be cross-
checked by CMTL.  





Al l  projects' material approval may be hand led by CMTL 
A phalt Plant, oncrete Batching Plant, Kerbstone, Ti les, I nterlocking Blocks 
Manufacturing Plant, Paint, and Road Mark ing Material manufacturing Plant 
etc. may be inspected, assessed and certified by CMTL for defin ite period of 
t ime. 
The fac i l it ies sha l l  be under constant surve i l lance of CMTL. [ n  the event of 
irregu larities, warning fol lowed by penalty sha l l  be imposed. 
E lectronic system may be developed so that CMTL always remain in picture 
with projects' dai ly Request for I nspection (RF J )  which w i l l  ease the process 
of " surprise" inspection by CMTL staff. 
• CMTL may play a v ital ro le in analyzing and recommendations for corrective 
and preventive maintenance of existing networks. 
For any enhancement and improvement task, there is a price tag. Tab le 
5 - 1 2  ind icates that the proposed Central  Materials Testing Laboratory w i l l  cost 
about 0.43% of the project value. Current cost of QAJQC for AI A in  
Mun ic i pa l ity, refer to  Table 5- 1 1 ,  is 1 .68% of project value. Inc luding cost of 
C MTL, total cost of QAJQC wi l l  be 2 . 1 1 % of project val ue, which is less than 
half of the figure of RT AlDCL. 
6.2.3 I ntroduce Road Management Technology Centre 
A I  A in road network is gett ing extensive and needs to be kept in top condit ion 
because of progress ive ly increased traffic volume and larger fre ight veh ic les. 
Moreover, scarc ity of right aggregates, borrow material road disaster prevention 
management, to cope with natural calamities such as occasional strong and heavy 
ra in,  is also a crucial issue. 
In order to respond appropriate ly to these si tuations, there is a need for 
information about road management to be systemat ical ly col lected and stored, and 
research using th is information should be promoted. At the same t ime, qua l ified 
special ists in both the publ ic and private sectors need to be quickly trained in this 
field. 
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The objective is to develop comprehensive road management technology, 
including di aster prevention and environmental conservat ion. Road Management 
Technology Center may be establ ished in order to make contributions in the area of 
road management through coping with various problems re lating to roads. 
I t  is the work to provide i nvestigation, research and development of road 
management technology,  development and maintenance of various road management 
y tems, fostering of technical experts of road management, and so on. CMTL could 
act as partner and wi l l  be big help in achieving this goal .  
Counc i l  for Construction Technology Rev iew and Cert ification may be 
formed which sha l l  carry out technology review and certification re lat ing road 
constructions, maintenance, contributing to the spread of superior new technologies. 
This system IS intended to promote research and development of new 
technolog ies in the private sector and their  appropriate and rapid adoption in 
construction projects, thereby contributing to the improvement of road construct ion 
and maintenance technology . 
The program wi l l  cover technology for methods, machines, equ ipment, tools, 
materials and products wh ich can assist in  assuring qual ity, safety raising durabi l ity 
and usabi l ity, and improv ing the env ironment, re lating to sustainable construction and 
maintenance of pavement, s lopes, bridges, underpasses, and other parts of the road 
structure, vegetat ion and road information management instal lat ions, and guardra i l  
and other items of street furniture. 
I nstead of the conventional system of competit ion on price alone, to ach ieve 
procurement of h igh qual ity at a good price, a comprehensive evaluation is suggested 
for both price and other factors other than price, in determin ing the winning bid. 
Carry out varIOUS research projects on road asset management to enable 
effic ient road management to provide the maximum benefit for the min imum cost. 
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Perform re earch and deve lopment act iv it ies regarding lTS ( Inte l l igent Transportat ion 
y tems) and G [  (Geographic Information Systems), technologies designed to 
Improve the effic iency of road support management businesses, enable 
over ize/overweight veh ic le management, and prov ide information to users of roads. 
6.3 PROPOS E D  FUTU R E  RESEARC H :  LOO K I NG A H EAD TO 
P E R FORM ANCE-RELATE D S PEC I FICATIONS 
Performance- Related Specifications means "Spec ifications that use quant i fied 
Qual ity Characteristics and L ife Cyc le Cost ( LCC) relat ionships that are correlated to 
product performance."  From a management standpoint, Performance-Related 
Spec ifications ( PRS) are seen as "the bridge between construction qual ity and long­
term product performance" .  The major distinguish ing features of Performance­
Related Spec i fications inc lude: 
• Acceptance based on key Qual i ty Characteristics that have been found 
to corre late with fundamental engineering propel1ies that predict 
performance. 
• Mathematical models  used to quant i fy the re lationsh ip between key 
materials and construction Qual i ty Characteristics and product 
performance. 
• Price adjustments related to the expected L ife-Cycle Cost ( LCC) of the 
constructed transportat ion fac i l  ity. 
Performance-Related Specifications attempt to relate the material 
attributes (Qual i ty Characteristics) being measured to the l ikely 
performance of the in-p lace product. L ike Qua l i ty Assurance 
Specifications, however, they specify on ly the product Qual ity 
Characteristics measured at the time of construction and do not 
spec ify the desired long-term product performance. 
The tests used to detennine Acceptance with Performance-Related 
Specifications are se lected because the Qual i ty Characterist ics be ing 
measured re late i n  some way to the performance of the product. Some 
examples of Qual ity Characteristics that relate to the long-term 
performance of transportat ion fac i l it ies inc lude: 
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• The total in-p lace Air Void or Ride Smoothness of Hot M ix Asphalt 
pa ement . 
• The Penneabi l i ty or the Strength of Port land Cement Concrete. 
These Qua l i ty Characteristics lend themse lves to Acceptance sampling and 
te t ing at the t ime of construction. 
True Performance-Related Spec ifications not only describe the desi red levels 
of the e Qual i ty Characteristics, but also employ the quantified re lat ionsh ips ( i .e. ,  
mathemat ical mode ls) conta in ing the characteristics to predict subsequent product 
perfonnance. The use of quantifiable models is a feature that d istinguishes 
Performance-Related Spec ifications from other transportat ion construction 
spec ifications. The models are based on data and present a much c learer picture of 
what infl uences a constructed product's performance than can be visua l ized through 
engineering j udgment and intuition alone. With recent research that has been 
conducted under the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHR P), and by the 
F H W  A and the National Cooperat ive H ighway Research Program (NCHRP), it is 
now possib le to re late the spec ifications to the predicted performance of the product. 
Performance-Related Specifications contain two types of mode ls: 
• Performance-pred ict ion Models 
• Maintenance-cost Models 
Performance-pred iction Models  pred ict when and to what extent a 
construction product (such as a pavement) w i l l  exhibit a given type of distress, such 
as fat igue cracking or joint spa l l i ng. Maintenance-cost Models estimate the post­
construction L i fe-Cyc le Cost ( LCC), which is the cost of maintenance and 
rehabi l itation necessary throughout the projected l i fe of the product. I nputs for these 
models inc lude design variables (such as traffic loading, c l imat ic factors, drainage, 
so i l  factors) and Qual ity Characteristics (such as Asphalt B inder Content & Air  
Voids, Concrete Permeabi l ity & Strength, and Ride Smoothness). 
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These models provide the bas is for rat ional acceptance and/or pay adjustment 
dec isions. Pay adjustments are determ ined by determ in ing two d ifferent LCCs: 
• The "A - Des igned LCC" 
• The " As-Constructed LCC 
The A -De igned LCC is determ ined by uS ing the target values of the 
spec i fied Qual ity Characteristics as inputs to the Models. The As-Constructed LCC is 
determ ined by Lls ing the actual measured values of a construction project's Qua l ity 
Characteri t ics as input. The di fference between the As-Designed LCC and the As­
Constructed LCC is the basis for any pay adjustment. 
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APPENDIX A: INSPECTION OF 
BINDERS 
A. I Backgrou nd, Defin ition and Types of Binder 
A. I . I  Background 
ASPHALT 
Bitum inous materials such as asphalts cement are extensively used for 
roadway con truction primari ly because of their excel lent binding characteristics and 
\ ater proofing properties and re latively low cost [NPTEL 2008] .  Asphalt cement is a 
dark brown- or b lack-colored bitum inous material, sticky, sem isol id  cement i t ious 
material ,  and h ighly v iscous material used in HMA paving. It occurs natura l ly  in 
geo logic strata and was u ed in  the late 1 9th century for paving roads. The Trin idad 
Lake deposit, F igure A- I ,  is a wel l-known source of natura l ly occurring asphalt. 
Asphalt cement can a lso be derived synthetica l ly from the petro leum refin ing process. 
S ince asphalt cement consists primari ly of the h ighest boi l ing fraction of petroleum, it 
is captured as the residue from the vacuum tower. Tar is a distinctly d ifferent product 
that is o ften m istaken for asphalt cement. It was also used in late 1 9th century paving. 
However it is a product derived from the destructive d ist i l lation of bituminous coal .  
Due to environmental and health concerns as wel l  as inherent undes irable phys ical 
characteristics, tar is seldom used for Pav ing purposes today [WSDOT 20 I 0, FW A 
2008] .  
For  product ion of o i l ,  bitumen is the residue or by-product when the crude 
petro leum is refined. A wide variety of refinery processes, such as the straight 
d ist i l lat ion process, solvent extraction process etc. may be used to produce bitumen of 
d i fferent consistency and other desirable propert ies. Depending on the sources and 
characteristics of the crude o i ls  and on the propert ies of bitumen required, more than 
one processi ng method may be employed [NPTEL 2008 ] .  
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Figure A- I Lake Asphalt at Trin idad Lake [ WSDOT 20 1 0] 
A. 1 .2 Refinery Operation 
In the vacuum-steam d isti l lation process the crude o i l  is  heated, as shown in  
F igure A-2,  and is introduced into a large cyl indrical sti l l .  Steam is introduced into the 
st i l l  to aid in the vapourisation of the more volat i le const ituents of the petroleum and 
to min imise decomposit ion of the d isti l lates and residues. The volat i le constituents are 
col lected, condensed, and the various fractions stored for further refining, if needed . 
The res idues from this d isti l lation are then fed into a vacuum dist i l lat ion unit, where 
res idue pressure and steam w i l l  further separate out heavier gas o i ls .  The bottom 
fract ion from this unit  is the vacuum-stearn-refined asphalt cement. The cons istency 
of asphalt cement from this process can be control led by the amount of heavy gas o i l  
removed. Norma l ly ,  asphal t  produced by this process is softer. As the asphalt cools 
down to room temperature, it becomes a sem i solid viscous material [NPTEL 2008] .  
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Figu re A-2 Refining of Aspbalt [WSDOT 2010 J  
A. 1 .3 Asphalt  Types 
The res iduum or "res id" from the d isti l lation process is used to make various 
asphalt cement products: Asphalt Cement, Cutbacks, and Emulsions. 
• Asphalt cements 
• Cutbacks 
• Emuls ions 
General ly refinery produced material 
Air blown asphalt cements 
Asphalt cements " cut" with petroleum solvents 
M ixture of asphalt cement, water, and emuls ifying agent 
A. 1 .3. 1 Cutbacks 
Cutbacks are l iqu id at room temperature and are manufactured by add ing or 
" cutt i ng" asphalt cements with petro leum solvents. The volat i l ity of the so lvent 
d ictates the rate at wh ich the solvent evaporates. How fast the so lvent escapes into the 
atmosphere regulates how fast a mixture of cutback and aggregate w i l l  set. 
Environmental regu lations are increasingly l imit ing the use of these products 
[ W S DOT 20 1 0 ] .  
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A. 1 .3.2 Emulsions 
Emul  ion are produced by blending asphalt cements, water and an emulsifier 
(e .g. oap) in a high hear co l loid m i l l .  The result ing asphalt droplet suspended in  the 
water ha a charge .. h ich reflects the chemistry of the emusifier. The charge of the 
emul ion is u ual ly selected so that it is opposite that of the aggregate to promote 
adhe ion of the asphalt to the aggregate surface. Emulsions are an asphalt-based 
product .. h ich  is also l iqu id at room temperature [ WSDOT 20 1 0] .  
A . 2  H ow Asphalt Behaves 
Asphalt is a v iscoelastic material .  This term means that asphalt has the 
properties of both a v i  co us material, such as motor o i l ,  or more real istical ly, water, 
and an e last ic material ,  such as a rubber. However, the property that asphalt exhibits, 
whether v i scous, e lastic or most often, a combination of both, depends on 
temperature and t ime of loading. The flow behav ior of asphalt could be the same for 
one hour at 600e or 1 0  hours at 2soe [ FW A 2008, Pavement 20 1 0] .  
In other words, the effects of  t ime and temperature are related; the behavior at 
h igh temperatures over short time periods is equiva lent to what occurs at lower 
temperatures and longer t imes. This is often referred to as the t ime-temperature shift 
or superposi tion concept of asphalt  cement. This concept is i l l ustrated in Figure A-3 
[ FWA 2008, Pavement 20 1 0] .  
( (1 ' hO"' 
Figure A-3 Behavior of Asphalt [ WSDOT 20 10 ]  
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A.3 Desira ble Properties of Asphalt 
For engineering and construction purposes, three main properties of asphalt 
are important [FW A 2008 Pavement 20 1 0] :  
( I )  consistency (a lso often cal led fluid ity, p last ic ity o r  viscos ity), 
(2) purit , and 
(3) safety . 
Cons istency is the term used to describe the degree of flu id ity or p last ic ity of 
a phalt at any part icu lar temperature. The consistency of a phalt cements various with 
temperature; therefore, it is necessary to use a standard temperature when comparing 
the consistency of one-asphalt cement with another. Asphalt cements are graded, 
based on ranges of cons istency, at a standard temperature. Consistency of paving 
a phalts is commonly spec ified and measured by a penetrat ion test or a v iscosity test. 
For air-blown asphalts, a soften ing point test is used [FW A 2008] .  
Purity: refined asphal ts are almost pure bitumen and are usua l ly more than 
99.5 percent so luble in carbon disulfide. Impurities, if they are present, are inert. 
Normal ly ,  asphalt cement is free of water or moisture as i t  leaves the refinery .  
However transport- loading asphalt may have some moisture present in  their tanks. 
This may cause the asphalt to foam when i t  is heated above 1 000C (2 1 20F) [FWA 
2008]  . 
Safety: Asphalt foaming can be a safety hazard and specifications usua l ly 
require that asphalt d ies not foam at temperatures up to 1 750C (3470F). A lso asphalt 
cement w i l l  flash in  the presence of a spark or open flame, if  heated to a high enough 
temperature. This flash temperature is wel l  above the temperature normal ly used in 
pav ing operat ions. However, to be sure that there is an adequate margin of safety, the 
flash point of the asphalt should be known [FW A 2008] .  
A.4 Physical  Property Tests fo r Asphalt  
Asphalt binders are most commonly characterized by their physical 
propert ies. An asphalt binder's physical properties directly describe how it w i l l  
perform as  a constituent in HMA pavement. The chal lenge in  physicc:l property 
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characterization is to develop physical tests that can satisfactori ly characterize key 
a phalt bi nder parameters and how the e parameters change throughout the l i fe of an 
I l MA pavement. The earl iest physical te ts were empirica l ly  derived tests. Some of 
the e te t ( uch a the penetrat ion te t) have been used for the better part of the 20th 
century with good results. Later tests (such as the viscosity tests) were first attempts at 
lIs i ng fundamental engineering parameters to describe asphalt binder physical 
propert ie [FWA 2008, Pavement 20 1 0] .  
Durabi l i ty is a measure of how asphalt bi nder physical properties change with 
age (sometimes cal led age hardening). I n  general ,  as an asphalt b inder ages, its 
iscos ity increases and it becomes more st iff and britt le .  There is no direct measure 
for asphalt b inder aging. Rather, aging effects are accounted for by subjecting asphalt 
binder samples to s imu lated aging then conducting other standard physical tests. 
imu lat ing the effects of aging is important because an asphalt binder that possesses a 
certa in set of  properties in its as-suppl ied state may possess a d ifferent set of 
propertie after aging. Asphalt binder aging is  usual ly spl i t  up into two categories 
[ F WA 2008, Pavement 20 1 0] :  Typical aging simulation tests are: Thin-fllm oven 
(TFO) test 
• Short-term aging. Th is occurs when asphalt binder is m ixed with hot 
aggregates in an H M A  mixing fac i l ity. 
• Long-term aging. This occurs after H MA pavement construct ion and I S  
genera l ly due to environmental exposure and loading. 
A.4. 1 Penetration Testing 
Penetrat ion is the  number of units of 0. 1 mm penetrat ion depth achieved 
during the penetrat ion test. It is an empirical measure of the asphalt cement's 
hardness. This property is determ ined using AASHTO T49 (ASTM D5) "Standard 
Method of Test for Penetration of Bituminous M ixtures" [AASHTO 2003 ] .  The 
penetrat ion test started out using a No. 2 sewing mach ine need le mounted on a shaft 
for a total mass of 1 00 g. This needle was a l lowed to sink into (penetrate) a container 
of asphalt cement at room temperature (25°C) for 5 seconds as shown in F igure A-4. 
The consistency (st iffness) of given asphalt was reported as the depth in tenths of a 
m i l l imeter (mm) that the needle penetrated the asphalt [ FWA 2008, PavelT'ent 20 1 0] .  
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Harder a phalt cement w i l l  have a lower penetration; whi le a softer asphalt cement 
w i l l  have a h igher penetrat ion. 
Figu re A-4 Schematic of Penetration Test [ Pavement 20 1 0 ]  
A.4.2 Viscosity Testing 
V iscosity denotes the fluid property of bituminous material and it is a measure 
of res istance to flow. At the appl icat ion temperature, this characteristic great ly 
infl uences the strength of result ing paving mixes. Low or h igh v iscosity during 
compaction or mix ing has been observed to result in  lower stabi l ity values. At h igh 
v iscosity , it resist the compactive effort and thereby result ing mix is heterogeneous, 
hence low stab i l ity values. At low viscos ity instead of provid ing a uniform film over 
aggregates, i t  w i l l  lubricate the aggregate part ic les [NPTEL 2008] .  
Two v iscosity measurements are tested: Absolute v iscosity (60°C) and 
k inematic v iscosity ( 1 3 5°C). Both use the princ iple of the rate of flow through a 
known area to measure viscos ity. Because asphalt is st i l l  very thick (st iff) at 60°C, a 
vacuum is needed to move the asphalt through the tube in a reasonable time. At 
1 3 5°C, grav ity and a fa l l ing head pressure is suffic ient to get the asphalt to flow. 
F igure A-S shows d i fferent tubes used in viscosity tests [Pavement 2008] .  
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Figu re A-5 Different Tubes used in Viscosity Tests [ Pavement 20 1 0 1  
A bsolute Viscosity: At the 60°C test temperature, the tube is charged at 1 35°C 
and then p laced in the test temperature bath. The tube temperature is al lowed to 
equal ize with the bath temperature, a vacuum l ine is attached to the top of the sma l l  
diameter tube, and the  flow is started. The time i t  takes the asphalt to  flow past the 
t iming marks t imes the tube cal ibration constant gives the v iscosity of the asphalt in 
Poise [ Pavement 20 1 0 ] .  
F igure A-6 shows the apparatus used to  determ ine Absolute v iscosity. The 
procedures described ear l ier to determ ine Absolute v iscos ity can be summarized as 
fo l low [ Pavement 20 1 0] :  
• U-shaped tube with t iming marks & fi l led with asphalt 
• Placed in 60°C bath 
• Vacuum used to pu l l  asphalt  through tube 
• Time to pass marks 
• V isco in Pa s ( Poise) 
The standard absolute v iscosity test is AASHTO T 202 and ASTM D 2 1 7 1 :  
V iscosity o f  Asphalts by Vacuum Capi l lary Viscometer. 
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Figu re A-6 Absolu te Viscosity Apparatus [ Pavement 20 1 0 ]  
Kinematic Viscosity: The tube is charged in the 1 3 5°C bath and left for about 
20 minutes. A vacuum l ine is touched briefly to the top of the sma l l  d iameter tube 
unti l the a phalt moves over the upper hump in the tube. The time it takes the asphalt 
to flow past the t iming marks t imes the tube cal ibration constant gives the v iscos ity of 
the asphalt i n  centi tokes. Cent istokes is converted to centipoise by mult ip ly ing 
Cent istokes by the spec i fic gravity of the asphalt. 
The procedures described earl ier to determine Kinematic v iscos ity can be 
summarized as fo l low [ Pavement 20 1 0] :  
• Cross aim tube with t iming marks & fi l led with asphalt 
• Placed i n  l 3 SC bath 
• Once started gravity moves asphalt through tube 
• Time to pass marks 
• V isco in mm2 / s (centistoke) 
The standard k inematic v iscos ity test is AASHTO T 20 t and ASTM D 2 1 70:  
K inematic Viscosity of Asphalts (B itumens). 
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A.4.3 Flash Point Testing 
If  an asphalt cement is heated to a h igh enough temperature, it gives off 
u[fic ient vapors to flash ( ign ite) in the presence of a spark or open flame. The 
Cle eland Open Cup test determ ine the temperature at which th is flash occur 
HTO 2003 ] .  
I n  th is test as shown i n  F igure A-7, a smal l  sample of asphalt i s  poured into 
the brass cup which  is placed over an e lectric heater. A thermometer is submerged to 
a prescribed depth into the asphalt and used to mon itor the temperature rise. When the 
temperature gets c lose to the suspected flash point, the gas l ine is turned on and a 
smal l flame l i t  at the end of the wand. The flash point is the temperature at which a 
sma l l  b lue fl icker around the ins ide of the Clip is seen as the wand is passed 
horizontal ly over the surface of the cup [AASHTO 2003 ] .  
Figure A-7 Flash Point  Test Appa ratus [ Pavement  20 1 0 ] 
A.4.4 D uctil ity Testing 
Ducti l ity is the property of bitumen that permits it to undergo great 
deformation or e longat ion. Ducti l ity is defined as the distance in cm, to which a 
standard sample or briquette of the material w i l l  be e longated without breaking 
[N PTEL 2008] .  
Th is  test evaluates the abi l ity of an asphalt sample to  stretch a t  a rate of 5 
e m/min at 25°C, as shown in F igure A-8. The distance the samples can b<! pul led is 
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mea ured d irect ly from the centimeter scale mounted to the top of the tank. The 
s ign i ficance of the duct i l ity te t to ind icate performance-related properties has been 
debated for a number of years due to its empirical nature and poor reproduc ib i l ity of 
te t re ult . I n  general,  asphalts with lower ducti l ity have a greater tendency to 
produce pavements which have excessive cracking [ Fwa 2008] .  
Ceolomeler Scole 
Figure A-8 Ductil ity Test Apparatus [ Pavement 20 1 0  1 
The standard duct i l ity test is AASHTO T 5 1  and ASTM D 1 1 3 :  Duct i l ity of 
B itum inous Materials 
A.4.S Solubi l ity ( Pu rity)  Testing 
Solubi l ity is the percentage of an asphalt cement sample that wi l l  disso lve in  
trich loroethy lene. This  property is determ ined using AASHTO T44 (ASTM D2042) 
"Standard Method of Test for Solubi l ity of Bi tum inous Materials" [AASHTO, 2003 ] .  
I n  t h i s  procedure, an  asphalt cement sample i s  d issolved in trich loroethylene and then 
fi ltered through a g lass-fiber pad where the weight of the insoluble materia l is 
measured, as shown in  F igure A-9. The so lubi l ity is calcu lated by dividing the weight 
of the d isso lved portion by the total weight of the asphalt cement sample. Th is test is 
used to check for contam ination in  asphalt cement [ASHTO 2003 ] .  
A.4.6 Softening Point ( Ring & Bal l - R& B) Testing 
The soften ing point is defined as the temperature at wh ich a bitumen sample 
can no longer support the weight of a 3 . 5-g steel bal l .  A lthough it is commonly used 
in Europe, it is mostly used for roofing asphalts in the U.S .  Bas ical ly two horizontal 
d isks of bitumen, cast in shou ldered brass rings, as shown in  F igure A- I 0  are heated 
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at a contro l led rate in a l iquid bath whi le each upports a steel bal l .  The softening 
point is reported a the mean of the temperatures at which the two d isks soften enough 
to a l low each ba l l ,  enveloped in bitumen, to fa l l  a d istance of 25 mm ( 1 .0 i nch) 
[AA HTO 1 995, PTEL 2008 ] .  
Figure A-9 Sol ubi l ity Test Equipments [WSDOT 20 1 0 ]  
The test i s  conducted by using R ing and Bal l  apparatus.  A brass ring 
conta in ing test sample of bitumen is sllspended in l iquid l i ke water or glycerin at a 
given temperature. A steel ba l l  is placed upon the bitumen sample and the l iquid 
medium is heated at a rate of 50 C per minute. Temperature is noted when the 
softened bitumen tOllches the metal plate wh ich is at a specified distance below. 
General ly  h igher soften ing point ind icates lower temperature susceptibi l ity and is 
preferred in hot c l imates [N PTEL 2008] .  The standard softening point test IS 
A A S HTO T 53  and ASTM D 36: Softening Point of Bitumen ( Ring-and-Ba l l  
Apparatlls) 
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Figure A- 1 0  Softening Point  Appa ratus [ WSDOT 20 1 0] 
A.4.7 Thin  Fi lm Oven Aging 
Thin fi lm oven aging is a laboratory procedure for s imu lat ing the change in  
asphalt cement properties (effect of short-term aging) which occur during tank 
storage, m ixing and construction processes. This test is conducted using AASHTO 
T 1 79 (ASTM D 1 754) "Standard Method of Test for Effect of Heat and Air  on 
Asphalt Materials (Thin-F i lm Oven Test),' . Th is test can also be used to measure the 
loss of volati les in the asphalt cement by determ in ing the percent d i fference in the 
mas before and after aging [AASHTO 2003 ] .  
A 50 g sample o f  asphalt i s  poured into each o f  three flat-bottomed pans. This 
results in  a layer of asphalt of about 3 .2 mm deep. Three pans are placed on a rotating 
shelf in a 1 63°C oven for 5 hours, as shown in  Figure A- I l . The aged samples are 
then combined into one container, m ixed and used to determ ine the aged asphalt 
cement properties [ F W  A 2008 ] .  
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Figure A- l l  Thin Film Oven Test [ WSDOT 20 10 ]  
A.S Aspha lt Binder Specifications 
In order to purchase a product, the desirable characteristics and important 
material properties must be known. When these parameters are presented in written 
form, they are cal led spec ifications. 
A.5. 1 H istory of Specifications 
The first approach to characterizing the st iffness of asphalt cement was to 
c hew on it. An engineer would take a sma l l  samp le of asphalt, ro l l  it into a bal l , and 
p lace i t  between h is teeth .  The pressure required to deform the bal l  was considered an 
ind ication of the st iffness of the asphalt .  However, this method was very subjective 
and cou ld not be used to rout ine ly specifY the particu lar requirements of an asphalt 
cement for a given construction project. These drawbacks eventual ly led to the 
development of the penetrat ion test [N PTEL 2008] .  
A.S.2 Penetration G rading Specifications 
Grading of bitumen by penetration test at 2SoC was adopted by the American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Committee D04 on Road and Pav ing 
Materials in  1 903 , more than 1 00 years ago. Error! Reference source not found.  
shows the schematic of the penetration test, in  which a needle loaded with 1 00-grams 
is a l lowed to penetrate the bitumen maintained at 2SoC temperature in a water bath, 
for S seconds. The resu lt ing penetrat ion is measured in mm; 1 penetration unit = 0. 1 
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mm. The greater the penetrat ion, the softer is the bitumen. A TM Standard 0946 
p c ified five penetration grades for bitumen: 
• 40-50 (hardest bitumen grade) 
• 60-70 
• 85- 1 00 
• 1 20- 1 50 
• 200-300 (softest bitumen grade) 
Other tests have been added to address safety issues (the flash point te t), the 
abi l ity of the asphalt to deform without breaking (duct i l ity test), and the influence of 
heat hardening on asphalt cement propert ies (thin fi lm oven test). 
• Uses penetration resul ts to spec ify 
• Adds 
o F lash point test 
o Duct i l ity 
o Solubi l ity 
o Thin fi lm oven aging 
• Penetration 
• Duct i l ity 
Table A- I presents typica l penetration spec ificat ions 
Table A- I Penetration Specifications 
Penetration Grade 
40-50 60-70 85-1 00 1 20-150 
Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
Penetration @ 7rF(25"C) 1 009, 55 40 50 60 70 85 100 1 20 1 50  
Flash Point, O F  (Cleveland open cup) 450 - 450 -- 450 - 425 --
Ductility at 7rF (25"C) 5cm'min, cm 1 00  - 100 - 1 00  -- 100 --
Solubility in trichloroethylene, % 99 - 99 - 99 -- 99 --
Retained penetration after thin-film 55+ -- 52+ -- 47+ -- 42+ --
oven test, % 
Ductility at 7rF (25"C) 5cm'min, em - - 50 -- 75 -- 100 - -








1 0()A  -
. .  . .  A If ductiUty at TrF (25"C) is less than 100 cm, matenal WIll be accepted if duc/iUIy at 6O"F (15. 5"C) IS 100 cm minImum 
at the pull rate of 5 cm/min 
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Advantage 
Several advantages are respon ible for the penetration spec i ftcations being 
widely u ed throughout the 20th century .  For instance, as late as 1 995 the M innesota 
Department of Transportation was sti l l  using this spec ification to purchase asphalt 
cements . These advantages include an e t imate of material propert ies at the average 
i n-serv ice temperature ( i .e, the average between summer h ighs and winter lows), low 
co t of the equipment, s impl ic ity, and short testing t imes needed to obtain resul ts .  The 
ad antages can be summarized as fo l low [NPTEL 2008] :  
• Grades asphalt near average in-serv ice temp. 
• Fast 
• Can be used in  field labs 
• Low capital  costs 
• Prec ision wel l establ ished 
• Temp. susceptib i l ity can be detenn ined 
Disadvantages 
However, there are several disadvantages associated with penetration 
spec ifications. These inc lude a l lowing a wide range of material properties at h igh and 
low temperatures for a given penetration grade, variable shear rates ( i .e . ,  the needle 
w i l l  penetrate the asphalt faster for softer as compared to harder asphalts), lack of 
fundamental measurements needed for mechanistic pavement performance prediction 
models  ( i .e . ,  no stress or strain measurements), the ir inab i l ity to evaluate shear rate 
dependent materials (e.g., polymer modified asphalts), and lack of information for 
se lect ing appropriate mixing and compaction temperatures (necessary information for 
preparing m ixtu res in  the laboratory and p lant). The d isadvantages can be summarized 
as fo l low [NPTEL 2008] :  
• Empirical test 
• Shear rate 
o High 
o Variable 
• M ixing and compaction temp. information not avai lable 
• Simi lar penetrations at 25C (77F) do not reflect wide d ifferences in 
asphalts 
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A.S.3 Viscosity G raded Specifications 
The d isadvantage of penetration grad ing spec ificat ions led to the 
development of the vi co ity grading system in the 1 970's, which is detai led in ASTM 
033 8 1 .  Th i one ASTM standard actual ly contains three separate spec ifications 
de ignated as : Table 1 ,  Table 2, and Table 3. The first two spec ification are based on 
the original properties of the asphalt whi le the last table is based on the propert ies of 
the asphalt  after ro l l ing thin fi lm oven aging. Each of these tab les and d ifferences 
b tween them wi l l  be d iscussed in the fol lowing s l ides [N PTEL 2008] .  
Al l  three of the v iscosity graded asphalt spec ifications are l isted in ASTM 
033 8 1 .  The first two spec ifications are based on the viscos ity of the original asphalt 
at 60°C. The third spec ificat ion is based on the v iscosity of the ro l l ing thin fi lm oven 
aged residue at 60°C [N PTEL 2008] . 
Table 1 & 2 Tests and Grades 
Requirements on both the abso lute and k inematic v iscos it ies are set in  these 
spec ifications. The grading system is based on the abso lute v iscos ity (60°C). A 
m in imum v iscosity at 1 3 SoC is inc luded to help define the maximum rate of change of 
material properties with temperature. A min imum penetration value is also inc luded in  
these spec ifications as a means l im it ing temperature suscept ibi l i ty .  The penetration 
values decreases with increasing v iscos ity . In other words, the sti ffer the asphalt, the 
less d istance the needle w i l l  penetrate into the asphalt [NPTEL 2008] .  
As with t he  penetration spec ifications, requirements for safety and l imits on  
aging of  the binder during construct ion are inc luded. The flash point temperature 
requirements increase with increas ing v iscosity ( less volati les with increas ing 
v iscosity). Maximum l im its on viscosity after thin film oven aging l im it the amount 
of acceptable aging during m ixing and construction. S ix asphalt cement CAC) 
v iscosity grades were establ ished as fol lows [NPTEL 2008] : 
G RA D E  
AC-2.S (softest) 
AC-S 
VISCOSITY at 60 C, poises 
2S0 +/- SO 
SOO +/- 1 00 
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AC- I O  
A -20 
AC-30 
A -40 (hardest) 
1 000 +/- 200 
2000 +/- 400 
3000 +/- 600 
4000 +/- 800 
Low iscos ity grades uch as AC-2 . S  and AC-S were used in cold c l imate of 
Canada. C- I O  was u ed in  the northern t ier states of the US, AC-20 was used in  
mo t of  the US,  and h igh viscosity AC-30 was used in  southern states such as F lorida, 
Georgia, and Alabama with hot c l imate and rainfa l l  [NPTEL 2008] .  
Table A-2  shows Table 1 spec ifications that contains AC 2 . 5 ,  AC 5 ,  AC 1 0, 
AC 20 AC 40 [N PTEL 2008] .  
Table A-2 REQU I R EMENTS FOR ASPHALT CEMENT, VISCOSITY 
G RADED AT 1 40°F (60°C), ASTM D338 1 
Note: Grading based on original asphalt 
VISCOSITY GRADE 
AC-2.5 AC-5 AC-10 AC-2O AC-40 
Viscosity, 14O"F (6O"C), P 250 ± 50  5O ± 100 1000 ± 200 2000 ± 400 4000 ± 800 
Viscosity, 275"F (135"C), rrin, cSt 80 1 1 0  150 210 300 
Penetration, Tl"F (25"C), 100g, Ss, rrin 200 1 20  70 40 20 
Flash point, Cleveland open cup, rrin, of ("C) 325 (163) 350 (177) 425(219) 450 (232) 450 (232) 
Solubility in trichloroethylene, rrin, % 99 99 99 99 99 
Tests on residue from thin-film oven test 
Viscosity, 14O"F (6O"C), max, P 1250 2500 5000 10,000 20,000 
Ductility, Tl"F (25"C), 5 cm'rrin, rrin, em 100A 100 50 20 10 
A If duaiUty is less than 100, material will be accepted if ductility at 60"F (15.5°C) is 100 ninimum at a pull rate of 5 cnVmin 
Table 2 v iscos ity spec ifications are very s imi lar to Table I spec ifications with 
two exceptions:  Table 2 spec ifications a l low for an AC 30 grade, and Table 2 asphalts 
are requ i red to be less temperature suscept ible. 
Table 3 
Table 3 v iscosity specifications are based on ro l l ing thin fi lm oven (RTFO) 
aging. This method of aging was developed by the Cal i fornia Department of 
Transportation to s imulate both the oxidat ion and heat aging of asphalts which occurs 
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during mixing and con truction and u es an AR (asphalt res idue) designat ion. As with 
the AC de ignations, the numbers are d i rect ly related to the v iscosity at 60°C. For 
e ample, the RTFO aged visco ity of an AR 4000 is 4,000 Poise. Both penetration 
and duct i l ity of the residue are also inc luded . Two tests are conducted on the original 
asphalt: penetration ( to get percent of original penetration value) and the flash point 
( afety) test [N PTEL 2008 ] .  
• A R  Grades 
o A R  1 000, AR 2000, AR 4000, AR 8000, AR 1 6000 
• Tests on RTFO aged residue 
o V iscosities at 60 and 1 3 SoC 
o Penetrat ions at 2SoC 
o % of Original Penetration 
o Duct i l ity 
o Properties of unaged asphalt  
• F lash point and so lubi l ity 
Advantages for (Original AC Visco Grade) 
Advantages to us ing v iscosity spec i fications inc lude measurements with 
engineering units, l im its on maximum temperature susceptibi l ity and changes in  
propert ies due to aging, and information can be obtained on appropriate mix ing and 
compact ion temperatures[N PTEL 2008 ] .  
• Fundamenta l property 
• Wide range of temperatures 
• Based on max. pavement surface temp. 
• Wide range of  instruments 
• Test method prec is ion establ ished 
• Temperature susceptib i l ity is contro l led 
• Lim its aging 
• l n formation on mix ing & compaction temps. 
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for (Origi nal AC Visco G rade) 
Di  advantages inc l ude the h igher cost of the more sophist icated equipment 
and gla � are required for v iscos ity tests, longer test ing t imes, increased tra in ing 
needed for techn ic ians, the lack of lower l im its for temperature susceptib i l ity, and the 
inabi l ity of the e v iscos ity mea urements for assess ing non-Newton ian (shear rate 
dependent) propertie [N PTEL 2008] .  
• More expensive 
• Longer te t ing t ime 
• More techn ic ian ski l l  needed 
• Not appl icable for Non-Newton ian material 
• W ide range of propert ies for same grade 
Advantages CA R Visco Grade) 
The main advantage to this spec ificat ion is that it is based on the properties of 
the asphalt behind the paver. That is, it is based on the in-place asphalt properties at 
the t ime the roadway is opened to traffic . Other advantages are s imi lar to those for the 
first two v iscosity spec ifications [NPTEL 2008] . 
• Represents asphalt properties after mixing 
• Fundamental propert ies 
• Covers wide range of temperatures 
• Limits aging 
Disadvantages CA R Visco Grade) 
Disadvantages inc lude a problem with a lack of wide-spread experience in 
determ in ing desirable properties, longer t imes before resu lts can be reported because 
the material has to be aged prior to testing, and other disadvantages as seen in the 
prev ious v iscosity grading spec ifications [NPTEL 2008] .  
• H ighly regional 
• Require di fferent testing equipment 
• Longer test ing t ime 
• No consistency test on original AC 
• ot appl icable for Non-Newtonian materials 
• Wide range of properties for same grade 
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Figure A- 1 2  provides a general comparison of the various tradit ional 
pec ifications. Whi le there is no d i rect re lationship between the specificat ions, there is 
a general re lationship between st iffness and v iscosity . H igher penetrat ion numbers 
correspond with lower viscos itie [NPTEL 2008] .  
Penetration G rades 





AC 1 0  
70 --r AR 4000 85 
1 00 AC 5 
--r AR 2000 1 20 
1 50 AC 2.5 AR 1 000 200 --r 300 
Figure A- 1 2  Comparison of the Various Traditional Specifications [ N PT E L  
2008] . 
A.S.4 In troduction to Superpave Specifications 
The v iscosity grad ing system gave excel lent performance resu lts in  the US for 
over 20  years.  However, the v iscosity grading system, although it is more rat ional 
than the penetrat ion grading system, was st i l l  based on experience. A 50-m i l l ion 
dol lar, 5-year Strategic H ighway Research Program (SH RP) was undertaken from 
1 987 to 1 992 to develop a performance based grading system for bitumen, wh ich was 
based on engineering princ ip les to address common asphalt pavement d istress 
problems. The so-cal led Superpave performance grad ing system inc ludes new 
bitumen tests and spec ifications with the fol lowing sal ient features [SHRP 1 990] .  
I .  Tests and spec ifications are intended for bitumen ' b inders", which 
inc l ude both mod ified and unmodified bitumen. 
2 .  The physical properties measured by Superpave bitumen tests are 
d i rectly related to field performance by engineering princ ip les rather 
than just the experience. 
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3 .  A long-tenn bitumen aging test, which simu lates aging of bitumen 
during 5- \ 0 years in serv ice, was deve loped and incl uded for the first 
t ime. 
4 .  Te t and specifications are designed to e l iminate or min im ize three 
spec ific types of asphalt pavement d istresses: rutt ing, fat igue cracking, 
and thermal cracking. Rutting typica l ly occurs at h igh temperatures, 
fat igue cracking at intermediate temperatures, and thermal cracking at 
low temperatures. 
5 .  A s  shown i n  Figure A- l 3 , the entire range o f  pavement temperatures 
experienced at the project s ite is considered. New testing equipments 
were deve loped / adopted for test ing bitumen for th is purpose. A 
rotat ional viscometer is used to measure the bitumen v iscos ity at 1 3 5 
C. A dynam ic shear rheometer is used to measure the v iscoelastic 
properties of the bitumen at two temperatures : h igh temperature 
corresponding to the maximum 7-day pavement temperature during 
summer at the project s i te, and intermediate temperature corresponding 
to the average annual temperature of the pavement at the project s ite. A 
bending beam rheometer and a direct tension tester are used to measure 
the rheo logical properties of the bitumen at the lowest pavement 
temperature dur ing winter at the project s i te [SHRP 1 990] . 
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Figure A- 1 3  Supe rpave Binder Testing 
The Superpave performance grade ( PG) bitu men is based on c l imate. For 
e ample, PO 64-22 bitumen is suitable for a project locat ion, where the average 7-day 
maximum pavement temperature is as much as 64 C, and the min imum pavement 
temperature is -22 C. 
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APPENDIX B: INSPECTION OF AGGREGATES 
B. l Background 
"Aggregate" is a col lective term for the mineral materials such as sand, grave l 
and cru hed stone that are used with a binding medium (such as water, bitumen, 
port land cement, l ime, etc . )  to form compound materials (such as asphalt concrete and 
Portland cement concrete). By vo lume, aggregate genera l ly accounts for 92 to 96 
percent of H M A  and about 70 to 80 percent of Portland cement concrete. Aggregate is 
also used for base and subbase courses for both flexible and rigid pavements. 
Aggregates can either be natural or manufactured. Natural aggregates are 
genera l ly extracted from larger rock format ions through an open excavation (quarry), 
in the form of sands and gravel or crushed rocks F igure B- l .  Usua l ly the rock is 
b la ted or dug from the quarry wal l s  then reduced in s ize using a series of screens and 
c rushers, F igure B-2. Some quarries are also capable of washing the finished 
aggregate. Grave l and sand are examples of natural aggregates. Grave l is normal ly 
defined as aggregates pass ing the 3 in .  (75  mm) sieve and retained on the No. 4 (4.75 
mm) s ieve. and is usua l ly defined as aggregate passing the No. 4 sieve with the s i l t  
and c lay fraction passi ng the  No.  200 (0.075 mm) sieve. These aggregates in the ir  
natural form tend to be smooth and round. Manufactured rock typ ica l ly cons ists of 
industrial byproducts such  as s lag (blast furnace slag: byproduct of the meta l lurgical 
process ing - typical ly produced from process ing stee l ,  tin and copper) [ Pavement 
20 1 0, FW A 2008] .  
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Fig u re B- 1 Typical Operations in a L imestone Query [ WSDOT 20 1 0 ] 
Figure B-2 Aggregates Prod uction l WSDOT 20 1 0 ]  
B.2 Aggregates Desirable Propert ies 
The aggregate desirable properties are strength, hardness, toughness, shape of 
aggregate, adhesion with bitumen, durabi l ity and freedom from deleterious partic les. 
Table 8- 1 summarizes the desirable propert ies of aggregates [NPTEL 2008] .  
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hape of aggregates 
Adhesion with 
bitumen 
Durabi l ity 
Freedom from 
deleterious particles 
Definition or use for 
Aggregates at top layers are su bjected to h igh stresses d ue to 
traffic wheel loading,  wear and tear, and crushing.  For a h igh 
qual ity pavement, aggregates should have high resistance to 
crushing and to withstand the stresses due to traffic wheel 
load ing.  
Aggregates used in the su rface course are su bjected to 
constant rubbing or abrasion due to moving traffic. Agg regates 
should be hard enough to resist abrasive action caused by the 
movements of traffic. 
Aggregates, which happen to fa l l  in a particu lar size range, 
may h ave round,  cubical,  angular, flaky or elongated particles. 
It is  evident that the flaky and elongated particles wi l l  h ave less 
strength and durabi l ity when compared with cubica l ,  angular or 
rou nded particles of the same aggregate. Hence too flaky and 
too m uch elongated aggregates should be avoided as far as 
possible. 
The agg regates used in bituminous pavements should h ave 
less affin ity with water when compared with bitu minous 
materia ls ,  otherwise the bituminous coati ng on the aggregate 
will be stri pped 
The property of aggregates to withstand adverse action of 
weather is cal led sound ness. The aggregates are subjected to 
the physical and chem ical action of rain and bottom water, 
impurities there-in and that of atmosphere,  hence it is 
desirable that the road aggregates used in the construction 
should be sound enough to withstand the weathering action 
Specifications for agg regates used in bituminous mixes usually 
req uire the aggregates to be clean, tough and d u ra ble in 
nature and free from excess amount of elongated pieces, du st, 
clay bal ls and other objectionable material .  Simi larly 
aggregates used in Portland cement concrete mixes must be 
clean and free from deleterious substances such as clay 
lu mps, s i l t  and other organic impurities. 
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B.3 Aggregates Tests and Specifications 
Tradit ional aggregate specifications for HMA inc lude many standards sllch as 
the American As oc iation of State H ighway and Transportation Offic ials 
(AA HTO) M29 (ASTM D I 073 ) "Standard Method of Test for F ine Aggregate for 
B itum inou Pav ing M ixtures", ASTM 0692 "Standard Specification for Coarse 
Aggregate for Bi tuminous Paving M ixtures," and ASTM D242 " [ FWA 2008] .  There 
are critical properties required to develop a des irable HMA such as Consensus 
Propert ies and Source Properties [ F W  A 2008] .  
Consenslls Properties 
I t  wa the con ens us of the pavement researchers that certain aggregate 
characteristics were critical and needed to be achieved in a l l  cases to arrive at wel l  
perform ing HMA.  These characteristics were cal led "consensus properties" because 
there was wide agreement in their use and spec ified values. Those properties are : 
o coarse aggregate angularity (Particle Shape), 
o fine aggregate angu larity ,  
o flat, e longated partic les, and 
o c lay content. 
Source Properties 
Selecting aggregate material for use in  an asphalt pavement depends upon the 
ava i labi l ity, cost, and quality of the material, as we l l  as the type of construction that is 
intended. The su itab i l ity of aggregates for use in  asphalt construction is determ ined by 
evaluat ing the material in terms of: 
o Clean l iness 
o Toughness 
o Soundness 
o Surface Texture 
o Absorption 
o Affinity for Asphalt 
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B.3. 1 Coa rse Aggregate Angula rity 
Thi property ensures a high degree of aggregate internal friction and rutting 
re i tance. I t  is defined as the percent by weight of aggregates larger than 4.75 mm 
ith one or more fractured face . The test procedure for measuring coarse aggregate 
angu larity is A TM D 5 82 1 ,  Standard Test Method for Detennin ing the Percentage of 
Fractures Partic les in Coarse Aggregate. The procedure involves manua l ly counting 
part ic les to determine fractured faces. A fractured face is defined as any fractured 
urface that occupies more than 25 percent of the area of the out l ine of the aggregate 
part ic le  v is ib le in that orientation [AASHTO 2003, FWA 2008] . 
The appropriate percentages of each aggregate stockpile are combined and 
then sp l it on the 4 .75  mm screen. The material retained on the 4 .75 mm screen is used 
to determ ine the percent crushed faces, F igure 8-3 . This is a measurement of coarse 
aggregate angularity .  The amount of crushing (angularity)  is important because it 
determines the leve l of internal shear resistance wh ich can be developed in the 
aggregate structure.  Round, un crushed aggregates tend to "ro l l"  out from under traffic 
loads and therefore have a low rutt ing resistance [AASHTO 2003 ] .  
The requ ired min imum values for coarse aggregate angularity are a function o f  
traffic level and pos ition within the pavement. These requ i rements apply to the final 
aggregate blend a lthough estimates can be made on the indiv idual aggregate 
stockpi les, as shown in Table B-2 [AASHTO 2003 ] .  
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0% Crushed 1 00% with 2 or More 
Crus hed Faces 
Fig u re B-3 Percent Crushed Fragments i n  Gravels [WSDOT 20 1 0 j .  
Table B-2 Coa rse Aggregate Angularity Req uiremen ts [AASHTO 2003 ] 
Superpave Coarse Aggregate Angularity Requirements 
Percent, M i n i m u m  
Traffic, Depth from Surface 
m il l ion ESALs < 1 00 m m  > 1 00 m m  
< 0.3 55/- -/-
0 .3  to < 3 75/- 50/-
3 to < 1 0  85/80 60/-
1 0  to < 30 95/90 80/75 
� 30 1 00/1 00 1 00/1 00 
N ote: "85/80" means that 85 % of the coarse aggregate has one fractured 
face a n d  80 % h as two fractured faces. 
B.3.2 Fine Aggregate Angularity 
I 
This property ensures a h igh degree of fine aggregate internal frict ion and 
rutt ing resistance. It is defined as the percent air voids present in loose ly compacted 
aggregates smal ler than 2 .36 mm. Higher void contents mean more fractured faces. 
The test procedure used to measure this property is AASHTO T 304 "Uncompacted 
Void Content - Method A. ". I n  the test, a sample of fine aggregate is poured into a 
smal l  ca l ibrated cy l inder by flowing through a standard funne l ,  as shown in F igure B-
4 .  By determin ing the weight of fine aggregate (W) in  the fi l led cy l inder of known 
volume (V), void content can be calcu lated as the d ifference between the cy l inder 
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olume and tine aggregate volume col lected in the cy l inder. The tine aggregate bulk 
pec i tic  gra ity (Gsb) is used to compute tine aggregate volume [AASHTO 2003 




fine aggr sample ( 1 90 g) 
cylinder of known volume 01) 
uncompacted voids = 
---.... M 
v - W/GSb 
--....::...- x 1 00% 
V 
Figure B-4 Fine Aggregate Angularity [AASHTO 2003 ] 
• Fine aggregate at a speci fied gradation is a l lowed to flow freely into a 
1 00 cm3 cy l inder. 
• Knowing the spec ific gravity of the aggregate, the voids between 
aggregate partic les can be determ ined 
• The more angular the aggregate, the h igher the void content 
The required min imum values for fine aggregate angu larity are a function of 
traffic leve l and pos ition within pavement. These requ irements apply to the final 
aggregate blend, although estimates can be made on the indiv idual aggregate 
stockpi les, as shown in Table B-3 [AASHTO 2003 ] .  
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Table 8-3 Fine Agg regate Angu larity Req uirement [AASHTO 2003 ] 
Superpave F i n e  Aggregate Angula rity Requ i rements 
Percent, Min imum 
Traffic,  m il l ion Depth from Surface 
ESALs < 1 00 mm > 1 00 mm 
< 0.3  - -
0.3 to < 3 40 40 
3 to < 1 0  45 40 
1 0  to < 30 45 40 
> 30 45 45 
Note: Criteria are presented as percent air  voids in loosely com pacted 
fine aggregate. 
B.3.3 F lat, E longated Pa rticles 
F lat and elongated part ic les are undes irable s ince they have a tendency to 
break during construction and under traffic. [ f  they do not break, they tend to produce 
m ixtures with directional ly-oriented material properties [AASHO 2003 ) .  
F lat o r  elongated partic les are defined as aggregate having a ratio o f  width to 
thickness or length to width greater than a spec ified value. This property is 
determ ined using ASTM 0479 1 "Standard Pract ice for F lat Part ic les, E longated 
Part ic les, or F lat and Elongated Partic les in Coarse Aggregate" [ASTM 2003 ] .  This 
test is conducted on aggregates retained on the No. 4 (4. 75 mm) s ieve. In this 
procedure, a proportional cal iper is used to measure the dimensional ratio of a 
representat ive sample of coarse Aggregates. Aggregates used in HMA mixes shou ld 
be cubic le rather than disproportionate in their d imensions [AASHTO 2003 ] .  
Aggregates partic les that are s ign ificantly longer in  one d imension than in  the other 
one or two d imensions have a propensity to break during the construct ion process or 
under traffic loading [ Fwa 2008] .  
The procedure uses a proportional cal iper device to measure the dimensional 
rat io of a representat ive sample of aggregate partic les. The aggregate partic le is first 
p laced with its largest d imension between the swinging arm and fixed post at position 
"A", as shown in F igure B-5. The swinging arm then remains stationary wh i le the 
aggregate is placed between the swinging arm and fixed post at pos it ion "B " Figure 
B-5 .  
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1 :5 pivot point 




fixed post (A) 
Figure B-S Flat, Elongated Particle Caliper Device [AASHTO 2003 ] 
I f  the aggregate passes through til is gap, then it is counted as a flat or 
e longated partic le, F igure B-6. The total flat, e longated, or flat and elongated particles 
are measured. 
Fig u re B-6 Flat, Elongated Particle Test Proced ures [AASHTO 2003] 
The required maximum values for flat, elongated partic les in coarse aggregate 
are a function of  traffic leve l .  These requirements apply to the final aggregate blend, 
a lthough estim ates can be made on the indiv idual aggregate stockpi les, Table B-4. 
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Table B-4 Flat, Elongated Pa rticle Requ irements [AASHTO 2003 J 
Superpave F lat, Elongated Part ic le Requi rements 
Traffic ,  mil l ion ESALs Percent, maxim um 
< 0 . 3  -
0 .3  to < 3 1 0  
3 to < 1 0  1 0  
1 0  to < 30 1 0  
> 30 1 0  
Note: Criteria are presented as maximum percent by 
weight of flat and elongated particles.  
B.3.4 Clay Content 
Clay content is the percentage of c lay material contained in the aggregate 
fract ion that is finer than a 4 .75 mm s ieve. It is measured by AASHTO T 1 76, Plastic 
Fines in Graded Aggregates and Soils by Use a/the Sand Equivalent Test. 
In th is test, a sample of fine aggregate is placed in a graduated cy l inder with a 
flocculating solution and agitated to loosen c layey fines present in and coating the 
aggregate. The flocculating solution forces the c layey material into suspension above 
the granular aggregate. A fter a period that al lows sed imentation, the cy l inder height of 
suspended c lay and sedimented sand is measured, as shown in  Figure B-7 [AASHTO 
2003 FWA 2008] . The sand equivalent value is computed as a ratio of the sand to 
c lay height readings expressed as a percentage. 
The required c lay content values for fine aggregate are expressed as a 
min imum sand equivalent and are a function of traffic leve l .  Table B-5 shows the c lay 
content requirements as a function of traffic leve l .  These requirements apply to the 
final aggregate b lend, although est imates can be made on the individual aggregate 
stockpi les. 
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Figure B-7 Clay Content Test Apparatus [ FW A 2008 ] 
Table B-5 Clay Content  Req uirements [ AASHTO 2003 ] 
Superpave C lay Content Requi rements 
Traffic, mi l l ion ESALs Sand Equivalent ,  m in imum 
< 0.3  40 
0 .3  to < 3 40 
3 to < 1 0  45 
1 0  to < 30 45 
> 30 50 





Some aggregates contain certain foreign or de leterious substances that make 
them undes irable for asphalt pav ing mixtures un less the amount of foreign matter is 
reduced. Typical of objectionable materials are vegetation, shale, soft part ic les, c lay 
lumps, and c lay coating on coarse-aggregate part ic les. 
The percentage of deleterious materials in blended aggregate is determ ined 
using AASHTO T l 1 2  (ASTM C 1 42) "Standard Method of Test for Clay Lumps and 
Friable Part ic les in Aggregate" [AASHTO 2003 ] .  In this procedure, aggregates are 
ind iv idua l ly subjected to finger pressure (wh i le  soaking) to determ ine materials that 
are friable or c lay lumps. The percent of c lay lumps and friable partic les is determined 
by tak ing the d ifference between the original  and final mass retained on a No. 200 
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(0 .075 mm) ieve, after wet sie ing, e pressed as a percentage of the original mass. 
The percent of deleterious materials can range from 0.2 to 1 0% [ FW A 2008] .  
B.3.6 Toughness 
Aggregates undergo sub tantial wear and tear throughout their l i fe .  In general,  
the should be hard and tough enough to resist crush ing, degradat ion and 
d is integration from any associated act iv it ies including manufacturing, stockpi l i ng, 
production, plac ing compaction ( in  the case of HMA) and consol idation ( in  the case 
of PCC). Furthermore, they must be able to adequately transmit loads from the 
pavement surface to the underly ing layers (and eventua l ly the subgrade). Aggregates 
not adequate ly resistant to abras ion and pol ishing w i l l  cause premature structural 
fa i lure and/or a loss of skid resistance [WSDOT 20 L O] .  Toughness is the percent loss 
of material from an aggregate b lend during the Los Angeles Abras ion test. This 
property is determ ined using AASHTO T96 (ASTM C L 3 1 )  "Standard Method of Test 
for resistance to Degradation of Smal l-S ize Coarse Aggregate by Abras ion and 
Impact in the Los Angeles Machine [AASHTO 2003 ] .  This test covers a procedure 
for testi ng aggregates up to 1 . 5 in. (37 .5  mm) in s ize. A STM C535 should be used for 
aggregate with a larger maximum size up to 3 in .  (75  min) [ Fwa 2008] .  The L.A. 
abras ion test measures the degradat ion of a coarse aggregate sample that is p laced in a 
rotat ing drum w ith steel spheres, as shown in F igure B-8. As the drum rotates the 
aggregate degrades by abras ion and impact with other aggregate part ic les and the steel 
spheres (cal led the "charge"). Once the test is complete, the calcu lated mass of 
aggregate that has broken apart to smal ler s izes is expressed as a percentage of the 
tota l mass of aggregate. Therefore, lower L.A. abras ion loss va lues ind icate aggregate 
that is tougher and more resistant to abras ion [ PAVEMENT 20 1 0] .  
Relatively h igh resistance to wear, as ind icated by a low percent of abras ion 
loss, is a desirable characteristic of aggregates to be used in asphalt pavement surface 
layers.  Aggregates hav ing h igher abras ion losses, within l im its, may genera l ly be used 
in lower pavement layers where they w i l l  not be subject to the h igh stresses caused by 
traffic. 
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Figure B-8 L.A. Abrasion Testing Equipment [ WSDOT 2 0 1 0 ]  
B.3.7 Sou ndness 
Soundness test is intended to study the resistance of aggregates to weathering 
action, by conducting acce lerated weathering test cyc les [NPTEL 2008] .  Aggregates 
must be resistant to breakdown and disintegrat ion from weathering (wetting/dry ing 
and freezing/thaw ing) or they may break apart and cause premature pavement 
d istress. Durabi l ity and soundness are terms typical ly given to an aggregate's 
weathering res istance characteristic [WSDOT 20 I 0 ] .  Soundness is the percent loss of 
material from an aggregate b lend during the sodium or magnes ium su lfate soundness 
test. This property is determ ined using AASHTO T l 04 "Standard Method of Test for 
Soundness of Aggregate by Use of Sodium Sulfate or Magnesium Sulfate" [AASHTO 
2003 ] .  The soundness test repeated ly submerges an aggregate sample in a sodium 
su l fate or magnes ium su lfate solut ion . Th is process causes salt crysta ls to form in the 
aggregate's water permeable pores. The formation of these crystals creates internal 
forces that apply pressure on aggregate pores and tend to break the aggregate after a 
speci fied number of submerging and dry ing repetit ions, the aggregate is s ieved to 
determ ine the percent loss of material [WSDOT 20 I 0 ] ,  as shown in F igure B-9. 
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Figure B-9 Soundness Test for Aggregates [WSDOT 20 1 0 ]  
B.3.8 Su rface Textu re 
Like part ic le shape, the surface texture a lso influences the workabi l ity and 
strength of asphalt paving mixtures . Surface texture has often been considered more 
important than the shape of the aggregate partic les. A rough, sandpaper- l ike surface 
texture as opposed to a smooth surface tends to increase the strength of the paving 
mix  and requi res addit ional asphalt to overcome the loss of workabi l ity [ Pavement 
20 1 0, Fwa 2008] .  
atural gravels, such as  river gravels, often have a smooth texture as  wel l  as 
round-shaped partic les. Crush ing, however, often produces a rough surface texture 
and changes the part ic le shape. Smooth-surface aggregates may be easy to coat with 
an asphal t  fi lm but the smooth surface, compared with a rough surface, does not grip 
the fi l m  coating and help hold it in p lace [Pavement 20 1 0, Fwa 2008] .  
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B.3.9 Absorption 
The poro ity of an aggregate is genera l ly ind icated by the amount of water it 
ab orbs when soaked in water. A certain degree of porosity is desirable, as it perm its 
aggregate to ab orb asphalt, which then forms a mechanical l inkage between the 
asphalt fi lm and the tone partic le. H ighly porolls aggregates are not normal ly used 
[ Pavement 20 I 0 ] .  
B.3. 1 0  Affin ity for Asphalt 
Stripping - separat ion of the asphalt fi lm from the aggregate through the 
action of water - may make an aggregate material unsu itable for asphalt pav ing 
mixes. Such material is referred to as hydroph i l ic (water lov ing). S i l iceous aggregates 
sllch as quartzite and some gran ite are examples of aggregates, wh ich may require 
attention from the stripping v iewpoint [ Pavement 20 1 0  Fwa 2008] .  
Aggregates that exh ibit a h igh degree of resistance to fi lm stripping i n  the 
presence of water are lIsua l ly most su itable in asphalt paving mixes. Such aggregates 
are referred to as hydrophobic (water hating) aggregates. Limestone, dolomite, and 
trap rock are lIsual ly h ighly resistance to asphalt fi lm stripping. There are various tests 
that evaluate a mixture's propensity for stripping: AASHTO T283, ASTM D3625, and 
AASHTO T l 65 (ASTM D 1 075). Unfortunate ly, none of these tests could accurate ly 
predict the stripping potential of H M A  mixes in  d ifferent environments [Fwa 2008 
pavement 20 1 0 ] .  
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APPENDIX C: INSPECTION OF HOT-MIX 
ASPHALT 
C. l Design of Hot-Mix Asphalt Concrete 
The bituminous mi  des ign aims a t  detenn ining the proportion of bitumen, 
fi l ler, fine aggregate and coarse aggregates to produce a mix which is workable, 
trong, durable and economical [N PTEL 2008] .  From a performance standpoint, the 
H M A  should be durable and be able to resist pavement d istresses (such as permanent 
deformat ion, fat igue cracking, low temperature cracking, and moisture induced 
damage). From a construct ion standpoint, the mix shou ld be workable enough to place 
and compact with reasonable effort. Add itional ly, surface courses should prov ide 
uffic ient skid resistance for safety cons iderat ions. There are many design methods 
for H MA such as Marshal l ,  Hveem and Superpave mix des ign. A lthough the 
Superpave mix  design is the recent method, prior to the development of the Superpave 
m ix design procedure, the Marshal l  Mix  des ign was the most commonly used m ix 
design procedure in the United States. Even now, it is sti l l  the most common ly used 
procedure in many parts of the world. Therefore, this section focuses on ly on 
Marsha l l  M i x  des ign .  
C.2 M a rshal l  M ixtu re Design M ethod 
Extensive research was conducted by Bruce Marshal l ,  whi le serv tng as 
B itum inous Engineer with the M ississippi State Highway Department to put together 
the concepts beh ind the Marshal l mix design procedure. The U.S .  Corps of Engineers 
becomes the first to introduce Marshal l's concepts and eventua l ly establ ished the mix 
design method named after Marsha l l  [ Fwa 2008] ,  AASHTO adopted th is  mix des ign 
procedure as AASHTO R- 1 2  "Standard. Recommended Practice for Bi tuminous 
M ixture Design Using the Marshal l  and Hveem Procedures" [AASHTO, 2003 ] .  This 
procedure can be broken into seven major steps as fo l low: 
Slep 1: Aggregate EvaLuatioll 
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The aggregates proposed for use in the mi design should be evaluated against 
the aggregate requirements set forth by the pec ifying agency. Descript ions of the 
common ly u ed aggregate tests are de cribed early, No matter the spec i fic method; 
the 0 era l l  mix de ign procedure begins with evaluation and selection of aggregate 
and asphalt binder sources. Different authorit ies spec ify d ifferent methods of 
aggregate acceptance. Typical ly,  a battery of aggregate physical tests is run 
period ica l ly on each part icular aggregate source. Then, for each mix design, gradat ion 
and ize requirements are checked. 
Step 2: Asphalt Binder Evaluation 
The asphalt binder used in the m ix design should be su itable for the 
geograph ical location where the mix w i l l  be placed. Run the required tests to ensure 
that the asphalt cement meets a l l  the agency spec ifications. 
Step 3: Preparation o(Marsltall Specimens 
Approximately 1 200gm of aggregates and fi l ler is heated to a temperature of 
1 75 to 1 90°C. B itumen is heated to a temperature of 1 2 1  to 1 25°C with the first trial 
percentage of bitumen (say 3.5 or 4% by weight of the m ineral aggregates). The 
heated aggregates and bitumen are thoroughly mixed at a temperature of 1 54 to 
1 60°C. The mix  is placed in a preheated mould and compacted by a rammer with 50 
b lows on e ither s ide at temperature of 1 38°C to 1 49°C. The weight of mixed 
aggregates taken for the preparation of the specimen may be suitably altered to obtain 
a compacted thickness of 63 . 5+/-3 mm. Vary the bitumen content in  the next trial by 
+0.5% and repeat the above procedure. This procedure is to be conducted based on 
requirements set in AASHTO R- 1 2. Three repl icate spec imens are compacted at five 
asphal t  contents. The asphalt contents should be selected at 0.5% asphalt  increments 
with two asphalt contents fal l ing above and below the "optimum" asphalt content. 
These specimens are compacted using the Marshal l  compactor. Three loose 
specimens should also be prepared for determ ining the maximum theoretical spec i fic 
gravity near the "optimum" asphalt content. 
Determine the bulk spec i fic grav ity of the compacted specimens and 
maximum theoretical spec ific gravity of the loose mix using AASHTO T 1 66 (ASTM 
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02726) " tandard Method of Test for Bulk Specific Gravi ty of Compacted Asphalt 
Mi tures Using Saturated urface-Dry Spec imens" and AASHTO TI09 "Standard 
Method of Test for Theoret ical Maximum Specific Gravity and Density of 
B itum inou Paving M ixtures," respectively. ASTM 06752 "Standard Test Method for 
Bulk pec ific Grav ity and Density of Compacted Bitum inous Mixtures Using 
Automatic Vacuum Seal i ng Method" is a more recent ly approved method for 
determ in ing bulk spec ific gravity of compacted bitum inous m ixtures. 
Step 4: Marshall Stability afld FlolV 
Marshal l  Stabi l ity of a test spec imen is the maximum load required to produce 
fa i lure when the spec imen is preheated to a prescribed temperature placed in a spec ial 
test head and the load is appl ied at a constant strain ( 5  cm per minute). Whi le the 
tabi l ity test is in progress d ial  gauge is used to measure the vertical deformation of 
the specimen. The deformation at the fai l ure point expressed in  units of 0 .25 mm is 
cal led the Marshal l  F low value of the specimen. Genera l ly ,  to determ ine the Marshal l  
stab i l ity and flow the mean of ASTM 0 1 559 i s  introduced. The primary use of the 
M arshal l stabi l i ty is to eva luate the effect of asphalt cement in  the Marshal l  M ix 
design procedure. It is not spec ifical ly correlated to the stabi l ity of mixes in the fie ld. 
Increas ing the Marsha l l  stab i l ity in  the laboratory does not automatica l ly  translate to 
increased stabi l ity of  mixes in the field. Flow is the vertical deformat ion of the sample 
at fa i lure. H igh flow values typical ly  ind icate a plastic mix that could be susceptible 
to permanent deformation. Low flow values may indicate low air voids that may lead 
to premature cracking. 
Step 5: Deflsity afld Void Aflalvsis 
Using the bulk spec ific gravity and maximum theoretical spec ific gravity test 
resu l ts, the volumetric properties of the mix can be determ ined. This informat ion is 
used in  Step 6. 
Step 6: Tabulatiflg afld Plottiflg Test Results. 
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With the completion of Steps 4 and 5, the average ( from three repl icates) 
re ult can be tabu lated and plotted. The fol lowing plots can then be made to evaluate 
the mi : 
• Den ity (or Unit We ight) vs. Asphalt Content 
• Marsha l l  Stabi l ity vs. Asphalt Content 
• Flow vs. Asphalt Content 
• Air  Voids vs. Asphalt Content 
• YMA vs. Asphalt Content 
• YF A vs. Asphalt Content 
The density p lot typica l ly shows a trend of increasing density unti l  the peak is 
reached. After th is peak, the density begins to decrease. The Marsha l l  stab i l ity has a 
s imi lar trend but its peak is typical ly at lower asphalt content than density .  Some 
recyc led m ixes may show a decreasing stabi l ity with increasing asphalt content with 
no peak. F low typ ica l ly increases with increasi ng asphalt content. The percent air 
voids should decrease and the Void Fie ld with Asphalt (YFA) increases with 
increas ing asphalt content. Voids in M ineral Aggregates (VMA) is another property 
that increases with asphalt content unti l it reaches its peak and then decreases with 
additional increase in asphalt content. 
Step 7: Optimum Asphalt Content Determination 
The criteria lIsed to se lect the optimum asphalt content can vary cons iderably 
between agenc ies. F igure C- I shows the Marashal graphical pots that can be used to 
determ ine the opt imum asphalt content [Asphalt I nstitute 1 997, N PTEL 2008] .  
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